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THE MISSION OF AGARD

The mission of AGARD is to bring together the leading personalities of the NATO nations in the fields of
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— Exchanging of scientific and technical information;

— Continuously stimulating advances in the aerospace sciences relevant to strengthening the common defence
posture;

— Improving the co-operation among member nations in aerospace research and development;

Providing scientific and technical advice and assistance to the North Atlantic Military Committee in the
field of aerospace research and development;

— Rendering scientific and technical assistance, as requested , to other NATO bodies and to member nations
in connection with research and development problems in the aerospace field;

— Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential ;

— Recommending effective ways for the membe r nations to use their research and development capabilities
for the common benefit of the NATO community.

The highest authority within AGARD is the National Delegates Board consisting of officially appointed senior
representatives from each membe r nation. The mission of AGARD is carried out through the Panels which are
composed of experts appointed by the National Delegates, the Consultant and Exchange Program and the Aerospace
Applications Studies Program. The results of AGARD work are reported to the member nations and the NATO
Authorities through the AGARD series of publications of which this is one.
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PREFACE

In the past fatigue has not been a particularly important aspect in the design of fighter
aircraft structures. Being required to sustain high manoeuvr ing loads and being of relatively
short life expectancy, these structures were generally designed primarily by static strength
considerations. More recently, the greater complexity and cost of new weapon systems,
together with the general economic pressures to control defence expenditure in the NATO
countries , has required that the operational lives of fighters be increased bringing in its
train an increased probability of fatigue defects and failures. Apart from the safety aspects,
these fatigu e defects can cause a reduction in the total state of readiness of the NATO air
forces and , with the more sophisticated materials and structural forms now being employed ,
can result in expensive repair bills.

Recognising this situation , the Structures and Materials Panel of AGARD have explored
this area of concern and have proposed , wherever possible, generally accepted procedures for
its solution. The AGARDograph on Fatigue Design of Fighters provides such guidelines for
obtaining and monitoring adequate fatigue performance of fighter aircraft. It is commended
to the structural designers, the procurement agencies , the safety agencies and the air forces
in the expectation that the wider adoption of the procedures described will result in overall
improvements in the cost-effectiveness of new fighter aircraft structures.

N.F.HARPUR
Chairman , Structures and
Mate rials Panel
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1.1 BACKGROUND 

. . . SStructural fatigue has been recognized as a problem in aViation sance the early fifties , when a nu mbe r of senous
accidents occurred that were caused by fatigue . Originally, fatigue was considered as the province of the dt~signer of
commercial transport aircraft . However , when in the late I 950s different airforces were con fronted with fatigu e
problems, it became apparent that fatigue should also be considered in the design of tactical aircraft .

In the last decades, a tremendous amount of research has been done and service experience has been obtained in
the field of aeronautical fatigue .

In accordance with its Mission , the Structures and Materials Panel of AGARD has been contributing to the dissemi-
nation and exchange of knowledge on fatigue , e.g. by preparing a “Manual on Fatigue ”, organising Symposia and
Specialist Meetings, and by sponsoring Lecture Series ”~’3’4 .

It cannot be said that , due to these efforts , fatigue has been ruled out as a structural proble m: every day aviation
pays its toll to fatigue by means of unscheduled repairs , modifications and early replacements. However , it may be stated
that at present it is within our power to design , build and operate aircraft that are reasonably free from fatigue through-
out their service life.

Reaching this goal is not a matter of applying a set of simple rules (e.g. “avoid stre~ railers”), adequate fatigue
performance can only be obtained by a careful fatigue-conscious approach throughout the design process. Fat igu e
considerations will have to play a role in each phase of the aircraft development , starting in the initial design phase and
continuing in the aircraft operational life. The present “gu ideline” is intended to establish recommended procedures
for such fatigue conscious design , with special reference to tactical aircraft .

F 1.2 SCOPE

The design process of an aircraft contains a number of successive steps in which fatigue aspects should be considered.
The basic purpose of these “guidelines” is to outline these steps and to recommend for each step those procedures , based
on current knowledge , most likely to provide adequate fatigue performance . It should be stressed that these recommen-
dations are of an advisory nature and are by no means intended as a “req u irement ”. It is hoped that these guidelines will
set a generally accepted methodology for obtaining adequate fatigue integrity. Apart from providing information to the
actual structural designer these guidelines may provide a better understanding to those not directly involved in the
structural design but e.g. in procurement , operations or maintenan ce, for the way in which fatigue performance is
obtained , what factors must be considered and what are its limitations.

1.3 LAY UT

These “Guidelines” are divided in seven Sections. In the following a short description of the different sections is
given.

Section 2: General Survey

This section gives a general description of the different phases in the fatigue design process and indicates the specific
aspects that should be considered in each phase. Items of special importance that will be treated in more detail in other
sections will be indicated.

Section 3: The Development of Fatigue/Crack Growth Analysis Loading Spectra

This section descr ibes methods to develop realistic aircraft load ing spectra , considering the aircraft mission usage,
mission profiles and representative mission segment spectra. Methods are illustrated by means of worked-out examples.

Section 4: Calculation Methods for Fatigue Life and Crack Propagation

This section gives a survey of existing methods for the calculation of fatigue life and crack growth. Attention is
paid to the degree of accuracy that can be obtained. Possible improvements are discussed.

Section 5: Tests on Details and Components

Throughout the design of an aircraft system , tests ate required to assess the relative fatigue properties of various
structural details and components. This section gIves a survey of the techniques to be used in such tests.

Section 6: Current Standards of Fatigue Teat on Strike Aircraft

In the final assessment of the fatigue properties of a new aircraft , the Major Fatigue Test plays a central role. This
section presents an outline of current standard s of the major fatigue test for Tactical Aircraft. 
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Section 7: Fatig ue Load Monitoring

The service life established for a new aircraft refers to an assumed “design load experience”. For various reasons,
the actual loads experienced in operational use can deviate appreciably from the orginal load assumptions. For re-assessing
the actual operational service life , monitoring of operational load experience is indispensable. This section gives a descrip-
tion of different load monitoring techniques. Advantages and disadvantages of various methods are discussed. Finally,
methods for interpreting measured load experience in terms of fatigue life are analysed.

1.4 REFERENCES

I .  Barrois, W.G. Manual on Fatigue of Structures. I: Fundamental and Physical Aspects.
AGARD-MAN-8-7 0. II: Causes and Prep ention of Structure Damage. AGARD-MAN-9.

2. — Symposium on Random Load Fatigue. AGARD-CP-1l8 , Lyngby, Denmark , 1972.

3. — Specialists Meeting on Design against Fatigue. AGARD -CP - l 41 , The Hague , Netherlands,
1973.

4. — Fati~ ‘e Life Prediction for  Aircraft Structures and Materials. AGARD-Lecture Series,
No.62, 197 3. 
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2. GENERAL SURVEY

In the structural design process of a new aircraft , a number of successive stages can be defined. For the purpose of
the present survey, four successive phases will be distinguished, viz. :

(a) The definition phase
In this phase , the basic structural lay-out , including the type of structure and materials to be used is determined .

(b) The development pha se
In this phase the detail design of the structure takes place.

(c) The prototype and production phase
This phase is characterised by the assessment of the perform ance of the new aircraft and its certification.

(d) The service phase
The aircraft has entered service and is being subjected to its actual operational environment.

In the following, the impact of fatigue on the structural design and the considerations with regard to the fatigue
phenomenon in each of these successive phases will be discussed.

2.1 THE DEFINm0N PHASE

In this phase , that may also be described as early development phase , the basis is laid for the potential fatigue perfor-
mance of the aircraft: when the structural type is poorly chosen , when materials with unfavourable fatigue properties
are used and stress levels are too high , even the best detail design can only lead to mediocre fatigue properties.
Consequently, careful consideration of fatigue aspects in this design phase is of eminent importance.

Figure 2. I gives a schematic presentation of the fatigue-related aspects that are involve d in the early design j’~rocess.
In the following, these aspects will be further discussed.

Design philosophy

Modern fighter aircraft structure s have a limited fatigue life. The provision of adequate fatigue strength is in the
tkst place a matter of economy: insufficient fatigue per formance will necessitate costly repairs and modifications and/or
untimely aircraft-replacement. In the second place , fat igue has an obvious safety aspect: even minute fatigue cracks may
reduce the ultimate strength of the aircraft to an extent as to endanger the airworthiness of the aircraft . Experience has
shown that even in very well provek~ designs occasional fatigue cracks can occur , in itiated by e.g. material flaws , tool
marks , etc. The recognition of this fact has led to the concept of so-called damage tolerance : a structure is said to be
damage tolerant when in a damaged state it can still sustain acceptably high loads. Damage tolerance may be obtained
in diffe rent ways , such as:

(a) Fail-safety :
multiple load-path structure s,
crack-arrest structures ,

(b) Slow-crack growth structures.

Essential for obtaining damage tolerance by means of fail safety is that cracks can be found sufficiently early . Hence,
inspectabil ity is an important design consideration. The provision of damage tolerance has become more and more an
integral part of the general structural design philosophy. Recently, the USAF introduced a stringent Requirement on
Damage Tolerance’ that must be met in all their future aircraft. There is no doubt that the concept of damage tolerance
has a major influence on the basic lay-out of the aircraft structure , the type of structure and the choice of materials to be
used .

Material properties

In selecting structural materials a large number of aspects other than fatigue must be considered such as

• static stre ngth ,
• producability ,
• cost ,
• corrosive resistance ,
• sensitivity to stress-corrosion.

There is no doubt , howe ver , that increasing attention is being paid to fatigue and fatigue-related properties such as fatigue
resistance , crack propagation and residual strength. The demand for fatigue resistant materials is reflected by current
efforts of Alloy Designers to specifically design alloys for good fatigue and fracture resistance 2 .

_ _
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Usage definitio n

Usually the basic aircra ft design specification contains a general service life requirement , which may range from
3000 to 6000 flying hours for tactical aircraft . One of the first tasks in the definition phase must be the specificatio n of
the utilization of the aircraft during its service life. This specification should include:

(a) The types of mission in which the aircraft will be operated.
(b) The fligh t profiles pertain -’g to these missions.
(c) Configurations and stores to be carried.
(d) Numbers of landings.

If the aircraft is to be used in a number of different roles (different mission-mixtures) it should be specified whether
the required life refers to an average mixture of roles or to the relatively most severe role.

It will be clear that the estimation of the usage of a non-existing aircraft that will not enter service within at least
four years is a very difficult task. It is, however , a very impor tan t one , as the whole fatigue design will be based on the
associated utilization. It should be stressed that in this task a close cooperation between the procuring agency , the future
operator and the aircraft designer is indispensable.

Load spectra estimation

As a next step, load spectra will be estimated pertaining to the specified aircraft utilization. These load spectra will
large ly be based on data collected fro m previous aircraft . Specific performance characteristics (e.g. higher g-load
capability) should be taken into account. Chapter 3 of this Handbook con tains more detailed information about
spectrum estimation techniques , including pertinent spectru m data and worked-out examples.

Development of stress spectra

When a preliminary lay-out of the structure is available , first stress calculations can be made and load spectra can be
converted into stress spectra for each relevant item of the aircraft structure. The derivation of stress spectra is also
discussed in Chapter 3.

Preliminary fatigue analysis

When stress spectra are available , the structure becomes amenable to a first fatigue analysis. The primary purposes
of this analysis are:

(a) Identification of possible fatigue critical areas in the structure.
(b) Establishment of fati gue allowables.

For the analysis , the following “tools” are available:

(a) General fatigue data (S-N data or program test results on notched specimens and/or structural details).
(b) Damage calculation techniques.

Sometimes , e.g. when new materials are envisaged , relevant fatigue data are not available. In that case , fatigue tests
are done on relatively simp le specimens , to generate the desired information. Such tests are discussed in detail in
Chapter 5.

Damage calculations can be done with different degrees of complexity. In Chapter 4, different damage calculation
techniques are discussed in full detail.

It will be clear that in the early development stage , when structural details have not yet been fixed , it is usually not
j ustified to apply highly sophisticated analysis methods. Usually, re latively sim ple “Miner ”-type calcu lat ions are m ade ,
maintaining large safety factors . Those areas that show a marginal life in these calculations are labelled for a more
thorough analysis and possibly for component testing in a later design stage .

To summarize this sub-section , it is concluded that indeed a number of important fatigue aspects are involved in
the early design phase. It is of primary importance that the design requirements with regard to fatigue are well-defined.
This includes a consistent specification of the aircraft loading environment. Here , a good cooperation between designer ,
procuring agency and future operator is indispensable.

2.2 THE DEVELOPMENT PHASE

The involvement of fatigue in this design phase will be discussed under the following three heading s:
(a) The fatigue design of structural details.
(b) Fatigue life calculation.
(c) The testing of details and components.

.5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. .~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .—. _.j~ -.. .. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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The fat igue design of strw tura l details

Many fatigue failures that have occurred in practice can be attributed to “poor detail design”: consequently the
importance of “fatigue consciousness ” of each designer in detail design is generally recognised. Apart from the basic rules
like avoidance of stress rai sers and excentricities , the designer must be aware of a large number of factors that influence
the fatigue properti es , such as:

• metallurgical factors
As an example , the .c t of grain directionality may be mentioned.

• manufacturing techniques
Of great importance in this respect is surface roughness. As a possible means to improve fatigue perfo rmance, the
introduction of residual compressive stresses by means of e.g. thot peening should be mentioned.

Generally i t can be stated that the most critical areas in the structure are the joints between structural parts.
Consequently, major attention is to be paid to the design of joints . Apart from the major variables:

• Type of joint (riveted , bolted , bonded , welded , etc.)
• Type of fasteners and material

there are a large number of other factors that influence the fati gue properties , such as:

• use of tapered bolts ,
• interfe rence fit,
• coini ng and rolling,
• fabrication methods.

A fairly large amount of fatigue data on joints is available in the literature , but in view of the numerous variables
involved these data have a limited value for obtaining accurate life predictions. The designer will rely upon his own
experience , obtained from previous aircraft with a similar structure. In case of new designs, develop ment tests will be
necessary, as will be discussed later.

Fa tigue life calculation

Whe n the structural design advances and details are fixed , the st ructure becomes more and more amenable to a
rigorous fatigue analysis. For a detailed description of existing calculation techniques , reference is made to Chapter 4.
Essentially, all calculatio n tech n iques used are based on the well known Miner Rule : the shortcomings of this Rule are
sufficient ly k ,own. Fortunately results obtained with recent techniques , which calculate the “real ” st ress/ strain history
at the notch root are very promising. These methods can be fully computerised and are being used on a routine basis by
ai rcraft designers 3

~
4. The following remarks should be made.

(a) To apply advanced calculation techni ques that take account of seq uence effects , not only the spectru m of loads
but also the sequence in which these loads occur must be defined.

(b) For a proper fatigue analysis , an accurate knowledge of stress distributions is needed. The development of
finite-element techniques , i n conjunction with large and fast computer systems have greatly increased the
possibilities of stress-calculation. However, in complex structural parts, even modern stress analysis methods
tend to fail , in predicting detail stress distributions. Here , experimental investig ation , e.g. by means of strain~gages or pho to st ress-tech n iques can be very useful.

The testing of details and compor ents

In spite of recent advances in fatigue analysis techniques , it is recognized by every designer that for a proper fatigue
design detail and component tests are indispensable. This app lies par ticular ly for joints , whtse the many variables
inv olved greatly reduce the amenability to analytical fatigue life prediction. The amount of testing needed depends of
course on the “orthodoxy ” of th e structure . When advanced designs are introduced , including e.g. new methods of
joi ning and new materials , large test programs may be necessary . Figure 2.2 illustrates the type of components that were
tested in the development of the F-I 5. In this case a total number of more than 300 component tests were done.

In the past , component tests were usually done under either a constant amplitude loading or simple block-type
programme loading. Experience has shown , however , that the results of such tests may lead to erroneous conclusions .
even in a qualitative sense . It is therefore recommended to apply realistic load sequences, usually indicated as “flight
si mulation loading ”, also in development tests on components.

A further d iscussion of techni ques for detail and component tests may be found in Chapter 5.

2.3 THE PROTOTYPE AND PRODUCTION PHASE

At th is stage , the act ual str u ct ur al design is essentially completed. A numbe r of prototypes are available and the
performance of the aircraft can be evaluated. With regard to fa t igue, this evaluation must include the following:

_______— -
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(a) Flight load measutrements
Flight load measurements will be made to check the calculated structural loads and load distributions in various
specified loading conditions. The accurate knowledge of load distributions is an essential prerequ isite for
carryi ng out a representative fatigue test. In this context it may be mentioned that special attention should be
paid to empennage and landing gear loads , since in these cases assumed load spectra may turn out to be exposed
to subs tantial errors.

(b) Full-scale fatigue test
The full scale fatigue test plays an essential role in the assessment of the actual fatigue performance that has
been obtained. Because of the large influence of manufacturing techniques on fatigue properties it is very
important that the test article should be as nearly as possible a production item containing production design
feat ures and methods of manufacture and assembly. This implies that usually the full-scale fatigue test is done
in a relatively late stage , whe n the aircraft is in full production.

Chapter 6 is devoted to the full-scale fatigue test. The objectives of the test are formulated and a concise description
of recommended procedures to achieve these objectives is given.

It should be stressed that the results of the fatigue test should not only certify that the fatigue properties of the
aircraft comply with the design requirements but also serve as a basis for the fatigue life reassessment throughout the
aircra ft operational service life . Experience has shown that for various reasons , such as changes in mission profiles or
extended service lives , the fatigue life that is actually desired exceeds the original fatigue life requirements. Several cases
are k nown where , in th e framewo rk of a “life ex tension program ”, the fatigue test that had been terminated after
covering the factored design service life had to be re-activated or due to loss of the original test specimen had to be
repeated. It is threfore strongl y recommended to continue the fatigue test after covering the factored service life in order
to really evaluate the ultimate fatigue performance of the aircraft .

2.4 THE SERVICE PHASE

During the actual operational life of an aircraft type a continuous reassessment of its fatigue performance takes place
on the basis of service experience. Service findings may result in:

(i) Technical measures , e.g. : changed main tenance and inspection schedules , modifications, preve ntive repairs.
(ii) Operati onal measures , e.g .: changes in manoeuvring patterns , rotatio ns of aircraft over different duties.

decisions with regard to time of replacement.

Moreover , service experience will be incorporated in the design of new aircraft versions and in future designs.

In service experience , two differe nt aspects should be distinguished , viz.:
(a) The load experience encountered in actual usage.
(b) The failure-experience in service.

These two aspects will be b r ief ly discussed.

(a) The service life determined in the full-scale fatigue test is related to the load spectra app lied in the test. For various
reasons , the act ual usage and load experience may differ considerably fro m the original design assumptions and , moreover .
may change drastically with time. Monitorin g of service load experience is indispensable in order to reassess the service
life determined in the fatigue test , and to adapt maintenance and inspection schedules. A wide variety of fatigue load
monitoring systems are currently being used , differin g i n monitoring technique , com plexity and sophistication. Factors
that determine t he choice of monitoring systems for a specifi c aircraft system are e.g. :

• The structural configuration (e.g. variable sweep)
• The degree to which fatigue is expected to be potentially critical.
• The components that may be critical.
• The type of aircraft usage and the expected amount of variation in load experience.
• Operational and maintenance procedures.
• Fleet size.

In Chapter 7 , pri nciples of load monitoring and techniques to be used are discussed in more detail.

The object of service load monitoring is to relate service load spectra in terms of fat igue life to the fatigue life
observed in the full scale test. When service spectra do not differ “too much” fro m test load spectra , such comparisons
can he made on an analytical basis , using assumed S-N curves and Miner-type calculations. When test loads and service
exper ien ce are widely differen t , addi tional comparative fatigue testing on representative components may be necessary
for a reliable life -reassessment.

—-5—. ‘-5 .., .- -5-—---- .5-.- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —
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(b)  Experience has shown that in actual service fati gue cracks do occur that were either not predicted at all in the full
scale test or predicted to occur much later. Part of these unexpecte d cracks are due to more or less incidental deficiencies
in the aircra ft not present in the test specimen such as mounting stresses or initial damages like internal flaws or tool
marks. Carefully controlled manufacturin g processes are essential in preventing such unexpected failures as far as possible.
In other cases, however , the fact that service cracks were not predicted in the fatigue test must be attributed to the
inability to fully represent the actual service environment in a fatigue test. Examples are:

• Effect of a corrosive environment on fatigue crack ini ’~iatio n.
• Effects of e.g. buffeting loads on control surfaces.

It is certainly true that “the best fatigue test in the world is a fleet of aircraft in service”, and it must be made sure that
opti mal use is made of service experience. The analysis of service failures should cover the following aspects:

• Wha t loading mechanism did cause the failure.
• Wh at has been the loading environment to which the cracked aircraft was subjected. (Based on load monitoring-

information.)
• Is the observed crack to be considered as an isolated case, or is i ts occurrence to be expected in more aircraft.
• Should the fatigue test results be readjuste d in the light of service data.

To end this section , it should be noted that for the interpretation of service experience and the definitio n of conse-
q uent remedial actions specialised knowledge on fatigue and on the specified aircraft structural design is needed. In this
task, the aircraft designer should play a major role. The gathering of operational experience, both with regard to load
monitoring and service failure experience is the responsibility of the aircraft operator. It is therefore vitally important
that good cooperation and communication between aircraft designer and operator are maintained throughout the aircraft
service life.

2.5 REFERENCES

I . Military Specification Airplane Damage Tolerance Requirements . MIL-A-83444 (USAF),
2 July 1974.

2. - Alloy Design for Fat igue and Fracture Resistance. Specialist Meeting at 40th AGARD
S/M Panel Meeting, Brussels , April 1975.

3. van Dij k , G.M. Re-assessment of Fatigue Performance of F ighter Aircraft. Published in AGARD
Conference Proceedings CP 141.

4. lmpellizeri , L.F. Structural Fatigue Analysis and Testing for  Figh ter Aircraft. Published in AGARD
Conference Proceedings CP 14 1. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the processes involved in developing a realistic loading spectrum. The purpose of develop ing a
realistic loading spectru m is to define a stress-time history that is representative of those stresses encountered by a compo-
nent during actual usage. The spectrum is normally used as input to a fatigue or crack growth (fracture) analysis or test
to predict the fatigue or crack growth life of a component. This chapter will confine itself to discussion of developing
load and stress spectrums for aircraft structural (airframe) components , particularly fighter or strike aircraft.

The development of a realistic loading spectrum for an airframe component is a process that encompasses many dis-
ciplines , among them , loads, stress , fatigue , and crack growth analysis. It is a process that can vary in detail from simple
to extremely complex. The realism of the spectrum will be determined by the accuracy of the input fro m the different
disciplines and the degree of complexity that the analyst is willing, or able , to go to. The more realistic the spectrum is,
the more realistic the results of the analysis or test that the spectrum is used for will be.

There are many external factors to be considered in the spectrum development process. Among these are time and
money considerations , available data , degree of acc uracy required, etc. These facotrs may require the use of simpler , less
time consuming techniques than one would prefer to use for realism’s sake.

This chapter discusses the processes in the order they occur. The steps include:
A. Mission profile definition ,
B. Loading environment ,
C. Loading conditions ,
D. Structural loads analysis ,
E. Stress analysis, and
F. Stress sequencing.

Wheneve r pertinent , there is some discussion of the simpler techniques available.

Also included is a detailed example representative of what has actually been done to develop a spectrum on a fighter/
strike aircraft. The example is not meant to be taken as recommendation of an exact method. Due to the multiplici ty of
factors involved, a recommended me thod would be inappropriat e.

There has been a wealth of literature written concerning spectrum development. The references herein are not
intended , in any way, to be a comprehensive list. They can however provide a starting point f or researching whatever
aspects of the topic one desires. References 28—6 1 are not mentioned in the text but may provide information and other
sources.

3.2 MISSION PROFILES

Mission profiles are the first items of information that must be obtained in the development of aircraft fatigue/
fracture load spectra. This section will , (a) de fine mission profiles and specify the information that must be included and
(b) discuss the sources of this information.

3.2.1 Definition

A mission profile is a sequential listing of mission segments or events which combine to produce a complete mission.
This listing may be in various forms such as graphical (Figure 3.2.1.1) or tabular (Table 3.2.1.1). Regardless of the form ,
there are certain variables which each mission profile must include:

A. Type of mission
B. Mission utilization (in percent of total aircraft life and in total fligh t hours)
C. Configuration
D. Aispeed for these vanables
E. Altitude the range within each
F. Gross Weight segment must be specified
G. Time
H. Number of landings (full stop or touch and go)

Other variables that may be required if pertinent are:

I. Store drops
I. Other significan t weight shifts
K. Mission radius
L. Types of runways used if other than standard
M. Any additional information that would be useful or helpful in defining representative missions.

—‘5- .
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3.2.2 Source of Information

The user is the primary source of information. This information may be in terms of the actual values mentioned
above or may be expressed as normalized parameters such as power setting, optimum climb , optimu m cruise , percent of
maximum fuel or payload , etc. (Figures 3.4.1.1 through 3.4.1.5). By knowing the performance capabilities of the air-
craft , the real values may be calculated from the normalized values. In most cases the information received from the user
does not contain all of the required data. When this happens , t he designer or engineer must use other sources. If the air-
craft being evaluated is in the design and/or development stages, the only additional source of data is from similar aircraft
flying similar missions. However , the data from other aircraft may have to be modified to reflect differences in aircraft
capabilities. If the aircraft being analyzed is flying operationally, the best sources of additional data are aircraft fligh t logs ,
interviews with pilots , and measured data from fligh t recorders. 
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Fig.3.2.l.l Graphical mission profile

3.3 STRUCTURAL ENVIRONMENT FOR MISSION SEGMENTS

For each mission segment , a load producing structural environment must be determined. This envi ronment is
usually expressed in terms of maneuve r load factor spectra , gust spectra , landing sink rates , tax i spectra , etc. Methods of
determining these spectra for flight loans and for ground loads are presented.

3.3.1 Flight Spectra

3.3.1. 1 Maneuver

In Reference I , Tables III through VIII contain load factor spectra for various mission segments and most types of
aircraft . For example and information , Table Ill of Reference I is reprod uced in Table 3 .3 .1 . 1 .  The spectra in these
tables were obtained from load factor data measured during actual missions. It should be noted that in most cases the
spectra represent an envelope of the measured data and , therefore , may be high when applied to a specific present day
aircraft. When applied to future aircraft with improved load factor capabilities , the spectra may have to be modified up-
ward to account for these increased capabilities. For aircraft in the design/development stage and for aircraft that have
no recorded fligh t data , these tables have been and are still useful in developing initial load factor spectra. However , it is
recommended that reliable and applicable recorded data be used to augment these spectra when possible to help produce
a more representative usage. 

. _  ..._.. .... . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - — —_____________________
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TABLE 3.2. 1.1

Tabular Mission Profile

MISSION — COMBAT EMPLOYMENT — CLOSE AIR SUPPORT

201 of Aircraf t Life — 1200 hours 1000 lb Type A stores , 1000 rounds sumnuni tion

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Initial I of

Segment Gross Pressure Fuel Dis tance Maximum I TotalWei ght Al titude Used Nau ti~a1 Speed Power Continuous Tine Total Tine
(pounds) (feet) (pounds) (miles) (KEAS) Setting Thruwt (minutes) Tine (minutes)

Taxi 45007 (1 7.0 3.1 7.0

0 - Maximum
Takeoff 45001 0 94 0 200 0.9 0.4 7.9

0 — 200 — Maximum
Ascent 44913 20000 980 53 250 Climb 14.0 6.1 21.9

Opt imum
Cruise 43933 20000 1656 169 300 Cruise 91 34.0 14.9 55.9

20000 — 250 — IdlDescent 42277 5000 62 28 200 
e 

L5 3.3 63.4

Inter—
Loiter 42215 5000 1735 200 mediate 50 42.1 18.5 105.5

5000 — 200 Maximuu
Combat 40484 0 4046 450 Power 50.0 21.9 155.5

5000 225 — Maximum
Ascent 25409 25000 350 23 260 Climb 5.0 2.2 160.5

Optimum
Cruise 25059 25000 1066 174 260 Cruise 55 41.3 18.1 201.8

25000 — 200 —
Descen t 23993 1000 158 50 150 17.5 7.7 219.3

Approach 1000 — 150 — 
1
1d1e —

Landing 23835 0 503 0 me~i~~e idle L7 0.7 221.0

Taxi 23332 0 7.0 3.1 228.0

The tables mentioned above make no differentiation as to whether the load factors occurred during symmetrical,
unsymmetrical , abrupt , or smooth maneuvers. In Reference I , paragraph 3.3. a states, “The spectra shall be proportioned
between symmetrical , unsymmetrical, abrupt , and smooth maneuvers .” However, there are no guidelin es given as to how
this should be done. In recent developments of fatigue/fracture loading spectra for various aircraft , the following
methods have been used: (a) utilizing the data in Reference 2 , if applicable (b) interview pilots to get reasonable approxi-
mations as to how they fly the aircraft (documented in Reference 3), and (c) fly an instrumented aircraft on simulated
missions and record the types of maneuvers . No particular method or guidelines are recommended in this manual
however, different types of maneuvers should be considered to insure not overlooking any significant loadings. Past
experience has shown that considering these different types of maneuvers has little effect on wing loads spectra, but may
have a significant effect on empennage loads spectra.

3.3.1.2 Gust

As stated in parag raph 3.4 of Reference I , gust spectra may be developed from the continuous turbulence model
specified in Reference 4. The gust loads spectrum should include the effects of combined vertical and lateral gusts. For
terrain-following and contour-flying mission segments, the loads resulting from gust plus maneuv er must be considered .
There are no guidelines in Reference I showing how this should be done. An acceptable method would be to: (a) select
a rational percentage of maneuve rs to be combined with gust s, (b) dete rmine the gust load factor spectra, (C) use two
separate random number selector computer programs to randomly select a gust load factor and a maneuve r load factor ,
(d) add the selected load factors and , (e) do this still all allocated maneuvers are used up. The resulting load factors will
form the combined gust plus maneuver load factor spectrum. The same process may be done using loads instead of load
factors.
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It should be noted that past experience has shown that gust loads have little or no effect on the fatigue/fracture life
of h igh load factor typ e aircraft.

3.3. 1.3 Control Surface Usage

Cont ~l surfaces are defined as ailerons, rudder , flaps , slats, speed brake , etc. Reference I does not contain any
spectra for control surfaces. This is primarily because control surface usage is different for every aircraft. Control surface
spectra are determined by establishing the deflections that correspond with and produce the maneuver spectra discussed
in paragraph 3.3.1.1. Control surfa ce deflections used during takeoff and landing must also be included.

3.3.1.4 Fuselage Pressurization

The number of pressurization cycles used for design shall be determined by, and commensurate with , the mission
profiles and design life requirements. Regulator valve nominal setting plus toleran ce shall define maximum pressure. The
resulting loads shall account for the interaction of appropriate flight loads (gust and maneuver) with the pressure loading ’.

3.3.1.5 Store Ejections

The number of cycles and types of store ejections may be obtained from the information contained in the mission
profiles. However , since some aircraft are capable of carrying a large variety of stores and store combinations, it is some-
times advisable to add extra cycles representative of store ejection loads. This will account for possible store combinations
other than those listed in the mission profiles.

3.3.2 Ground Spectra

Due to the lack of better data , Reference 1 will be used almost exclusively as the source for ground loads spectra.
It is recognized that the spectra are stated in very general term s and when applied to a specific aircraft may not be an
accurate representation of the actual ucage. For this reason , it is recommended that reliable and applicable recorded data
be used to augment these spectra when possible to help produce a mote representative usage.

3.3.2. 1 Taxi

The taxi ground loads shall include the vertical gear inputs resulting from taxiing on prepared runways as specified
in Table 3.3.2.1. In lieu of the vertical-load cycles shown in Table 3.3.2.1 , the airplane may be designed for the effect of
takeoff , ta,ciing, and rol lout on deterministic runway profiles having power-spectral-density characteristics as specified in
Figure s 3.3.2.1 , 3.3.2.2 , and 3.3.2.3 for runway requirements specified in the mission profiles. For this option , the
analysis shall include all significant rigid body, gear dynamics , and elastic modes. Aerodynamic and propulsion forces
shall also be included. The number of taxi operations for each of the levels of runway roughness and airfield types plus
taxi times and speeds shall be as specified in the mission profiles ’ .

3.3.2.2 Braking and Turning

Hard braking with maximum braking effects shall occur twice per full-stop landing and medium braking with half-
maximum-braking effects shall occur an additional five times per full-stop landing, During a given mission, each full-stop
landing that occurs shall be included. The effects of antiskid devices shall also be included. Pivoting, with half-limit
torque load , shall occur every 10 landings . Turning with a side-load factor 0.4 at the airplane center of gravity, reacted
by the landing gears alternately inboard and outboard , shall occur five times per landing ’.

3.3.2.3 Landing

The landing-loads spectra shall include consideration of the anticipated usage of the airplan e, includin g such variables
as sink ing speed , forward speed , attitude , wing stores, and wing fuel distribution. The distribution of sinking speeds
specified in Table 3.3.2.2 shall apply for the distributions of the number of landings indicated by the mission profiles.
The table lists the relative frequency of occurrence of sinking speed per thousand lamdings for each type landing’.

3.3.2.4 Miscellaneous

There are other ground operations which , for specific aircraft , may produce loads significant enough to be consi-
dered for loading spectra. These operations may include towing, engine run-up, etc. To develop these data , aircraft
operations would have to be monitore d and recorded if significant (see example in Section 3.4).

3.4 DETERMINATION OF LOADING CONDITIONS

With the mission profiles accurately defined and the structural environment specified , it is necessary to determine
the loading conditions to be used in generating the fatigue/ fracture load spectra . Determining the loading conditions is

5-—-—-—- -~~
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TABLE 3.3.1.1

Maneuver-Load -Factor Spectra for Fighter and Fighter-Bomber Ty pe Aircraft
Cumula tive Occurrences per 1000 Flight Hours by M ission Segment

N2 A.c.nt Cruise Deacmnt Loiter 1 Air—Grnd Spec Wpn Air—Air

Positive

2.0 5000 10,000 20 ,000 15,000 175,000 70 ,000 300 ,000

3 0  90 2 ,500 5,500 2,200 100,000 25 ,000 150,000

4.0 1 400 500 250 40,000 7 ,500 50,000

5.0 1 1 23 10,000 2 ,000 13,000

6.0 1 1,500 250 2 ,500

7.0 200 15 900

8.0 15 1 180

9.0 1 60

10.0 15

Negative

0.5 10,000 44,000

0 350 4,000

—0. 5 30 1,200

—1.0 7 350

— 1.5 3 60

—2.0  1 8

_ _ _ _  

1

TABLE 3.3.2. 1

Number of Cycles per Thousand Runway Landings that
Load Factor N~ is Experienced at the Airplane CG

N2 Number of cycle.

1 ± 0.05 300,000
1 ± 0.15 165,000
1 + 0.25 27 ,000
1 + 0.35 2,000
1+ 0 .4 5  90
1+0.55 4
1 + 0.65 0.15
1 ± 0.75 0.005

TABLE 3.3.2.2

Occurrences of Sinking Speed/I 000 Land ings

Sinking All
Speed Trainer Other

FPS Class..

1 130 180
2 190 290
3 220 260
4 190 155
5 125 78
6 77 26
7 37 8
8 17 1.5
9 8 1.0

10 2.6 0.5
11 1.4
12 0.9
13 0.6 

________
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FIGURE 3.2.2
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that process by which various flight and ground maneuvers are coupled with certain parameters that are necessa ry for
calculating loads . These m aneuvers are de fin ed , for the most part , in te rms of a flight or ground load factor occur rence
and are obtained from the structural environment.  The primary parameters are normally airspeed , altitude , and gross
weight and are obtained from the mission profiles. Other parameters such as pitch , roll and yaw rate and accelerations ,
con t rol surf ace deflections, etc , may also be considered in the loads calculations. The exact parameters which should be
considered will depend upon:

A. Type of aircraft being analyzed.
B. What aircraft component (wing, fuselage, empennage , landing gear) is being anal yzed.
C. Parameter data available.
D. Method of loads analysis.
E. Etc.

To simply illu strate the result of this process: A load factor occurren ce of , for insta nce , 6.0 g’s is determined to have
occurred at an airspeed of 475 KIAS , at an altitude of 1000 feet , and at a gross weight of 10,000 pounds. This combina-
tion of load factor , airspeed , altitude , and gross weight can then be input to the loads analysis (see Section 3.5) to
calculate aircraft loads.

There is a rather large spread in the degree of complexity at which this process may be done. The degree of comp-
lex ity will dete rm ine , to a great ext en t , the degree of representativeness of the resulting load or stress spectrum with
regard to the actual aircraft usage . The degree of comp lexi ty, or detail , that will be necessary is usually dependent on
external factors, such as time and/or money restrictions and a lack of detailed information. These and countless other
rest rictions may mean that the more detailed techniques cannot be used. The less detailed the technique used , the less
representative the spectrum will be. It is extremel y important to remem ber that , given good fatigue or crack growth
analyses , the mo re representative the spectrum is of actual aircraft usage , the more realistic the answer will be.

The most complex , and thus most representative , method of selecting loading conditions would be to relate every
single load factor occurrence to the particular airspeed , altit ude , and gross weight at which it actually occurs. For a 4000
hour spectru m , of for in stance 350,000 occurrences , th is process would entail unreasonabl y large expenditure of time and
money to deter mine where each load factor occurs. Thus, fo r all engineering purposes , this degree of detail is unreason-
able , albeit the most realist ic

The next leve l of detail entails relating each occurrence to a range of airspeed , altitudes, and gross weights. The
ra nges of the flight parameters are representative of those within each mission segment. This method reduces the task to
a workab le level and has , in fact , been used to generate realistic spectra5’6 .

By averaging the fligh t parameters within a segment , the proce ss is redu ced yet another level of comp lexi ty. The
detai led example presented in paragraphs 3.4. 1 —3.4.9 uses this method and is representative of what has been done to
develop spect ra for analysis and test. If the size of the segments are chose n to be relatively small , this method starts to
approach the precedi ng method (using ranges) in complexity.

The process can be reduced in complexity by various stages until the point is reached where all occurrences are
related to a single combination of the pertinent flight parameters , usually the most severe flight condition possible . This
metho d results , in most cases , in the most unrealistic representation of actual aircraft usage.

The determination of representative loading conditions is also a rather subjective proce ss. The subjectivity can be
great ly reduced by reducing the complex ity of the process , but , as noted previously, the resulting spect rum may not be as
represen tative as it could be or should be . Howeve r , if certain additional data or inf orm at ion can be obtained , the
subjectivity can be reduced without decreasing the accuracy of the spectra.

An example of these additional data is a specific knowledge of what loading conditions th e aircraft is capable of
achievi ng. For never-been-flown aircraft , t he V—n diagram is a good source for this data. For other aircra ft , the V—n
diagram should be used in conjunction with any pertinent fligh t test or flight recorder data to ascertain the aircraft ’s
limitations.

Another way to reduce the subjectivity is a basic knowledge of how the aircraft is flown. That is , a general under-
standing of what maneuve rs arc flown , when they are flown , and how they are flown. For in stance , in a gro und support
combat segment , the following might be useful info rmation:

A. External stores will be dropped before strafing runs are made.
B. The highest load factors will normally be achieved at weapon delivery speed.

From these two items , the following assumptions could be made:
A. There will be a dramatic shift in gross weight early in the segment thereby establishing the gross weight range

at which ex tern al store drop m an euvers will be fl own ,
B. The gross weight range will be established at which strafing maneuvers will be flown ,
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C. The high load factors should only be associated with weapon delivery speeds, and further ,
D. Since , ~n this type of segment , weapo n delive ry is usually done at relatively low ait itudcs , the highest load

factors should only be associated wi th low altitudes as well as only with weapon delivery speed.

This information is best obtained from first-hand sources such as pilots or weapons systems operators. Training
manuals , technical manuals , and mission syllabuses may also be valuable sources.

Other information that might be obtained could take the form of operating restrictions for certain external store
configurations , operating limitations due to engin e rest riction s , etc. Obviousl y any data that can establish a narrower
bound on the numbe g of loading conditions possible is useful.

In paragraphs 3.4. 1 3.4,9 a detailed example is presented which:
A. Illustrates ,the processes described in Sections 3.3 and 3 .4 and a method of combining these processes in

selecti ng loading conditions.
B. Is represen tative of what has actually been done to develop spectra for a fighter type aircraft.

The example is not to be taken as a recommendation of an exact method. It is representative of what has been done.
It should also be noted that the various distributions and definitions used in the example are for a specific aircraft and
may not be applicable to or adequate for another aircraft. As stated previously many factors influence the degree of
de tail needed and the individual will have to decide based on these factors, what level of complexity to utilize.

3.4.1 Initial Data

The mission profile information received from the user is as follows:

Design objective for service life 4000 fligh t hours
Design objective for landings 4000 landings
Aircraft utilization 85% air-to-air combat

15 % air-to-ground combat
Nu mber and types of missions 3 air-to-air missions

2 air-to-ground missions
3 confi gurations will be considered “A” Basic aircraft with wing tip rockets

“B” Conf. “A” p lus centerline store
“C” Conf . “B ” p lus inboard and outboard wing stores

Mission profiles for the 5 missions are presented in Figure s 3.4.1.1 through 3.4.1.5.

1. Average flight time — 53 . 7 minutes
2. Configuration “A”
3. Take— off gross weight — 15,470 lb.
4. Take—off fuel — 4360 lb.
5. Mi ssion radius — 153 nautical miles
6. Air— to—Air combat averages 9.6 minutes at various airspeeds , a1titude’~,

and load fac tor s
7. Mi ssion segments

\© 
_ _
Power settin g

® Take—off military

® Climb mili tary

© Cruise optimum cruise

® Air-to—Air Combat maximum

Climb mili tary

® Cruise op timum cruise

© Descen r pene tration (80Z~~~

Fig .3.4.I.I Air com bat M issio n I

-
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1. Average flight time 111.6 minutes
2. Configura tion — “B”
3. Take—off gross weigh t — 17 ,564 lb.
4. Take—off fuel — 6148 lb.
5. Mission rad ius — 377 nautical miles
6. Air— to—Air Combat averages 10.4 minutes at various airspeeds altitudes

and load factors
7. Missi on segmen ts

Power setting

® Take—off military

® Climb military

© Cru ise opt imum cruise

® Climb military

® Cruise optimum cruise

® Combat maximum

© Climb mi l i t a ry

® Cruise optimum cruise

~~ Descen t penetration (80%)

Fig.3 .4. l.2 Air combat mission II

1. Average f l ight  ttme — 31.0 minutes
2. Configuration — “A”
3. Take—off gross weight — 15 , 325 lb.
4. Take—off fuel  — 4360 lb.
5. Mission radius — 103 naut ical  miles
6. Ai r—to—Air  Combat averages 4 .2  minutes at various airspeeds , a l t i t u d es ,

and load factors
7. Mission segments

Power settina

® Take—off maximum

® Climb maximum

© Dive maximum

© Cruise maximum

® Air—to—Air Combat maximum

® Climb military

© Cruise optimum cr uise

Descent penetration (80%)

Fig.3.4 .l.3 Point in tercept m ission
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1. Average flight time — 78.4 minutes
2. Configura tion — “B”
3. Take—off gross weight — 17 , 549 lb.
4. Take—off fuel — 4360 lb.
5. Mission radius — 100 nautical miles
6. Air—to—Ground Combat averages 1.8 minutes at various airspeeds , al titudes ,

and load factors
7. Mission segments 

©

Power setting

® Take—off military

® Climb mili tary

© Cru ise optimum cruise

® Loiter loiter

® Comba t .nilitary

® Climb milita ry

© Cruise optimum cruise

Descen t penetration (80%)

Fig.3.4. 1.4 Close air support mission I

1. Averag e fli ght time — 88.3 minute s
2. Confi guration — “C”
3. Take—off gross wei ght — 20 ,104 lb .
4. Take—off fuel — 6148 lb
5. Mission radius — 100 nauti cal miles
6. Air—to—Ground Combat averages 4.8 minutes at various airspeed s , altitudes ,

and load f a c t o r s
7. Mis sion segments

Power setting

® Take—off military

® Climb mili tary

© Cruise optimum cruise

® ~.oiter lo i t e r

® Combat mil i t a ry

® Climb military

© Cruise optimum cruise

Descent  penetrat ion (80%)

Fig.3.4.l .5 Close air support mission II 
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3.4.7 Segmented Mission Profiles

By making certain assumptions and calcula tions the mission profile data in paragraph 3.4. 1 is changed into a form
th at is more easily used in developing representative loading spectrums. A mission mix at 85% air-to-air and 15% air-to-
gound is specified , bu t the individual m ission u tilization is not give n. Hence , it is necessary to assume a distribution of
the five missions. This assumed distribution is presented in Column 4 of Table 3.4.2.1 as percent type mission. The
mission utilization is obtained as the product of the mission mix percent and the percent of type mission. The number
of flights of each mission and mission duration are also shown in Table 3.4.2.1. The number of flights at each mission
per lifetime is obtai ned in the following manner.

A. Average flight duration is calculated as

M ission du ration x m issio n u tilization
Tave — 

100

= 74 minutes = 1.233 hours .

B. Total number of flights per life is then

— 
4000 hours

ave

4000
= 3244 flights.

C. Number of flights of each mission is the product of 3 244 flights and the mission utilization.

TABLE 3.4.2. 1

Mission Utilization

0 cZ~ _ _  
© 

_ _ _  
© 

_ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _

% of Mission Mi ssion Percent
Mission Type U t i l i z a t i o n  No. Flts  Mission Time Per of Li fe—

Type Mix Mission Z Per Life Duration Life Hr Time
Mission % Mission (assumed) 2 X 4 5 X 3244 Mm ©X

~~XQ ®,
A000

ACM I 40.0 34.0 1103 53.7 987 24 .7
Air—to—

Air ACM II 40.0 34.0 1103 111.6 2052 51.3

P1 20.0 17.0 552 31.0 285 7.1

Air— to— CAS 1 50.00 7.5 243 78.4 318 7.9
Ground

CAS II 50.0 7 .5  243 88.3 358 9.0

To tal 100 100 4000 100

By using known performance capabilities and fuel consumption rates , the average gross weight , a l t i t ude , and Mach
n umber for each mission segment plus the time spent in each segment may be determined. This information is presented
in Table 3.4.2.2 . Also included in this table are the percentages of total aircraft life time for each segment. The per-
centage of total aircra ft life time for each segment is the product of the “percent of mission (% miss)” and the “perce n t
of lifetime ” .

3.4.3 Maneuver Load Factor Spectra

This segmented mission profile data is now used with mission segment load factor spectra to obtain aircraft load
fact or spectra. The mission segment load factor spectra are obtained from Reference I .  It should be noted that the
maneuver load factor spectra are truncated at the 9g level because experiencing load factors hi gher tha n 9g’s for th is
aircra ft is considered unrealistic. Fi gu re 3.4.3.1 presents the positive maneuver load factor cumulative occurrences for
each type of mission segment. Negative maneuve r spectra are specified only for the air-to-air and air-to-ground combat
segments and are plotted in Figure 3.4.3.2. Appropriate spectra are used to determine the load factor experience within
each segment of the five mission pro files. The selection of spectra to be used with each segment is shown in Tables
3.4.3.1 through 3.4.3.5. Maneuver spectra for each mission are derived from the mission segment spectra by summing
the products of the cumulative occurrences per 1000 hours at each n~ of the appropriate segment spectra and the related
percent/ lOO of the mission. This procedure is expressed mathematically on facing page.

. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TABLE 3.4.2.2

Mission Segment Flight Parameters

Percen t
Mission of Mission Segment Time Average Flt Parameters

Li fe t ime  Segment (Mm ) 
— 

% Miss % Mix Configurat ion GW(LB) ~u~T( 1~fl Mach No.
ACM I 24 .7  Take—off 0 .7  

— 1.3 0.3 “A” 15,470 S.L. 0 .28
________ ________ Climb 6.5 l2. 1 3.0 

_______________ 14 ,933 18 ,500 0 . 7 3
_________ _________ 

Cruise _jj~9_ 24.0 5.9 
________________ 

14 ,464 37 , 300 0.82
_________ _________ 

Combat 9.6 17.9 ,_~~4_ ________________ 13,420 30,000 0.75
_________ _________ 

Climb 2.3 4.3 _,_~~ l_ _________________ 
12 ,525 35 ,200 0.89

_________ _________ Cruise 17.1 31.8 j9 
_________________ 

12 ,246 40 ,750 0.82
_________ ________ 

Descent 4.6 8.6 ,_jJ ________________ 
12,025 20 ,550 0.59

ACM II 51.3 Take—off  0.8 0.7 0. 4 “ B ” 17 ,564 S . L .  0 .27
_________ _________ 

Climb 8.0 7 . 2  ,j, 7_ _________________ 16 ,925 17 , 100 0.71
_________ ________ 

Cruise  16.3 14.6 _j 5 _ ________________ 
16,344 34 ,500 0.81

_________ 
Climb 0 . 2  0 .2  0.1 

Dr~~~~ d~~g~~
er_ 

15,911 35 ,150 0.89
_________ ________ 

Cruise _.~j~~7_ 21.2 , Q 9  ________________ J
~~.L

378 36 ,000 0.82
_________ ________ 

Combat ..jQ~4_ 9.3 _j~8_ ________________ 
14 ,122 30 ,000 0.75

_________ _________ Climb 2.2 2.0 1.0 
_________________ 

13,163 34 ,650 0.89
_________ _________ 

Cruise 45.4 40.7 ~ Q~9_ _________________ 
12 ,565 39 ,700 0.82

_________— _________ Descent 4.6 4.1 ~~~~~~ _________________ 
12 ,025 20,550 0.59

P.I.M. 7.1 Take—off 1.1 3.55 0.3 “A” 15,325 S.L. 0.45
_________ _________ 

Climb 2.2 7.1 0.5 
_________________ 

14,608 18 ,750 0.92
_________ _________ Dive 4.0 12.9 0.9 

_________________ 
13,880 36 ,250 1.21

_________ _________ Cruise 1.7 5.5 0.4 
_________________ 

13,208 35 ,000 1.49
_________ _________ 

Combat 4.2 13.5 1.0 
_________________ 

12 ,67 1 35 ,000 0.78
_________ _______ Climb 1.4 4 . 5  _,_9,~3_ 

_________________ 
12 ,340 37 ,450 0.89

_________ _________ 
Cruise 11.8 38.1 ~~ 7 _________________ 

12,171 40,000 0.80
_________ ________ 

Descen~. 4.6 14.8 ~~ l_ ____________ 
12 ,035 20 ,000 0.58

CAS I 7.9 Take—off 0.8 1.0 0.1 “B” 17 ,549 L.S. 0.27
_________ _________ 

Climb 2.5 3.2 ,_Q.:3 
_________________ 

17,103 7,500 0.63
_________ ________ 

Cru i se  13.0 16.6 _ j~3 
_________________ 

16,724 15 ,000 0.62
_________ _________ Loiter 43.0 54.8 4.3 

_________________ 15,707 15,000 0.55
Dropped Center—

________ ________ 
Combat 1.8 2.3 ,_Q 2_ line Store 13,846 5,000 0.60

_________ ________ 
Climb 6.1 7.8 0.6 

________________ 
12,545 17 ,750 0 .74

_________ ________ Cru ise 6.6 8.4 0.7 
________________ 12 ,256 40 ,650 0.82

_________ ________ 
Descent 4.6 5.9 5 

________________ 
12 ,180 20 ,400 0.59

CAS II 9.0 Take—off 1.0 1.1 ~,,,,Q l “C ” 20 ,104 S.L . 0.25
_________ _________ Climb 4.4 5.0 0.4 

_________________ 
19,49 1 7 ,500 0.59

________ _________ 
Cruise 10.0 11.3 1.0 

_________________ 18,881 15 ,000 0.64- 

Cruise 0.7 0.8 0.1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 18,485 15 ,000 0.64
_________ _______ Loi te r  50.0 56.6 5.1 

_________________ 17 , 27 1 15 , 000 0 .55
Dr opped Inboard

_________ _________ Combat 2 . 7  3.1 0.3 Wing Stores 15,387 5,000 0.60

_______ ________ 
Combat 2.1 2.4 0.2 

Dr~~~~d5~~~~~
ard 

14,05 1 5,000 0.60
_________ _________ 

Climb - 7.8 8.8 0.8 
_________________ 

13,136 17 ,050 0.72

F _______ 
Cruis€ 5.1 . 5.8 0.5 

_________________ 
12 ,804 39 , 250 0.80

Descent 4.5 5.1 0.5 
_________________ 

12 ,736 19 ,700 0.58

At each n7

(cO/ I000) missj on = 
~~ (~0/ l0 00) segment spectra ’~ P~/ loo
= I

Figs 3.4 .3.1 & 3.4.3.2 Table 3.4 .2.2

where co/ l000 = cumulative nucurrcnces per 1000 hours

= percent of mission = t fT x 100
= segment  tim e

T mission duration

= variable representing each mission segment

P lots of the resultant m ission spectra are presented in Figure 3.4.3. 3. The composite spectra are determined as the
sum of products of the mission spectra and the mission “percent of lifetime ”.

At each n~ K — S

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~ 
(co/ l000) mission x 

~~~~~~

wh ere P = percent of l i fe t ime  (Table  3 4 .~ I )
K = variab le representing each mission

L. . _. .... ——----— .
~~~~~~~

. 
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A graph of the composite maneuver spectra is shown in Figure 3.4.3.4. In develop ing maneuver loads to be used in
conjunction with the maneuver spectra , the gross weights . Mach numbers , and altitudes of the mission segments will be
considered. The maneuver spectra of Figure 3.4.3.4 are onl y a convenient representation of the total maneuver environ-
ment , and by themselves do not define load levels. The first step toward a more complete definition is to associate the
load factor occurrences with each mission segment. This was accomplished in part during the building processes of the
composite spectra. On a per thousand hour basis the cumulative load factor occurrences in each segment are the product
of the appropriate segment spectra and the segment time. In the actual fatigue analysis, a per lifetime basis is more
appropriate. For a 4000 hour lifetime , the cumulative occurrences in each segment are obtained as follows

At each n1 of a mission segment in a particular mission ,
(co/4000) = (co/I °°°~segrne nt spectra P~ 100 x (P. 100) x 4
whe re terms are as previousl y defined.

Load factor occurrences at discrete n1 levels during a lifetime may be obtained as the difference between the cumulative
occurrences at the upper and lower boundaries of the interval.

Occur. per life (~ n~1 = (co/4000) (“ n~ - (co/4000) (~ n~~
where nz. = th discrete n z level.

These data are listed for each segment of the five missions in Tables 3.4.3. 1 through 3.4.3 .5. Only one mission, point
in tercept , contains supersonic fligh t segments. These segments , dive , cruise , and part of combat, contain the man euvers
which will be considere d supersonic. Load factor occurre n ces in these segments are listed in Table 3 4 . 3 .3 . According
to the m ission profil e , the air-to-air combat is initiated at subsonic speeds. However , in order to account for the transi-
tion from the supe rsonic cruise to the subsonic combat , ten percent of the occurrences at each position n 1 in the co m bat
segment shall be assumed to be supersonic, steady, sy mmetrical maneuvers . These supersonic maneuvers and the subsonic
maneuvers are listed separately in Table 3.4.3.3.
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Fig.3.4.3. I Mission segment positive maneuver spectra
(from Refe rence I)

3.4.4 Abrupt and Unsymmetrical Maneuvers

Thus far, the maneuver load factor occurrences have been defined without regard to what typ e of maneuve r they
should be associated with. In this example three basic types of maneuve rs shall be considered; symmetrical maneuvers ,
abrupt maneuvers , and unsymmetrical maneuvers . These maneuve rs shall be defined as follows; an abrupt maneuver is
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TABLE 3.4.3.1

Maneuver Load Factor Occurrences per 4000 Hour Lifetime
Air Combat Mission ~

Appl icable Load Factor Occurrences Per 4000 tIre

Mission is Positive n
Segment Spectrum 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 Lo 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0

Take—off Ascent 55 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Climb Ascent 512 75 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 1)87 593 335 164 81 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Combat Air—Air 13777 12717 10598 7065 4151 2384 1360 495 173 110 85 42 15 7 11
Climb Ascent 181 27 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 1573 787 444 217 107 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Descen t Descent 779 449 284 140 36 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nega tive n
~

0.5 0.0 —0.5 —1 .0 —1.5 —2.0 —2 .5 —3.0

Combat Air—Air 7074 495 150 51 10 1 0 0

10~ ~. 
—

Ne gstiv *

~~ lo:~~~~~~~~~~
_

10 
.05 0.0 —0. ~~~ 6 ” ’i. ~“i. c”
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0

Nz (vertical load factor) —

Fig.3.4.3.4 Composite maneuver spectra
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TABLE 3.4.3.2

Maneuver Load Factor Occurrences per 4000 Hour Lifetim e
Air Combat Mission H

Applicable Load Fac tor Occurrences Per 4000 Mrs

~~ssion Pos itive

Segment Spectrum 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5 5  6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0

Take—off Ascent 63 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Climb Ascent 730 93 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 1499 749 423 207 102 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Climb Ascent 16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 2179 1089 614 301 148 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Combat Air—Air 14916 13768 11474 7649 4494 2582 1472 535 187 119 92 46 16 7 11
Climb Ascent 173 26 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 4174 2087 1177 576 284 49 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Descent Descent 778 448 283 140 36 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nega t ive n,,
0.5 0.0 —0.5 —1.0 —1.5 —2.0 —2.5 —3.0

Combat Air—Air 7634 534 162 56 9 2 0 0

TABLE 3.4.3.3

Maneuver Load Factor Occurrences per 4000 Hour Lifetime
Point Intercept Mission

Applicable Load Factor Occurrences per 4000 Mrs

Mission Positive

Segment Spectrum 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0

Take—ofP Ascent 43 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Climb ® Ascent 86 13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dive® Cruise 183 92 52 25 13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise® Cruise 78 39 22 11 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

300 277 231 154 90 52 30 11 4 2 2 2 1 1 1Comba t~~~ Air—Air 2701 2493 2078 1385 814 467 266 97 34 22 17 7 2 0 1
Climb ® Ascent 55 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise ® Cruise 541 270 152 75 37 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Descents Descent 388 223 141 70 18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nega tive ne
0.5 0.0 —0.5 —1.0 —1.5 —2.0 —2.5 —3.0

Combat Air—Air 1534 107 33 11 2 0 0 0

~ Supersonic

~ Subson ic

TABLE 3.4.3.4

Maneuver Load Factor Occurrences per 4000 Hour Lifetime
Close Air Support Mission I

Applicable Load Factor Occurrences Per 4000 Mrs
Miss ion Positive

Segment Spectrum 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0

Take—off Ascent 14 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Climb Ascent 43 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 262 131 74 36 18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Loiter Loiter 1560 659 248 90 29 10 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cothat Air—Cru d 254 290 239 196 138 80 44 18 7 3 1 0 0 0 0
Climb Ascent 105 16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 133 67 38 18 9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Descent Descen t 171 98 62 31 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nega t ive is5

0.5 0.0 —0.5 —1.0 —1.5 —2.0 —2.5 —3.0

Combat Air—Grnd 70 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

- 
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TABLE 3.4.3.5

Maneuver Load Factor Occurrences per 4000 Hour Lifetime
Close Air Support Mission II

App licable Load Factor Occurrences Per 4000 Mrs
Mis sion is

5 
Positive n5

Segment Spectrum 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0

Take—off Ascent 17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Climb Ascent 77 11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 204 102 58 28 14 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 14 7 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Loiter Loiter 1835 775 292 106 34 12 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Combat Air—Grnd 385 440 363 297 209 121 66 28 10 4 2 1 0 0 0
Comb at Air—Grnd 300 343 283 231 163 94 51 21 8 3 1 0 0 0 0
Climb Ascent 136 20 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cruise Cruise 104 52 29 14 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Descen t Descen t 169 97 62 30 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Negative is5

0.5 0.0 —0.5 —1.0 —1.5 —2.0 —3.0

Combat Air—Grnd 6 1 0 0 0 0

a maneuver with non-zero pitching or rolling acceleration: art unsymmetrical maneuver is one in which a roll velocity
equal to or greater than 30°/sec occurs in combination with an incremental load factor , n~ ~‘ ± 1.0 (i.e., all roll velocities
considered were coupled with maneuvers with an incremental load factor , n1 ~ ± 1.0 . No roll velocities were considered
to occur with incremental load factors less than nz ± 1 .0). All other maneuvers are considered to be symmetrical
maneuvers . The type of maneuvers should be related to the mission segment in which they are most likely to occur. This
is a relatively straightforward matter with the five mission profiles established for this aircraft. Since these profiles are
combat type m ission s, normal pilot procedures would preclude most abrupt maneuvers and unsymmetrical maneuvers
from the non-combat mission segments. Thus , all maneuvers associated with climb , cruise , loiter , and descen t segments
shall be considered symmetrical . Within the combat segment , the percentages of .mbrupt and unsymmetrical maneuvers
must be established.

Since there was no statistical data available to establish these percentages , an inst rumented aircraft fro m an earlier
flight test program was obtained and flown on simulated air-to-air and air-to-ground combat missions. The resulting
measured data was used to establish the following:

A. 25 percent of all maneuvers in the air-to-air and air-to-ground segments are abrupt.
B. 90 percent of all maneuvers in the  air-to-air segments are unsymmetrical.
C. 10 percent of all maneuvers , in the air-to-ground segments are unsymmetrical.

The only abrupt maneuvers considered are abrupt pitch maneuvers. Based on the measure d data a horizontal tail
displacement rate of SM 7 degrees/second will be used to calculate loads for all abrupt pitch maneuvers.

Also based on the measured dat a , the rolli ng velocities to be considered for the unsymmetrical maneuvers were
determi ned. These rolling velocities and their  distributio ns are presented in Table 3.4.4. !.

TABLE 3. 4.4. 1

Rolling Velocities for Unsymmetrical Maneuvers

Percen t of Roll Velocity
1Jnsyn~etrica1 Maneuvers deg/sec

60 40
35 75

3 125
2 175

3.4.5 Gust Loads

Gust loads normally have little or no effect on the fatigue/fracture life of high load factor aircraft. However, gust
loads were investigated for this example aircraft to insure that no possible significant loadings would be overl ooked. The
aircraft gust load spectra will be based on power spectral techni ques which account for the mixture  of gusts of all wave-
lengths and the higher gust velocities associated with the longer wavelengths. Power spectral techniques applicable to
ai r plane gust loads are discussed in Reference 7. Also, aircraft structural responses to atmospheric turbulence as 
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determined from instrumented aircraft flight tests will also be used. The final gust spect ra wi l l reflect the an ti cipated
ai rplane usage that is defined in paragraph 3.4.2. The basic approach that will be employed is illustrated by the flow
chart in Figure 3.4.5. 1.

The fi rst equatio n of Figure 3.4.5. ! gives a relation from which the frequency of exceedance , N (y ) ,  of a given level
of the response y can be obtained for a particular flight cond itio n. In that equatio n , the P and b terms represe n t the
likelihood of encountering turbulence and the probable intensity of the turbulence , with subscripts I and 2 denoting non-
storm and storm turbulence. The values of these parameters along with the scale of turbulen ce L are specified by
Reference 4 as a function of altitude in Table 3.4.5. 1. The structural response is characterized by the terms A and N0A is an average of the response amplitude and N0 is a measure of the typical response frequency. The data was avail-
able at vario us fl ight conditi ons and include c.g. vertical acceleration and structural loads at various locations. This data
can be used to rep resent the aircraft response for each of the mission segments by taking into account any deviation of
altitude , Mach number or gross weight from the corresponding flight test condition. The use of flight test data to evaluate
the aircraft structural response automaticall y i n cludes comple x eff ects such as aerodyna m ic in d u ctio n , tra n sient li ft
growth , st ability augmentation and obviates the need for a time consuming anal ysis involvi ng airplane flexible mode
shapes dete rmination. The second equation of Figure 3.4.5. ! illustrates how the total gust spectra can be obtained by
summing up the frequencies of exceedance over one mission and then over the entire life . In that equation , t~ denotes
the fraction of mission profile time in one segment and t k t h e fractio n of total ai rplane usage represented by a particular
mission profile.

Figure 3.4.5.2 presents the aircraft spectrum of vertical load factor due to gust on a per tho usand ho u r basis. I n this
case , the total spectrum is the sum of the five missions spectra which are also shown in the figure . While the close air
support missions exhibit a higher percentage of mission time at low al t i tud e than the air to air missions, their contribu-
tions are lower because their flight time utilization is less. Also , the close air support missions are flown most of the time
in high-drag store d config u rations at lower Mach numbers. These factors tend to reduce aircraft response and gust
encounter frequency.

Aircraft Response to
At mospheric Turbulence

Frequency of Exceedance of Response 
Mission

— Ay /blA —~5y/b2A 
Prof i l es

M(y) 3.6*10651 (P
1e +P

2e) f~~~~~~ili~~~]
Distr ibut ion

N (Y ) T~ tk l~ N(Y) j  t~ I t
k Turbulence

Gust Spectra

Fig.3.4. 5.l Basic approach to fatigue gust load determination

TABLE 3.4. 5.1

Atmospheric Turbulence Parameters

Alti tud e P1 P
2 b

1 b
2 L

0 — 1,000 f t 1.0 0 3.9 — 500 ft
1 — 2 ,000 0.32 0.0004 4.6 9.4 1,000
2 — 10,000 0.08 0.00125 3.8 9.8 1,000

10 — 20 ,000 0.045 0.0015 3.7 10.4 1,000
20 — 30.000 0.06 0.0012 3.5 11.2 1,000
30 — 40 ,000 0.065 0.0006 3.4 11.1 1,000
40 — 50,000 0.023 0.0002 3.1 11.7 1,000
50 — 60 ,000 0.02 0.0001 2.8 12.5 1,000

3.4.6 Landing

As a design objective , the ai rcra f t will he desig ned to wit h sta n d loads associated with 4000 landings. Since an airc raft
service life of 4000 hour s is attained during 3244 flights , many of the flights must contain two or more landings . It shall
he assu med that  the additional 756 lan dings are touch and go ’s which are randomly distributed among an equal numbe r
of flights . (;onsequently , these 756 flights wil l  consist of one touch and go landing and one full-stop landing.
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TABLE 3.4.5.2

Percentage of Flight Time in Altitude
Ranges Applicable to Gust Analysis

Percent
Altitud e of Average

(ft) Lifetime Mach Number

0 — 1,000 1.1 0.35
1 —  2,000 0 0
2 — 10,000 1.4 0.63

10 — 20 ,000 20.9 0.61
20 — 30,000 5.7 0.50
30 — 40 ,000 59.7 0.88
40 — 50,000 11.2 0.90
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Fig.3.4.5.2 Gust spectra by mission and total up or down gust

The mission pro files being used are performance-oriented resultin g in the airplane landing with only landing reserve
fuel on board . All external stores except the tip missiles have been released prior to landing. Thus, the mission profiles
incl ude only one configuration ari d essentially only one gross weight during landing. This is unrealistic and would most
likely result in unconservative landing loads spectra. Instead , a rational approach which will include consideration of
aborted missions , hun g stores , and heavy landing shall be adopted. The mission utilization and takeoff configuration of
the mission profiles wi ll serve as a basis for the rational approach , as wil l app licab le da ta fro m other aircraft .

After rev iewing landing gross weights recorded for actual combat flights and actual training flights from similar
aircraft , the landing gross weights and configurations in Table 3.4.6.1 were specified as being rational and representative
of actual usage.

A dis tribution of aircraft landin g sink speeds is specified in Refere nce I .  These sink speeds are combined with the
gross weigh t distribution to form the joint distribution presented in Table 3.4.6.2. Since the design limit  sinking speed
for gross weights above the maximum landing design weight of 15 ,000 pounds is 6.0 fps , all la ndings at higher sink speeds
are considered to occur at gross weights below 15 ,000 pounds.

The gear loads at landing will be determined by analytical methods based on the gross weight sink speed distribu-
tion of Table 3.4.6.2. In developing the landing loads spectra , it is in tended that no loads greater than limit design loads
will be considered. Greater loads will be reduced to limit load . 

~~... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



Side drift  landings shall be considered to occur once out of every ten landings . Side loads will be assumed to be
propo rtional to the vertical loads. A value of ~i 0.8 acting inboard and ~ = 0.6 acting outboard shall be used.

TABLE 3.4.6.1

Landing Configuration and Weights

Gross
Weight Weight
lbs. Range Configuration c.g. Percent

12,000 11,000 — “A” Fwd 37.0
12,999 Aft 37.0

14,000 13,000 — “A” Fwd 10.5
14,999 Af t 10.5

16 ,000 15,000 — “B” Fwd 2.5
and over Aft  2.4

“C” Aft  0.1

TABLE 3.4.6.2

Landing Gross Weight and Sink Speed Distribution

Percent of Landl’~gs _______

Sink 12 ,000 lbs 14 ,000 lbs 16 ,000 lbs
Speed Config. A Confi g._ A Conf ig. B Config. C Total

FPS Pwd cg. Aft c.g. Fwd c.g. Aft  c.g.  Fwd c.g . Aft  c .g.  Af t  c.g. 
______

1 6.660 6.660 1.890 1.890 0.450 0.432 0.018 18.000
2 10.730 10.730 3.045 3.045 0.725 0.696 0.029 29.000
3 9.620 9.620 2.730 2.730 0.650 0.624 0.026 26.00 0
4 5.735 5.735 1.628 1.628 0.388 0.372 0.016 15.500
5 2.886 2.886 0.819 0.819 0.195 0.187 0.008 7.800
6 0.962 0.962 0.270 0.270 0.070 0.060 0.003 2.600
7 0.312 0.312 0.088 0.088 0.800
8 0.058 0.058 0.017 0.017 0.150
9 0.039 0.039 0.011 0.011 0.100
10 0.019 0.019 0.006 0.006 0.050

Total

Number of Landings

1 266 266 76 76 18 18 1 721
2 428 428 122 122 29 28 1 1158
3 385 385 109 109 27 25 1 1041
4 230 230 65 65 16 15 1 622
5 116 116 33 33 8 8 314
6 38 38 11 11 3 2 103
7 12 12 4 3 31
8 2 2 1 1 6
9 2 1 3

10 1 0 1
Total 1480 1478 421 420 101 96 

- 
4 4000

3.4.7 Ground Loads

The ground loads spectra are composed of taxi , bra king, tur ning and other ground handling conditions. One-half
of these loads will be considered to occur before takeoff while the other half will occur after landing. A distribution of
takeo ff gross weights and configurations based on the mission profiles is presented in Table 3.4.7. 1. A similar table
(Table 3.4.6.1) for landing appears in the previous section and as discussed in that section , the landing configurations
and gross weights are based on a rational app roach as opposed to the mission profile concept. In both tables , each gross
weigh t is assumed equally represented by forward and aft c.g. locations. The taxi and ground handlin g spectra shall be
dete rmined for these takeoff and landing configurations and gross weights. In developing these loads spectra , it is
inte n ded t h at no loads greater th an li m it design loads will be considered. Greater loads will be reduced to limit load.

Taxi A distribution of vertical load factors resulting from runway roughness is presented in Reference I .  It shall
be assumed that one-half of these occur after landing. Taxi loads resul ting from the taxi load factor spectra shall be
deter mined for the takeoff configuration and gross weights as well as the landin g configuration and gross weights. The
latter are listed in Table 3.4 .7 .1 , the former are shown in Table 3.4.6. !. The resulting joint distribution of taxi load
factors and gross weights is presented in Tables 3.4.7.2 and 3.4 .7.3 . Althoug h the taxi loads occur on a pe r fl ight or full 
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TABLE 3.4.7.1

Takeoff Confi gurations and Gross Weights

Gross
Configuration Weight e.g. Percent

“A” 15,745 Fwd 25.50
Af t 25.50

“B” 17,860 Fwd 20.75
Af t 20.75

“C” 20,486 Fwd 3.75
Aft 3.75

stop landing basis , the number of applications is based on the total 4000 landings. This approach is consistent with
previous analysis on other similar aircraft. In addition to the loads represented by Tables 3.4.7.2 and 3.4. 7 .3. at least one
cycle of limit design taxi load shall be considered.

Braking — Reference I specifies that hard braking with maximum braking effect shall occur twice per full stop
landing and medium braking with half maximum braking effect shall occur an additional five times per full stop landing.
This amounts to 6488 cycles of hard braking and 16 .220 cycles of medium braking per l i fet ime.  The maximum braking
effect shall be based on the brake system capability. Vertical loads shall be as required for airp lane balance at 1.0g .

Turning — Based on the requirements of Reference I , turning with  a side load factor of .4 acting at the airplane c.g.
shall be considered to occur five times per full stop landing. The side force shall be reacted by inboard acting loads and
alternatively as outboard acting loads applied to the main gear. Vertical loads shall be as require d for airplane balance.
The total cycles of turning load is 16 ,220.

Pn ’oting The pivoting loads specified in Reference I shall consist of one cycle , of 1/2 limit torque load applied
once every 10 full  stop landings. This load s1~ II be combined with  the static ground reaction.

Towing -. One-half the design limit  towing load combined with  the static gr ound reaction , will be applied 3.000
times in the life of the airplane. This requirement is similar to that previously used on other similar aircraft.

.\~~e Wheel Steering — The maximum torque fro m the nose wheel steering actuator will be applied once every ten th
full stop landing (324 times). One-hal f the maximum torque will be applied 4 times per full stop landing ( 12 ,976 times).
These criteria reflect those previously used on other similar aircraft .

Engine Run-Up — Engine run-up shall be assumed to occur once per flight p lus an additional 756 times for a total
of 4,000 cycles. Drag loads resulting from brake application during run-up shall he balanced by in cre mental vertic al gear
loads.

TABLE 3.4.7.2

Occurrences of Taxi Load Factor Prior to Takeoff

Confi g “A” Confi g “ B” Config “ C”
Tax i 15,745# 17 ,8601! 20 ,4861! Total

Fwd c.g. Aft c.g. Fwd c.g._ Aft c.g. Fwd e.g. Aft e.g.

1 + .05 153,000 153 ,000 124 ,500 124 ,500 22 ,500 22 ,500 600 ,000
1 i .15 84 ,150 84 ,150 68 ,475 68 ,475 12 ,375 12 , 375 330 , 000
1 + .25 13,770 13 ,770 11,205 11,205 2,025 2 ,025 54 ,000
1 + .35 1,020 1,020 830 830 150 150 4,000
1 + .45 46 46 37 37 7 7 180
l + . 5 5  2 2 2 2 0 0 8
l + . 6 5  1 0 0 0 0 0 1
l + .75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.4.8 Control Surfaces

Control surface load spectra shall include considerations for ailerons , rudder , flaps and speed brake.

Aileron The aileron loads spectra are consistent with the planned usage of the airp la ne and shall refle ct the
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TABLE 3.4.7.3

Occurrences of Taxi Load Factor After Landing

Taxi Config “A” Config “A” Conf ig “8” Config “C” Totaln 12 ,0001! 14,0001! 16,0001! 16,0001!
~ Fvd e.g. 

— 
Aft e.g. Fwd e.g. Aft e.g. Fwd e.g. Aft e.g. Aft e.g.

1 + .05 222,000 222 ,000 63 ,000 
— 

63 ,000 15,000 14 ,400 600 600 ,000
1 + .15 122 ,100 122 ,100 34 ,650 34 ,650 8 ,250 7 , 920 330 330 ,000
1 4- .25 19,980 19 ,980 5,670 5,670 1,350 1,296 54 54 ,000
1 + .35 1,480 1,480 420 420 100 96 4 4 ,000
1 + .45 67 66 19 19 5 4 0
1+ .55 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 8
1+ . 6 5  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1+ .75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,[_ 0

magnitudes and frequencies associated with the unsymmetrical maneuvers previousl y discussed in paragraph 3.4.4 . In
addit ion,  consideration of aileron usage in other maneuvers such as in landing patterns shall be given.

Rudder The rudder loads spectra are consistent with the planned usage of the airplane and shall reflect the various
kinds  of maneuvers in which the rudder is used. Part icular  at tention shall be focused on rudder use during unsymmetrical
maneuvers at high load factors .

Flaps The flap loads spectra include consideration for actuat ing the flaps during maneuvers as well as during take-
off and landing. In formulat ing these spectra , extensive use was made of the data measured during the previously men-
tioned simulated air-to-air and air-to-ground combat missions. This data was used in defining the characteristics of typical
flap actu4tion cycles. Definitions of representative flap cycles used in developing these spectra are shown in Figure
3.4.8. !.

Under nominal  condit ions the flap tak~~ approximately 3 to 4 seconds to cycle from 0/0 (leading edge flap deflec-
tion in degrees/tra iling edge flap deflection in degrees) setting to a 1 2/8 set t ing.  Although this is fairl y rapid for a flap
system , the airplane response time , even for smooth maneuvers, is considerably less . Hence , if the flaps are actuated at
the same t ime  a maneuver  is init iated , it  is l ikel y tha t  the airplane would a t t a in  a steady-state load factor befo re the flaps
reached the d~’sired deflection. Review of the simulated combat data indicates that , for 100 recorded load factor
occurrences , there were 23 complete extension/ retraction cycles of th e flap. For 17 oUt of 23 of these cycles, a normal
load factor peak occurs either just before the flap began to extend from the 0/0 position or during the extension cycle
befo re the flap reaches the 1 2/8 setting. For this reason , it shall be assumed that in a maneuver the flaps are actuated at
the first peak load factor experienced. In those cases where the load factor peak exceeds the design flap actuation
requirement of 6.0g. the flap shall be actuated at the 6.Og level.

Review of this simulated combat data also indi cates that for 9 out  of 23 of the flap cycles , retraction occurs at
n z ~ 2.Og , and for 14 out of 23 cycles retraction occurs at n z < 2.0g. Therefore , it is assumed that 50% of the ret ractions
occur at the preceding peak load factor and 50% of the retraction occurs at 1.0g.

Flap usage during each mission is determined by analyzing the probable normal flap setting for each mission phase.
At the beginning of the cl imb phase, it will  be assumed that  the pilot fu l ly  retracts (he flaps from the 24/20 takeof f
setting. This operation is assumed to take p lace at 1.0 g. and the flap cycle is i l lustrated as cycle number 1 in Figure
3.4 .8.1.

Ten percent of the maneuve rs in the c l imb , cruise , and descent phases , and in the CAS-l and CAS-Il combat phases.
are with flaps extended to the 1 2/8 setting. Prior to these maneuvers ,  and a f te r  their completion, the flaps are considered
to be fully retracted or in the 0/8 cruise set t ing.  This type of flap cycle is shown as cycle number 2 in Figure 3.4.8.1.

Flap settings for the combat phase maneuver occurrences for the ACM-I . ACM-Il , and P1 missions are dictated
primari ly  by the data recorded in the simulated air combat missions. This data showed tha t  23 flap cycles took place
in conjunction with 100 maneuver  occurrences. From this data I t could be seen that  there were 7 1 maneuvers performed
with flap sett ings of 1 2/8 , 1 8/ 16 , and 24 ‘20. This results in an average number of maneuvers per flap actuation of
7 1/23 3 . 1. An in-depth study of this recorded data revealed tha t  the exact type of flap cycle experienced in air combat
can he high ly variable due to extensive auto cycling between various flap settings. To simplify the flap cycling criteria,
three idealized typ ica l  flap cycles have been chosen based on 3 maneuvers per actuation, from the above calculation , and
by inspection of the actual  flap set t ing excursions t h a t  comprise the 23 noted flap cycles. These cycles arc illustrated in
Figure 3.4.8.1 as cycles number 3, 4 . and 5.

Whe n enteri ng the landing  pat tern , the maneuvering flap is selected dur ing the ini t ial  break over the field and the
airspeed is above the higher auto shift  speed of 250 K(’AS. During the turn to the downwind leg, the flaps shift to the
18/ 16 position as the speed decays. As the aircr aft  turn s base, it is assumed that the flap either shifts automatical ly to
the 24 /20 landing posi t ion , or the pilot manually selects this setting. This landing sequence is shown as cycle numbe r 6
in Figure 3 4 .8. 1.
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Speed Brakes The speed brakes shall be extended and retracted 15 ,000 times per airplane lifetime. Actuation
shall occur at 1.0g. This usage is based on probable dep loyment during air-to-ground w ’apons delivery , air-to-air combat .
and descent. Since the speed brake loads are a function of airspeed, the loads spectra shall reflect the airspeeds normally
associated with these events.
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Fig.3 .4.8. l Flap cycle def i n i t i on

3.4.9 Miscellaneous Fatigue Loads

Pressurizatio n The cockpit shall be pressurized to its maximum relief valve setting of 5. 1 psi twice per flight. This
is consistent with Re ference I requirements of two pressurization cycles per landing,  since the number  of flights equals
the n umber of full stop landings. Flight loads shall be combined w it h the coc kpi t  pressuri zati on.

Store Efeetion The store ejection load shall be based on tl ’.r’ mission profiles , but consideration of additional store
configurations and ejection sequences shall be included.  In the mission profiles , only one mission. Close A i r  Support II ,
is configured with wing stores.  There are 243 fli ghts  of this  mission , each with  two bombing passes. Thus , the mission
profile dictated usage is satisfied with 243 ejections from each py lon. This definition of store releasi. is felt to be too
limited in both quan t i ty  and scope and ano ther  243 ejections wil l  he added. The a d d i t i o n a l  ejections are selected to
include the more severe configuratio ns and sequences. Ejection conditions and associated frequencies are listed in Table
3 .4 .9. 1.  As may be noted , all ejections are considered to occur at 1 .0g.

Landing Gear Evt ensionfRe r ra c: io n The landing gear shall he e x t en d e d  5 ,000 times and r e t ra c t e d  an equal amount
The retraction sequence shall be considered to occur shortl y af ter  liftoff at airspeeds whic h are compatible wi th  the take-
off speeds for the gross weights and configuration s listed in Table 3 .4 .7 . 1 .  l h e s e  criteria are reflected in the ret raction
speed distribution shown i n Table 3.4 .9 .2.  In this table the retractions associated with the takeoffs in the “B” and “C”
configurations are grouped together. 
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TABLE 3.4. 9.1

Fatigue Store Ejection Conditions

nz Stores Stores
Cond Ejection @
No Sequence Eject WS x WS y Tip Ejections Comments

1 WS y 1.0 Store A Store A Røcket 122
2 WS x 1.0 Store A Store A Launcher 121 Based on
3 WS x 1.0 Store A — Rocket 122 MIssion
4 WS y 1.0 — Store A Launcher 121 Profiles
5 Ripple 1.0 Store B Store B Rocket 100
6 WS y 1.0 — Store B Rocket 72
7 WS y 1.0 Store B Store B Rocket 71

x — inboard wing stat ion
y — outboard wing s ta t ion

TABLE 3.4.9.2

Gear Retraction Speed Distribution

Takeoff Retraction 1 of No of
Config Speed KEAS Retract ions Retract ions

“A” 165 51.0 2550
“ B” & “C” 185 49.0 2450

All 5.000 gear extensions shall be considered to occur at the gear placard speed of 240 KEAS. This is consistent  ‘.vith the
extension speeds used in fatigue analysis for other similar aircraf t .

3.5 STRUCTURAL LOADS ANALYSIS

After  d e t e r m i n i n g  the load condit ions to be considered in developing the loading spectra , the nex t  step is calculating
the loads for these condit ions.  The ex te rna l  loads analysis used in the design of the aircraft is normal ly  used for these
calculations.

3.5.1 External Load Anal ysis

An external loads anal ysis is the determination of the magni tude  and distrib utions of all loads acting on the exterior
of the aircraft for various loading conditions. This analysis must  include aerodynamic loads , iner t ia  loads , ground loads ,
and dynamic  loads , such as gust , landing.  and taxi .  The resu l t ing  loads are usually expressed in terms of shears, bending
moments , and tors ions for each component of the a i r c r a f t . Using thi s  analysis , the loads for any point  on the aircraft
can be determined for any loading condition.

3.5.2 Analysis Verification Through Flight Testing

In developing fat igue / fracture  loading spectra , it is very impor tant  to calculate loads accur at cl\  . Small errors in load
calculat ions have been known to generate large errors in fatigue calcu lations. For this reason, the accuracy of the loads
analysis  should be verified.  The best method to substantiate the analysis is to conduct a flight and ground loads surv e~
measure actual  loads at var io us  loading conditions. The detailed requirements for such a suivey are contained in
Reference 8 and are very briefly listed as follows: (a )  suf f i c i ent ly  ins t rument  the wing , fuselage. empennage , and landing
gear to measure flight and ground loads, (b)  cal ibrate  t h is i n s t rumen ta t i on  to insure accuracy of the measured loads . (c)
measure and record loads while flying within  and to the l imi t s  of the s t ructural  boundaries of the aircraft .  These loads
are then u sed to verif y and/ or r cv is~ the loads analysis  to establish the desired accuracy.

3.6 STRESS ANALYSIS

3.6.1 Internal Loads and Stress Anal ysis

In designing an aircraf t ,  the external loads are used to conduct the in terna l  loads and stress anal ysis. An internal
loads anal ysis is p ert ~~rnied us ing  ei ther  classic hand calculation tec h niqu e s  or f in i t e  e lement  solutio ns . The in terna l
loads analysis wi l l  provide shear s , bending moments , axial  loads , and shear flows for the in te rna l  s t ruc tura l  members of
the s t r i c t u r e , Since a m ore d c i a i l e d  and  accurate in t e rna l  loads analysis is required for fatigue and fracture ealc , i l a t ion s
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than for the normally conserv ative internal  loads used for strength calculations , the use of large scale finite elem ent
models for calculation of in te rna l  loads is becoming increasingly predomin ate .

These internal  loads arc then used to perform a stress analysis of the area in question. The stress anal ysis will give
the local axial , bending, sheanng, hearing, and combined stre ..ses for the structural  component.  It  should be noted that
the stress analysis which was perfor m ed to verif y structural s trength may be unacceptably conservative for fatigue and
fracture spectrums and yield unrealistically short analyt ic  lives. For this reason complicated parts such as fitt ings , joint s,
and splices are sometimes modeled in fin :Le element programs to obtain int ernal  load and stress distr ibutions.

3.6.2 Analysis Verification Throug h Testing

For the same reasons as stated for the external  loads analysis , it is important  to calculate the in tern al  loads and
resulting stresses within a reasonable degree of accuracy. The accuracy of these analyses are verified by stat ic  tests. This
involves applying known loads (usually design loads) to aircraft structural components and measuring the resulting
stresses.

The test specimen should be extensive  enough so that  a realistic stress dis t r ibut i on can be expected in the local
area of interest .  The method of actual strain measurement depends upon the specimen , local area geometry , and the type
of data required. Several strain gages are usually used for actual strain measurements , while br i t t le  stress coats and photo-
elastic coatings are often used for stress dis t r ibut ions.  The results of these strain surveys are used to verify and/or modify
the internal  loads and stress analyses to establish the desired accuracy.

3.6.3 Load-to-Stress Ratio

The results of the Stress analysis in conjunction with  the internal  and external loads analyses are used to develop a
load-to-stress ratio for any urea of interest  on the aircraft . The load-to-stress ratio can be in several formats such as
PSI N ,, PSI/Body Bending Moment , PSI/Wing Bending Moment , or PSI/Body Shear , but the format chosen is usually
one in which the critical combined stress varies directly wi th  the primary external  load.

3.7 DEVELOPING STRESS EXCEEDANCES

T h e  next step in generating fa t igue / f racture  loading spectra is the development of stress exceedance data.  This
process will be illustrated by ref erring back to and combining Sections 3.2 through 3.6 in the following manner:

A. Obta in  segmented mission twofites (Section 3.2 3 .
B. Establish load produci ng s t ruc tura l  e n v i r o n m e n t  (Section 3.3).
C. Determine loading condi t io ns  per segment by coupl ing flight and ground maneuv ers from the load producing

structura l  envi ronment  with appropr ia t e  parameters fro m the segmented mission profiles (Section 3.4) .
0. Calculate external  loads for all defined loading condit ions (Section 3.5).
E. Determine the load-to- stress ratios for these areas (Section 3.6).

F. Calculate the stress exceedances for each segment by combining the ex t e rna l  loads (D) with the load-to-s t ress
ratios (E).

By followi n g this  generalized process , stress exceedance data are developed for each mission segment. This stress
exceedance data will be for posit ive loads ( usually > I g)  and negative loads (usua l ly  < lg). At the same time , the stresses
corresponding to Ig level flight condi t ions are calculated.

3.8 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN STRESS SEQUENCING

Stress exceedance data has been developed for positive g (usually > I g), negative g (usually < I g ) ,  and level fligh t
(= lg )  conditions. It  is now necessary to combine these data to form a discrete point-by-p oint stress-time history , or
stress spectrum. In this  discussion , the t& rms ,naxi,nurn and m inim um will he used in describing stress occurrences.
Maximum stresses are those stresses associated with  positive maneuv ers . Min imum stresses are those stresses associated
wi th  negative and level flight maneuvers. To derive a spectru m , it is necessary to take a set of maximum and minimum
str ess exceedance curves and associate max imum stress occurrences with m i n i m u m  stress occurrences to form stress cycles
(min imum stress -maximum stress-minimum stress or m a x i m u m - m i n i m u m - m a x i m u m ) .  This association can be done a
number  of ways: arbitrari ly pairing th e highest m a x i m u m  with the lowest m i n i m u m , random association , etc.

The methods that can be used to sequence the stresses vary in complexity. In Section 3.4 it was stated , with regard
to the methods used to select loading conditions , that  the most complex method would produce the most realistic
rep resenta t ion of the loads , and ul t imately  the stresse s, that the airc raft might actuall y experience . The same statement
app lies to sequencing methods the more complex methods will generall y produce a more representative spectrum. If a
spectru m that  represents actual usage is used in a fatigue or crack growth analysis , the results will represent what  wi l l
occ ur during actual usage. 
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There have been many publ ica t ions  pertaining to these topics and other related subjects; among them , References 5.
6 , 18 27. All agree that  random loading, ordere d loading, spe ctrum severity,  spectrum shape . and flight durat ion can
have a great inf luen ce  on test and analysis results.

Spectra generally fall in to  two categories: Block or f l ight -by-f l ight .  A block spectrum consists of groups of stress
cycles , with each group having the same maximum and min imum stress. The magnitude of the stress for cact i block are
found by d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  the siress exceedan ce curv e at a give n number  of stress levels arid using the resultant number  of
occurrences. T h e  blocks so formed are normally ordered low-hi gh-low , as i l lus t ra ted  in Figure 3.8.0.1 but can also be
ordered low-high or high-low. Usually the highest m a x i m u m  stress is paired wi th  the lowest min imum stress . etc. The
block formed represents I !nth of the life and is repeated n t imes to make up the spectrum.

l ’ar ly fatigue and crack growth spectra were all b lock- t ype .  The test equipment  available could not handle complex
stress-time historie s and the analyt ical  methods in use did not recognize sequence effects. Unfortunately,  experience
proved these analytical and exper imenta l  techni ques could not predict actual  service problems. Thus it became necessary
to define more complex spectra in order to get a be t t t r  representa t ion  ui actual  usage. Test techniques  and tools were
developed that  could handle the more complex spectra. Analy t ica l  methods were developed and recognized sequence
effects 9 ~ The f l ight-by-f l ight  spectrum was conceived to b e t t e r  repre sent  the actual usage. It  cannot he stated cate-
gorically tha t  a block-type spectru m is not representative of actual aircraft  usage , however , for vir tual ly any component
in an aircraft s t ructure , the f l ig h t -b y-f l ight  spectru m is certainly more represen ta t ive  of actual usage . In fact , the US.AF
Aircraft Structural  In tegr i ty  Program ’3 and the recently wr i t t en  USAF specification for damage tolerance ’4 require the
use oh’ a flig ht-by-f l ight  spectrum for analysis and test . It is impor t an t  to note tha t  numerous  studies  have shown that
ana l y s i s  using a f l ight- b y- f l ight  spectrum will  give more conservative results than  analysis  using a block-type spectrum
when both are derived from the same exceedance ~~~~~5 S S . i S , I 6 .i~

3.8.1 Fli ght-b y Fli ght Spectra

There are two categories of f l ight -b y -f l i ght  spectra. The first ,  arid more com p lex, is the mission segment-by-mission
segment spectrum. The second is the flight-by-flight spectrum.

3 .~ 1.1 .tltisuni Seg n,ent- / m u — I I L C .suom .S’egtmu’tmt

The most r e , i l is t ic  r epr cse~i t a t i on  of an a i rc ra f t  stres .s-t ime history is a mission segment-by-mission segment ordering.
The max imum and min imum stress exce cdance data is broken down into  mission segments as previously described
( Sect ions  3.2. 3.3 . 3, 7) and the stress occurrences w i t h i n  each segment are established by diffe ren t ia t ing  the curves at a
given number  of stress levels. The number  of stress levels chose n is dependent on the cange of stress’s and the capability
of the ana ly t ica l  tools and test  equi pmen t  being used. The greater the number  of stress levels chosen. the finer the
analysis  and tes t .

The m a x i m u m  and min imum stresses of cacti segment are paired to form cycles in generally three ways. The first
is  pairing them on a random basis, assuming tha t  the a i rcraf t  re turns  to a level fli ght condit ion or a negative condi t ion
after every positive maneuver. A m i n i m u m  wil l  follow a m a x i m u m .  The second method is to randomly sequence all the
siress occurrences , That is, there may he two or more max imum stress occurrences in a row . or two or more minimum
stress occurrences in a row. The th i rd  method is to order the  stresses in a block-type spectrum fashion wi th in  each seg-
m e n t .  This method ,  while less realistic than  the others . may in cer tain cases be acceptable.

t i t e r  the stress occurrences are ordered w i t h i n  each segmen t , the segments of each m ission type are linked together
to form .m f l i gh t .  The ir all f l igh ts  are l i nked  together  to form time mission segment-by-mission segment spectrum.

The flig h t s , or m i s s i o n s , can he ordered in two ways. The first being a random sequence of missions:  the second.
some predetermined orde t .  If the orden in which the missions will be shown is known , then that order should he used.
If not .  the random sequence is the  only a l ternat ive .

It  is i m p o r t a n t  to note tha t  no matter  what  mission sequencing meth od is chosen , the mission segments wil l  retain
their  order w i t h i n  each flig h t .  Th at is . in each part icular  f l ight , a stress associat ed wi th  a landing load cannot occur before

str ess ,,ssociatcd w i t h  a takeoff  load. A representa t ion of a t y p i c a l  mission is i l lus t ra ted in Figure 3 .8 .1 .1 .

3. ~ 1.2 El ig lmc -l mm Pligh t

l I r e  f l igh t -by- f l igh t  s p e c t r t i m i i  is con st ructed s imi la r ly  to the mission segment-by-mission segment spectrum. The
differen ce is that  the flight-b y-f l ight  spectrum is broken down no finer than a mission basis. The stress exceedance data
are developed for each mission and the stress occurrnence s are then ordered wi th in  each fligh t. The stresses are paired
to l’urm cycles and then sequenced using processes identical  to those used in deriving the miss ion segment-by-mission
segment spectrum. The methods  used to order the  missions are also ident ical .

I t i s  impor tan t  to min ic  t l i , m t  w i t h ou t  breaking  each mission in to  segments the general sequencing of the stresses
ss t h i n  each fl ight  is lost .  That is . it is possible to have a stress associated wi th  a l and ing  load occur before a stress
associated wi th  a t akeof f  load. 
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3.9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter was wr i t t en  to be used as a guide in develop ing realistic fat igue/fracture loading spectra. The imi forma-
tion presented is primarily oriented toward showing the designer or engineer the steps involved in deriving the spectra and
the various factors that must be considered. There are no firm requirements or methods recommended since these could
vary greatly depending upon the aircraft and component being investi gated, data available , computer capability, funding,
schedules, etc. It is intended that this report be helpfu l in selecting the most appropriate requirements and methods for
application to a par t icular  aircraft component.  In doing this , the following general recommendations should be
considered.

A. Obtain mission profiles that are as representative as possible of actual aircraft usage.

B. The flight and ground nm aneuv er spectra presented in Reference I are based on recorded data fro m past aircraft.
The applicability of these spectra to present day and future aircraft is sometimes questionable. Therefore .
reliability and applicable data from other sources should be used to augment these spectra when possible.

C. Within external constraints such as time and/ or funding restrictions , lack of detailed information, etc., the more
comp lex , and thus more representative , method of selecting loading conditions should be used.

D. The loads and stress analysis method should be accurate and verified if possible.

E. Within external constraints such as time and/ or fu nding  restrictions , lack of detailed information , etc. the more
comp lex , and thus  more representative methods of stress sequencing should be used.
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4.1 INTRODU CFION

4 .1 . 1 General Remarks

From an engineering standpoint the fatigue life of a component or s t ructure  consists of two periods :

Crack in itia t ion , which starts with the first load cycle and ends when a technically detectable crack is present.
- - Crack propagation , which starts with a technically detectable crack and ends when the remaining cross section

can no longer withstand the loads applied and fails staticall y.

Depending on the type of coniponent or structure the two periods can consume widely different portions of the
complete fati gue life . Usually it is assumed that massive , mildl y notched components made of high-strength , bri t t le
materials, stressed by severe load spectra at high mean stresses have a relatively short crack propagation period. For
bu ilt-up structures , made of low strength , to ugh materials , the reverse is usually true.

In extreme cases, practically the whole fatigue life consists of crack propagation alone. This is obviously so if
cracks or crack-like defects are present from the manufactur in g  stage onwards , as is sometimes assumed for welded
joi nts.

In general , a calc u latio n method for fati gue life prediction therefore would have to account for both periods; if
one ,issumes a crack to be present from the start , the calculation method could be restricte d to crack propagation alone.
On the other hand , for particula r components where the appearance of a crack signals imminent  danger of failure, calcula-
tion of crack init iat ion alone would be sufficient.

4. 1. 2 ProbLems of Fatigue Life Prediction

Before discussing the various methods available at present it may be prudent to mention in general terms some of
the problems facing the engineer who tries to predict fatigue life :

I . Use of specimen data

The f mm ~gue li fe is to be predicted for large components or complete structures. which may consist for example
of integrally machined , single load path forg ings or di f ferent ia l ly  stiffened curved shells made of thin sheet. These
components are stressed by a complex mixture  of stochastic and deterministic loads , including hold t imes . corro-
sion , high and low temperatures and other enviromenta l effects.

The data available for the fatigue li fe calculatio n , however , have mostly been established using simple fatigue
specime ns loaded at best by a simplified fli ght-by-flight sequence wi thout  regard to environ mental effects etc . If
component- instead of specimen-data are employed , usually very few test results are ava ilable because of cost.

For these reasons alone it is somewhat astonishing that  it  has been possible to design aircraft which have in some
cases reached their design fatigue life without  giving too much trouble in this  respect.

II. Determination of basic data

All the existing methods for the calculation of fatigue life and crack propagation require basic data which must  be
determined by experiments: For Miner -type calculations SN-curves are necessary for crack propagation cakutations so-
called “constants ” (C , n and K~ for example in a Forman-type calculation ). Ev ’n  if these data are available wi t h  a large
degree of confidence , i.e. if a large number  of tests have been carried out , these basic data were certainl y determined on
different heats of material than those of which the aircraft  in question is being buil t .  Quite large differences in .  for
ex ample , the SN -data of typical Al-alloys have been reported in the literature : the consequences for any fati gue life calcu-
latio n are obvious.

I I I .  Scatte r

Any calculation method for fatigue life will  at best give a statistically exact mean fatigue life. However , the fatigue
life for a high probability of survival , say 99.9 perce n t , is require d . For this the standard deviation of fatigue life is
necessary which could only be reliably obtained by a large number of fatigue tests under realistic load sequence s which
are usually not available.

Since the scatter of fati gue life is different  in constant amplitude tests than in real is t ic  t e sts  it is of no use in this
respect.

IV, Proof of the accuracy of the prediction method

All of the methods available at present and in the foreseeable future are hypotheses. They can be shown to be
correct only by expe rimental evidence , that , is , by a large number of realistic tests. It is much more hel pful (but much
more expensive ) to test available methods by a judiciously selected experimental program than to add another , slig h tly
different hypothesis to the large number already available. Only in this way we will be able to gather the evidence
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necessary for the correct use of any life calculation method and the experience with  which to ju dge the results of the
calculatio n.

The proof of any model lies in its abi l i ty to predict fatigue life of a specimen or component subjected to any
arbitra ry loadi ng sequence. Therefore the test program mentio n ed above should contain many different , but realistic
seque nces . for example for

tactica l aircraft wing loads
- transpo rt wing toads

la nding gear loads
ver t ic a l  and horizontal tail loads
random loads etc.

V. The concept of “damage ”

Any method of fatigue life calculation must make use of the concept of “fatigue damage ”. Although many papers
have been written on this subject , fatigue damage cannot yet he described in a way which can be employed for fatigue
life calculation.

It  should be mentioned h ere , tha t  this problem also occurs if the fati gue life is considered to consist of crack growth
only. In other words: These pr oblems are not Iesscncd when one uses the damage tolerance phil osophy, because the
calculation of crack propagation under  realistic load sequences also is a problem of damage accumulat ion.  The hypo-
theses for the calculation of crack propagation life therefore suffe r from similar deficiencies in this respect as the well
known damage accumulat ion hypotheses.

VI. Est imat ion of the service fatigue loads

Although this par ameter has nothing to do with  the fatigue life calculation method as such the assumed load
spectrum influences fatigue life at least in the same degree as the other problems mentioned above.

V II. Statistical evaluation of service load records

To obtain the load spectrum the service load record s, if available , are evaluated statistically (see Chapter 3). A large
number  of dif t ’erent evaluat ion methods are possib le, 1’2 ’3 and it  is not all clear which method best reproduces the various
“damping ” portions of an irregular load sequence,

4.1.3 Requirements to be Met by a Method for the Calculation of Fatigue Life
- The accuracy and reliabilit y oh the method must be high,  that  is , the spread of the predict ed fatigue lives around

the actual ones should be small. This may need some exp l a n a i t o n :  The on/i- criterion for a fatigue life pred iction
method is t h e  spread (or scatter) of actual (test) fat i gue lives around the predicted ones. “Unconservativ e ” or
“conservative ” predict ions. ~ire not a criterion , because , for example one can make Miner ’s rule always conservative
by postulat ing ~ n i/N ~ = 0.05 . This would , however, resul t in unnecessary overdesign for most compon ents.

- The method should be generally applicable , t h a t  is . it  should give the correct predict ion for any
load spectrum or sequence
ma ter ia l
component
stress concentration factor or shape
type of loading etc.

At least the Imi ts  of the va l idi ty  of the method should be know n.  For many practical applications a reliable method
even for one type of load spectrum would he suff ic ient .

The determination of the  constants necessa ry for any calculatio n method must not require the tests which the
method is supposed to replace , in other words: The method must not consi st ofju st  fitting some constants to
fort uitous test results.

The effort for su ch a calc ul ation mu st be less than for a realistic fa t ig u e test: otherwise industrial application is
hompeless.

The crack init iat ion and the crack propaga t ion periods should be covered.

4. 1.4 Available Solutions

As is well known there have been numerous a t tempts  to meet any or all the above requirements , d a t i n g  from 1924( Pa lmgr en to the crack propag ation hypotheses of th e present decade. In fact there are so many new hypotheses almost
every year, that  it becomes very diff i cul t  to keep track of them and to he able to judge them on an equal basis
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All of them fall into one of the following four categories:

I . Simple methods which do not account for any of the complex events taking place in the most highly stressed
area around the notch root or crack tip. Miner ’s rule for the crack initiation period and a simple linear addition
of the crack extension due to each individual cycle using Forman ’s equation for the crack propagation period
are examples.

II. Methods , which do account for some of the complex events taking place at the notch root or crack tip using
assumptions , for example about the size and shape of the plastic zone and its effect on fatigue life or crack
propagation. For crack propagation , the Willenborg model 4 is an examp le of this approach , while for crack
initiation there are the ESDU-method5 or the Impellizer i-analysis6 .

Methods I to 2 are based on constant amp litude tests.

III.  Methods which try to measure what actually happens at the notch root or crack tip, for example the
companion specimen method” for crack ini t ia t ion or the crack closure concept 8 for crack propagation.

IV . Methods having a restricted general applicability using realistic sequence test data and assumptions on how to
read across from these data to the actual load sequences.

The so-called “relative ” Miner rule fi rst defined by the author in Reference 9 , but used in similar form for many
years by the RAE’° , Lockheed” and others is an example for the crack ini t ia t ion period , while for the crack
propagation period there is the Wheeler model ’2 .

In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 a number of more or less well known methods to calculate fatigue life in the crack init iat ion
and crack propagation phases will be discussed. Each section is divided into  two sub-sctions:

Present status ,
- Potential improvements.

Methods will be classified as “presen t status ” when they have been
used widely in industry (not just by one firm),

— examined by systematical test programs or
- are simply outgrowths of older methods and no improvement can be expected for fundamental  reasons.

They will be classified as “potential improvements ” when they offe r some hope for improvement compared to the
present status but this has not been conclusively proved. Thus a method will  be in the “potential improvements ” section
when it has not been thoroughly examine d exper imenta l ly ,  al though it may have been around for many years.

The extent to which the individual methods are discussed will depend on their importance. Some of these methods
~re so well known (e.g. Miner ’s rule)  and have been described so extensively in the literature , that it is not considered

cessa ry to explain their background in detai l ;  rath er rcsults from test programs on their accuracy as well as details on
how and where they are used in indus try will  be presented. Othcr  method s , especially in the “potential  improvements ”

~t !J f l  are not so well known and will therefore be explained in some detail .  The theoretical background will not be
p resented , hut  the underlying basic assumptions will be covered.

4.2 METHODS TO CACULATE FATIGUE LIFE IN THE CRACK lNlT l.\ T I ON PHASE

The methods described in this section have very often been used to predict the fatigue life to failur e (crack initiation
plus crack propagation); strictl y speaking, however , they can only be used for prediction of the crack ini t ia t io n life.

4.2. 1 Present Status

4.2 1. 1 ,i1ineric Rule

4.2. 1. 1.1 Use of Minu ’rs Rule in Industry

At the moment , Miner ’s ru l&°

~ n 1/N ~ 
= 1.0

is still the most widely used method. It is probably safe to say that a// of the mil i tary  and civi l ian aircraft flying today
(except those in which fatigue life was not considered at all and possibly except the B - I )  have been designed using Miner ’s
rule. In the various NATO countries , there are differences in the way this method is employed, the basic (S-N) data used,
etc. In the Federal Republic of Germany it is customary to use constant amp litude data in the form of Goodmann
diagrams for notched specimens of the material  in question . for examp le with a stress concentration factor of 3.6 or 2.5
(Refs 14 .16), in other countries the corresponding M I LUdbk  Sb data , the well known NASA results or the ESDU”
curves have been utilized. The procedure used in Germany is as follows:
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Applying Miner ’s rule , assuming a damage sum of uni ty  at failure and a sa fety factor of four , the life is calculated
under the assumed load spectra , which envelops the ground to air cycle . This is considered to range from the
minimum stress dur ing  taxi ing to the m a x i m u m  stress occurring once per (average) flight .  If the require d life , i.e.
4 000 hrs fo r a ta ct ical aircraft , is reached or exceeded the corresponding I —g stress is considered safe , otherwise the

- g stress is lowered and the procedure repeated. As an added safety factor , the S-N curve is sometimes extended
to a stress ampli tude of zero with the slope of the finite life portion, so that  all stresses in the spectrum are damaging.

There is a large number  of implicit assumptions in this method , among them:

- The S-N curves of the s tructural  detail in question and the notched specimen chosen are identical.
- The fatigue strength under service , e.g. fli ght-by-flight loading, is also identical.

Miner ’s rule is valid , i.e. ~ n 1/ N 1 = 1.0 .
The load spectrum selected is accurate.

It  goes without  saying that  all these assumptions are more or less incorrect and that  Miner ’s rule is certainly not the
weakest assumption.  For tactical aircraft , probably the weakest assumption is the last one.

The safety factor of four mentioned above does not mean tha t  ~ n j /N i = 0.25 is assumed; on the contrary, it is
necessary for reasons of scatter:  the SN curves used are mean or median curves, if ~ n j /N ~ 1.0 were valid and all other
assumptions correct the calculated life would still h ave a probability of survival of just 50 per cent: in order to reach

= 99 .9 per cent. a safety factor of about 4 is needed at the standard deviation s 0.20 advocated for this purpose
by. for example , Lundberg and ot h ers ’8”9 .

4 2.1. 1.2 .- lucuraci of iii,zer ’s Rule

Surprisingly few valid a t tempts t to check the accuracy of Miner ’s rule have been published in the literature — due to
the enormous cost of such programs. Probably the first real effort was presented by Lockheed in 1962 (Ref.20) using
rea l i s t i c  load sequences: the conclusion was that  Miner ’s rule was at least as good , but  much simpler , than any of the
other methods available at tha t  t ime.

During the last decade , Schijve 2i , Jacoby 22 , N ASA23 25 , the LBF29’30’59 and the author 26 ~ carried out test
programs wi th  the following general results:

- Quite often ~ n~/N 1 1.0 was actuall y proved correct; however , there is a large amount  of scatter in the ratios
of actual predicted hives;  in Reference 26 , for example , the log mean of 29 random sequence test series actually
was ~ n~~N 1 1.05 hut  there were individual  results down to 0.3 and up to 3.0, see Figure 4.1.

- - Flight-by-flight transport  wing load sequences tend to give unconservative results ,
- In Reference 26 , 57 test series were evaluated: T h e  log mean was 2 n i / N 1 0.6: individual test series ranged

from 0. 15 to 3.0 , see Figure 4.1.
— In Reference 30, 42 test series with a standardized transport  load sequence according to Reference 31 resulted

in a log mean of 0.6 and individual series down to 0.025 and up to 3.0, see Figure 4.2.

Another  test series on t i t an ium specimens with a transport load sequence 32 33 again gave 0.6 as the log mean ,
see Figure 4 .3. If the tests were carried out at elevated temperatures , the log mean of the ratios actual/predicted
life decreased to 0.32.

For a standardized flight-by-flight load sequence of tac t i ca l  a i rc raf t  ( “Fa lstaff ’ ) t hc  log mean was about 1.5
(Re f .29 ) . see Figure 4.2 . while individual  test series ranged from 0.60 to 3.2.

A random sequence of Gaussian type resulted in a mean ~~n u N~ = 0.45 at fai lure 28 wi th  individual  series down
to 0.08 and up to 0.64 , see Figure 4.4.

In the opinion of the au thor  the main disadvantage of Miner ’s ruE is - In an~ actual case it is gener a l ly  not possible
to predict if Miner ’s rule will  be on the unconservative or on the conservative side. This is so because it is not known
which parameters do influence the result of the prediction.

4. 2.1. 1.3 Improi ’ed ,iii,icr c Rules

Many authors~ ~ have a t temp ted to improve on Miner ’s rule by addi ng the damage done by some or all of the
stress ampl i tudes  below the fatigue l imi t  to the original damage sum of Miner.  h owever, no improvement  is to be
expected from these hypotheses; one look at Figuie 4. 1 shows w h y :  All of these methods add an incremental damage .
however small , to the damage sum according to \l iner . Fu)r a real improvement  t h u s  would mean tha t  this addition would
have to he large for actual /predicted lives ‘~~ 1.0 , medium for < I . nil for 1.0 (and negative for > 1.0 !): in other
words , the sp read of the ratios actual /pr edicted life would have to become small er Obviously t h i s  will not be possible.

• \l ,ne r’s ru le (or any other similar method) should ideally he checked again si the resu l t s of reali.cth ’, e.g. comp les flig ht -by -fli ghi or random
seque nces. Blocked pro granu tests are a rather poor second choice , the wel l known two step or sin gle over load tests are useless in this
re spec t .
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because the cases where actual/predicted life < 1.0 are not due to the omission of small amp litudes only, but  to other
unknown reasons. So a similar , but much simp ler method would be to postulate ~ n 1 /N u < 1. 0 , say 0.3 and nuost 0) the
test series shown in Figure s 4.1 to 4 .3 would then he conservative.

Nevertheless these methods are used , for example, by Boeing 38 and by sante German firms , probably because they
have one very practical advantage : The fatigue l imi t , which is very expensiv e to determine , especially wi th  structural
components , is no longer required ; tests in the f ini te  life range at two or three stress levels to fix the slope of the SN-
curve are sufficient.

4.2 2 Potential Improvements

4 2.2. 1 .th thoj s Based on Loual Elastop lastic Strains

In recent years . a large number  of “improved” damage accumulat ion hypotheses based on local elastoplastic strains
have appeared3’5’6”42 ~~~~~~~ f l u e v are based on the u c su u m pt i on  tha t  the s t ra in  history at the notch root determines the
life to crack init iat ion.

There are two problems in this approach:

How to determin - : the elastop lastic strain history at the notch root?
— How to account for “damage ” accumulat ion?

For the first problem , there are

mathematical procedures , mainly  f i n i t e  element based on assumptions about the cycli c
ca lcula t i ons 5° stress-strain behaviour of the mate r i a l
approximat ion procedure s n 84 in question

and
- - exper iment a l  methods 88 . i.e. measuring the actual strain by strain gage , laser . etc.

For the second problem, a linear accumulat io n of damage is assumed in all hypothese s known to the  au tho r .  In Reference
56 a very good ex t rac t  of how problems I and 2 are treat ed in some of these hypotheses was g iven .  With the permissicn
0) the author of Reference 56. twO f i gur es  of this paper are reproduced here in t h e  form of Figures 4.5 and 4 ft

One advantage of all these methods is t h a t  (in contrast  to Miner ’s ru le )  just one SN-curve for K , = I .0 and a mean
stress of zero is required.

Some improvement  ot the sc .ut te r  of t t ie  life calculat ion (compared to Miner ’s rule .) has been shown 49 for the simplest
of these, the ESDU I method 5 see Figure 4 . 7 . However , only Al-alloys were examined and the load sequences used we’re
unreatis t ie  i.e. blocked program tests .

The ESDU has recen t ly  published a more modern bu t also more complex model in I tem No . 77U0 4 (Ref . 4 ô a t :  the
results of an evaluat ion are shown in Figure 4.8: The scatter of actual/predicted lives is still  qu i te  large: also . Item No.
77004 contains a certain amount  of “ f i t t ing  constants ” as a number  of the fatigue life calculations is done usi ng
Zn 1 N1 = 0.3 as a failure criterion while a small er percentage of t h e  calcula tions uses Zn 1 N ,- -= 1.0 : when !ni N 1.0
is assum ed for all test series, then the left  line applies (symbol I and the sca t ter  is s t i l l  larger.

Another  of these methods was tested in Reference 45 against thre e d i f fe rent ,  but similar  realistic random load
sequences on three  diffe rent s te e ls  used in the automobi le  i n d u s t r y , the results are shown in Figure 4.9 , symbols :  ‘I’he
log mean of the ratio actual /pred i cted life was about 0.9, but  there  was an extremel y large scatter. Sti l l  another  model
was used in Reference 4ô , wi th  the results also shown in Figi R’ 4.9 (symbol £1: Larger sca t t e r ,  practically identical to t ha t
of Reference 45 . (‘ompar lng t h u s  w i t h  Figures 4 I to 4 .3 , no iniprov em ent  compared to Miner ’s rule is apparent.

A similar invest i gation is reported in Ref erence 94 , using the ident ic a l  thre e load sequences: A similar  (large) scatter
of actua lfpred icte d li fe was obtained for 4 d i)  te rent  prediction methods all based on elastoplastic strains at the notch root.
\lore r e s u l t s  l ike  those shown in Figures 4 . 8 and 4.9 and in Reference ‘14 are necessary to be able to judge the  merits  of
these modern metho d s .

In the author ’s opinion,  not too much improvement  in the accuracy of the predict ions should, however , be expected
from any of these hypothese s , because they conta in  a l .u r gc number  of esp l ic i t  and implic i t  assumptions and in the end
a linear accumulation of damage is assumed.

The direct  measurement  of local str: ins at the n o t c h  root 85 avoids some of ft ‘se assumptions and is therefore to
be pre ferred. The measurement with s t ra in  gages is d i f f i cu l t  due to the well known change in resistance of the grid wire s
themselves u nder repeated loading. TheR are good prosp ects that  local notch strains can he me.usur ed by lase r 58 in the
near f u tu re , solving this problem.
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A combination of the rela tive Miner rule (see’ paragraph 4 .2 .2 .2 )  wi t h ,  the calculation of measurement  of local strains
at the notch root will probabl y he the opt imum solution in the foreseeable future . F irst results , presented very recent ly 30,
look qui te  encouraging.

4.2. 2. 2 The Re/ a ll, ’,’ ti m er Rule

A large peree ’ntage of the many implicit  d expl ici t  assumpt ion s  necessary for any of the above-mentio ned methods
is no longer iseeded , if the results of real isti c . i .e. variable ampli tude tests are u sed as a basis. If the test spectrum is
ident ical  with the one for which the fatigue life predictio n us required , no hypothesis is needed. Usuall y however , there
will be a difference in spectrum shape and sonse’ sort of damage accumulat ion hypothesis must still be used.

A good example is the use’ of test results from standardi zed load sequences l ike “Falstaff”29 or “Twist ”3i for the
determination of fatigue allowables in the design stage. (Up to now , constant ampl i tu de  data and Miner ’s rule have
usually been emp loyed.) These standardized sequences have been obtained by averag ing load measurements on different
aircraft models of one basic type,  tactical aircraft  for “Falstaff ’ . transport a i rcraf t  for “Twist ” . Therefore the load
spectrum for the new aircr: u ft to be designed wil l  most pr obably diffe r more or less from the standard one and the success
or failure of “Falstaff” or sii~ u l ar standarized sequences rests to a large degree on the availability of a damage accumuta-
tion hypothesis.

Emplo y ing  Miner ’s rule onl y as a “transfer function ” , the life under the dif fere nt  spectrum can be calculated. It
is not necessary in this  ease tha t  the dansage sum at failure be uni ty .  as postulated by Miner , hu t  only that the damage
sum at failure he the same for the different  spectra. Th,is Is t h e  basic idea of the relative ’ Miner Rule:

N ,’ = 
N 5_( Z nj / N 1 )5
(2n 1 N t ) ,’

where N ,’ = fatigue life to he’ predicted for spectrum A
N 1, = fatigue lu t e  in test cinder similar spectrum B

(Zn 1 N , i~ = damage sum under spectrum B
(Zn 1, N .~ = damage sum under similar  spectrum .\ -

As long as the spect ra  are s imil ar  th is  hypothesis certainl y holds t rue :  the problem boils down to the question: What .
in this respect . is a s imilar  spectru m?

The results ot’ thre e relevant test programs9’29’30 are sunin t ariz ed in Figure 4. 10:
The’ predi ct ion is obviously q u i t e  good for the tact ical  a i rcraf t  load sequence 9 where two stress concentration
tactors and three spectra were employed. The spectra differed mainly in the region of medium-sized stre~ ampli-
tudes. that  is in the + 2g to + 5g range and not at all in the negative load factor range.
The life under several modif icat ions  of the Fals t af f  spectrum again was predict ed qui t e ’  wel l 29 . bu t  hardly  better
than by Miner ’s rule , as can be seen by a comparison of Figures  4 .2 and 4. 10.  The modif ications consisted of a
truncat ion to 80% of the uasinsunl stress levels and another t runca t ion  to 38% of the m i n i m u m  stress levels.
The’ relat ive Miner  rule obviously tailed for the standardized transport load sequence 3. vhere again the influence
of some modifications of the basic spectrum were investigated , among them:  Truncatio n , omission and various
min imum stress levels of the taxi  loads. As mig ht be e ’\pe ’cted, the predictions were especially i n a c c u r a t e  for the
t runcat ion  series and for the series where the m i n i m u m  stress level of the taxi  loads was very low , i.e. where it
went  down far in to  compression,

From the (scarce ) evidence available it therefore appe’ars that the relative M in er  rule will  work for tactical a ir cr af t
fatigue life prediction , for example

for th e use of the stan dar diie d “Fals taf f”  sequence’ for fa t igue life predic tion purposes in the design stage ,
to m typ ical spectrum var iations which occur in service between dif ferent individual aircr- ft of one type, and
for the typical variatio ns between the spectrum used in the ful l  scale ’ test and later measured in service aircraft .

More exper imenta l  proof is cer ta inly  nec e ssary as with  all the  o th er  me t h sods  ment ioned in this and the following chapter :
considerable engineer ing .tud gme n t  and a lot of e’xperienc e ’ wi l l  he necessary to avo id using this  method in eases for which
it is not suitable.

4.3 M ETHODS TO -\ LCUL AT [ FATIGUE L IFE EN T I l l - CRACK P RO P AG \TI ON PERIOD

S ime of the problems of fat igue life p red ic t ion  m en t ioned  in the in t r o d u c t i o n  are especially diff icul t  to solve for
the crack propagation phase. For examp le .  the exper im enta l  verif icat ion of h ’~ potheses is very t ime- consuming and
expensive , because the necessary crack propagation t e s t s  w i t h  ~e a I i s t u c  load sequences a rc’ much mor e expen sive than  t h e ’
corresponding f a t i g u e  test s .  In ad dit ion the inf luence of compon ent or spec imen thickness on l i f e ’  seems to he larger for
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the crack propagation period than f o r  the crack in i t ia t ion period. This would mean that the basic and the verification
data must be determin ed for many d i f f e r e n t  mater ia l  thicknesses. Despite the large engineering effort that has gone into
crack propagation investigations in recent year s the ASTM alone has published at least seven books on crack
propagat ion 6° 66 it is therefore not surprising t h a t

a nuniber of basic questions arc unsolved .
- considerable basic data are st i ll  unavai lable , and

very few val id* a t t empts  to check the accuracy of prediction methods are known.

Some examples: any method for prediction of crack propagation must contain two boundaries , one ’ whiere  the
specimen fails due to static load (a t  K~ or K ,) and the oth er below which no crack proapagation occurs (

~~K th or
fracture mechanics fatigue l imit 6’ ). At present there is no internationall y agreed method how to determine K e , let
alone how to calculate K~ from tests at other specimen widths. As for ~ K ,1, , this  depends on the stress ratio R
present, and can only be uhetermined by very time-consuming tests at different stress ratios , see paragraph 4 .3 .1 .1 .1 .

There fore the requirements for the classification into  “present status ” and “potential  improvement ” have to be
relaxed somewhat: otherwise probably no method except Forman ’s equation for constant ampli tudes could even be
classified as “present s ta tus ” .

The methods mentioned in this chapter will not be described in detail , because an extremely thorough description
can be found in another AGARD publicat ion 86 . Also the problem of crack propagation in actual structure as opposed
to flat uns t i f fened specimens will not be treated.

Not all the  important  paramet ers of a crack propagation calculation are sufficiently defined by simp ly stating that
a certain method has bce , used. On the contrary , the ’ result of such a calculation can depend much more on detail
decisions than on the method emp loyed. For example: Should one use the enveloping spectrum or the actual  cycle-by-
cycle sequence-fo r the c a l cu u l at icn?  This obviously influences the cost of t h e  calculation. Another  question: Are the
portions of the individual  cycles below zero stress to be omitted? If not , can the constants determined in constant
ampl i tude  tests at R > 0 be used or h ave ’ new constants to be obtained by addit ional  tests?

4.3. 1 Present Status

4.3 .1 .1  The / ‘or nia n Equati on

4 3. 1. 1.1 For constant s t re ss  amp litude

The Forman equation 68

da 
— 

(‘

dn 
— 

(I —R )K~ .~K

has been proved by several research laboratories to give a reasonable approximation to test results for many aircraft
structural  mat eria l s 69 ’3. Figure s 4. 1 1 and 4 .12  show some examp les of results obtained at the IABG69 . It was demonstrated
by these tests  that  the constants C and n in the equat ion , determined by a few tests at one stress ampli tude and mean
stress can be used for other mean stresses and stress an ip h i tudes  wi th  reasonable accuiracy as long as R ~ 0. For R <0 .
they must be derived from new tests at R <0  . It  was also demons t ra ted  tha t  the portion of the stress amp litude below
zero cannot  be neglected for some medium strength materia ls (e.g. 2025-T3 or the steel 1. 7734.5).  while for high strength
materials (e.g. 7075-To or niaraging steel)  it can:  see Figure 4 . 13.

The original equat ion above does not contain -~K ,1, - Of the two formulae ’8”6 known to the author to correct for
this deficiency the following gave the bet ter  fit to experimental results ’4 :

da 
= 

C ’ ~~~ K5 -~~ K ,1, °)

dn ( l — R ) ’ K ~ —~~K

An example  is give n in Figure 4 . 14 . In any case , ~~~~ must be determined exper imental ly .  In the internat iona l  l i t e ra t u re
only very few data on .~ K ih have ’  been published for aircraft  materia ls l4 ll , 7K . most of the data are for medium and low
strength steels 19 ~~~ A very comprehensive ’ survey of ~ K~i1 for many materials is given in Reference 85. Very recently
Speidel8’ has found ext remel y low ~ K ,h -va Iu es which are about hal f  as large (!) as the values in Refe rence 85. lI e ’
ascrih ’s these low numbers  to exj , c t ing  test  procedure s and patience , because his tests were run down to a crack propaga-
tion rate of I ~~“8 mtn/ cyc le.

In the Federal Republi c  of Germany the Form an equ at ion is being used in its original form , i.e. without the correc-
tion for ~ K 11, w i th in  the aircraft  indust ry 89 . A commonly agreed computer  program developed by MBB is used to detei
mine  the cons tants  C’ and n from the test data. K~ is de ’termined fro m the residual static strength of the specimens .
• Again , the val idi ty  uuf  a ny meth od sh ould be ideally checked against ciac k propagat Ion tests under many differe nt but reahstu- load

sequences.
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us u mg the Feddersen concept 88. ( ‘rack propagation under  different  stress ratios is calculated using the above C , n and
K~-values. This is obviously not quite correct , because K 5 depends among other things on specimen width.  En spits of
this  amid other deficiencies , the author  considers the Furman equation to be adequate for constant ampli tude crack propa-
gation calculation. Other formulae have appeared in large numbers 9° 92

, none however , has been thoroughl y verified by
experiments. For a c ‘umpr ehensive survey see Reference 95.

4.3./ . 1.2 l ’ur variable sf r ess amp litudes

The Forman equation can also be used for variable stress ampli tudes by calculating the crack propagation per
individual cycle , neglecting retardation by high tensile loads. This method has also been called a Miner-approach~
l)e ’cause the damage increments in the form of crack growth increments are linearl y added. This is the method used , for
example , t’or the prediction of crack propagation life , inspection intervals etc. for the Panavia Tornado aircraft 93 , where
the calculation is carried out wi th  the enveloping spectrum for 200 flights.

The Forman calculation has some very practical advantages~-.

T ime calculation is si m ple (especially if the e’nveloping spectrum is used) , many firms already have computer
programs for the Forman equation.
The result is usually conservative (Sec below).

The Furman prediction for variable loads has been checked against several test programs: the results are shown in
Figu res 4 . 17 . 4. 18 and 4.20:

Th e  IAB G96 has found in I I  test series wi th  the 4 different realistic load sequence s shown in Figures 4.15 and 4. 16
that  the result was a lways con servative with a log mean of actual /predicted life of about 4.0 , see Figure 4.17 . The
actual cycle-by-cycle sequence was uscd . the constants (‘ and n were determined by constant  amp litude tests
at R > 0 , the portions of the cycles below zero stress where not omit ted , _

~K th was considered to be zero.

MBB9’ have checked 10 test series with 4 different load sequence s and 4 diffe rent materials , see Figure 4.18. They
also fo e m nuh most of the ’  calculated values to be conservative , with a log mean actual/predicted life of about 3.0 and
a rather large scatter. The one unconse rvativ e te St series was for a load sequence with  many cycles in compression ,
shown in Fi gure 4. 19. Crack propagation was again calculated cycle-by-cycle. C and n were taken from constant
amp litude tests at R > 0 : rio omission of cycles below zero stress: ~ K th was taken  to be zero.

Nelson and Fuchs 98 calculate’d crack propagation under the three load sequences also used in their~ and Socie ’s~
work on prediction of crack in i t ia t ion  life . They used two different  values of ,~K 05 : the constants  C and n were
determined at R = 0: compressive loads were assut imed not to cause cr ek growth.  The predictions are not
directly comparable to those of MBB and the IABG mentioned above because of this assumption. The results are
shown in Figure 4.20:

The inf luence ’  of ~~K t i, was qu i t e  small.
Most of the p iedictions are again conservative:  however, there is a large percentage of unconservativ e results
down to actual /predicted lives below 0. 1 and the scatter is rather extreme.

The highly conservative prediction oc cum rred for a load sequence which f luctuated around zero stress and at very
long lives , i.e. at low stress amplitudes.  The highly unconservative results we ’re obtained for both steels investi-
gated at very short crack propagation lives for a load sequence which is for the most part in compression. This
probably means t h a t  the assumption “compressive loads cause no crack growth” is not correct. The’ result of
the predict ion woum l d ce r t a in ly  have ’ been h cte ’r  if the compressive part of the cycles had ne. been omitted.

Some recent re sults of M B B~ also point in this  direct ion:  Under constant  amp litude loading there was no
inf luence  on crack propagation . wh e the ’r  R = 0 or R <0 was used for the same maximum stre ss. A realistic
load sequence with a large percentage of the cycles going partly into compression was then tested. A For mnan
calculation in which all these parts  in compression were omitted was unconservativc b y a fact or of 6~

Both of these results can probabl y be explai ned at least qual i ta t ively  by crack closure (see paragraph 4.3.2.6) .

Therefore it is necessary to account for the compressive parts of realistic load sequence s in the Forman calculatio n
eve n when they have no influence under  constant  load amplitudes.

It is in teres t ing to compare the predictions for the crack ini t ia t ion phase in Figure 4.9 with those of the crack propa-
gation phase in Fig mu re 4.20 , because they were for ident ica l  load sequences and materials : Both predictions gave an
extremely large scatter.  However , it is easier to understand and explain some of the very far-o ff predictions in the case
of crack propagation.

D efinitiv u ’ conclusions on the Forman model arc certainly not yet possible. For limited applicat ions and with
considerable experience it is certainl y not worse than any of the other modesl described below , b ut much simpler.
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4 3 1.2 The RMS , ilethod

The fi rs t use of t l mi s  m ethod mo a characteris t ical ly caine from acoustical fatigue tests where the rms-va lue of the stress
ampl i tudes  applied plays a considerable role. The basic idea was to find a constant stress amp li tude ~Kequ which is
e qt i mva l ent  ( w i t h  regard to crack propagation ) to the typical ly  variable realistic stress amplitudes. The root mean square
(m is) of ’ the realistic sequence was thought  to be tha t  equivalent .  It  is clear that no in terac t ion  e ffect can be accounted
for in th is  way. For e’..un,p le , rare hig h stress peaks will not inf luence the rms -va luc appreciably,  but  they do influence
crack growth.  No ia/ id check on this  approach is known to the author , the few resu lts iOS 06 available do not fulf i l l  the
necess ary r e quire lmu ents .  As early as 1 960, Paris dropped the idea of an equivalent constant amplitude ~ Kequ and
proposed a correction factor B (Ref . l07)  to be determined in realistic load sequences. In effect this  is a relative damage
accumulat ion hypothesis similar to the Wheeler model or the relative Miner rule. Paris himse lf ’0” and some others ’06
found a quite good correlation between tests and predictions. h owever , for flight-by-flight load sequences there was a
large difference between reality and predi ctio n ’°8.

4.3.2 Potential Improvements

4.3.2 . 1 The Willenborg ‘dude!

The ’ Wm lle nborg model4 was developed by the USAF to account for in te rac t ion  effects in realistic load sequences.
By the ssay the USAF in its relevant Mili tary Spe’c m iic a t i on ’°° expressly requir e ’s “ in te rac t ion  effects , such as variable ’
loading amid env i ronment , shall he accounted for ” .

I - o r  a comprehensive descri pt ion of the Will enborg model see References 86, 10 1 , 102. The basic idea is:

A stre ss peak deve lops a plastic zone in front of the crack tip.
Crack growth is retarded as long as the crack t ip is in t ha t  p lasti c zone.

In effect t h i s  means that  the e f fec t ive ’  mean stress or stress ratio R is reduced for tha t  period and , therefore ,  growth
is retarded. The Forman equation is used , all stresses below zero are to be omi t t ed  in the calculat ion.  The advantage of
the Will enh org model is tha t  no special test data  arc required:  The constants C and N can be taken from constant
ampl i tude  tests: the yield strength a,~ is also necessary for t h e  ca lcula t ion of the size ’ of the plastic zone.

To the author ’s knowledge onl y two valid test progr an ms 969 ’  mre ’ av a i l ab le  to check tIme W ih l s ’nbor g model: their
results are shown mn Figumr e s 4 . 1 7  and 4 . 18 :  Mo st p r e d m e t u n u n s  are uncons ervat ive .  scat ter  is large esp ecia hl ~ for the MBB
da ta  (F is ’. 4 . l 8 ) .

For t i m e  IABG data  three d i f fe re n t  load seq um e n ce s  ( t a c t i c a l  a i r c ra f t ,  landing gear and F-l04 , se’s’ Figures 4 .1 5  and
-4. 16) and four different  m a m e rua l s  we ’re used in the I I test series : the one cormserv~m t u v c  value was for the l and immg gear
sequence and 2024-13: the most uncons erva t m v e  results were b or the  tactical a im e ra f t  sequence and a maraging steel. C’
and n were determined from constant  ampl i tude  at R > 0. (‘rack pr op .u g.u mion was calculated cycle-by-cycle ;
compressive stresses we ’re o m i t t e d .

The MBB results were extremely conservative for the ’  spectrum sbmown in Figuire 4 19 which conta ins  a large number
of cycle ’s mn compre ssuon and for the mater ia l  7075- 135 1. This is not  surprising since \ t l ( 11 omi t ted  the stresses below
zero. However , the two conser v amu v e points  in Figure 4. 18 arc for a hor i z onta l  tai l  load spec t rum also containing a large
n u mmber  of compressive cycle ’s.

Thus the pictuire on the Wi lk ’m mh org model us somewh at  hazy at t h e  mom en t :  it is certainly no bet te r  than the
Formnan model; the computer  t ime Is about twice ’  as hi gh as for the ’  Forman model if a cycle-by-cycle ’ calculation
procedure is used.

4. 3. 2.2 The Wheeler , t f u s I e I

The Wheeler model” us a relative damage accumulat ion hypothesis , because tests under  a real is t ic  load sequence are
uise d to determine a factor which is used to fit the  pre diction to the actual crack propagation life . Gray and GaIl aghse ’r ’0~
call the  ong inal  Wheeler re tardat ion model “more of a data f i t t ing  techni que than  a pr e dm c tive techni que ” .

However , when mt can he proved tha t  the sanie factor can be used for different load sequences it is “a predictive
technique ”, much like the Paris rms approa cb m described in paragraph 4 .3 .1 .2  or like the relative Miner rulc. Originally
Wheeler used the simple Paris equa t ion

= ( ‘
dn

which accou nts neither for ~ K th . nor for specimen failure at K~. , nor for stress ratio e ffects and constant ampli-
tu n Ic tests to de te rmine  C’ and n . Wheeler also used blocked progra m te s t s  to find the data fi t t ing facto r mentioned
above .
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So the first improvement would be to use Forman ’s equation and realist ic load sequences. Th is has been done by
MBB and lABG~ °~”’ , while the third commipr ehensive check known to the au tho r , the one by Broek it2  at leas t
incorporated conupl ex blocked flight-by-fligh t sequences and Forman ’s equation. The IABG check results were obtained
as follows:

C and n were determined trotri constant amp li tude  tests at R > 0 .
The data f i t t ing factor m was taken from Broek ’’2 for

Ti6 Al4V as m~~~L8 and for
Al-alloys 2024-T3 and 7075-T735 I as m = 1.4.

For maragin g steel the factor was obtained by data-f i t t ing  as m = 0.65 .
The ’ original cycle-by-cycle sequence was used , compressive stresses were not omitted.

The res m its of the check of Wheeler ’s model for the four different materials above’ and the four d i f fe rent  load seq uence
shown in Fig-ures 4 .15 and 4.16 as well as the “Falstafr ’ sequence are given in Figure 4. 17: A l arge percentage of the ratio
actual /predicted lives is near 1.0: the most unconse rvatj ve result is on 7075-T735I for a truncated tactical aircraft load
sequence. The results of Broek’’ 2 are also shown in Figure’ 4 . 17:  All predictions lie wi thin  ±30 per cen t of the actual lives.

The IAB G results look q u i t e ’ convincing, especially consiuhering tha t  the ’ data were obtained for three ma ter ia ls  using
Broek’s factors m and for four dmff cren t  sequences. Broek ’s very good results can be explained by the fact that  he used
only one basic spectrum type for a tactical  aircraft ; he then mainly  modified this  spectrum in the Iow-g range.

MBB used the same approach as the IABG and determined the factor m by data-f i t t ing to the test results for the
tactical aircraft  load sequence shown in Figure 4.16 ; the numerical value of m used was

0.9 for 7075- T735 I ,
1.8 for 300M,
1.25 for HP9-4-30, and
1.95 t’or Ti6AI4V.

Results are shown in Figure 4 .1 8:  F oumr predict ions are exact  (where m was found by data f i t t ing) :  there is one
highly uncoservative prediction (again for th e spectrum shown in Figure 4. 19 wi th  a large percentage of compre ssive
stresses ) . However , the hig hly conservative v alue was obtained for a horizontal tail spectrum also incorporating large
numbers  of stress cycles in compression.

It is interest ing to compare the Wm lle nborg - , the Wheeler- and the Forman-model pr edict ions in Figure 4. 18 . because
at least the most uncon servat ive and the most conservative results shown apply to the same load sequences and materials.

As for the other crack growth prediction models, chmscuss e’d in th is  chapter the data above do not allow a definitive
verdict. However , it appears , as iii the ease of the relative Miner  rule , tha t  Wheeler ’s model will  predict the crack propaga-
tion life quite well in the following circumstances:

For the use of standar dized load sequences for crack propagation predic t ion  in the design stage.
For typical spectrum var ia t ions  in service between different aircraft of one type.
For the typical  variations between the full scale fatigue te st  spectrum and actual usage in the fleet.

Considerable engineer ing j u d g m e n t  is certai nly necessary, especiall y uf the Wheeler model is to be used for other
purpose s than  ment ione d  above,

4..? 2.3 The Rela tii ’e !“ornzan ito /u’!

According to a suggestion of MBB~ a much s impler  but at least as good model as the Wheeler-model would be to
use the result  of realistic crack propagation tests , do a Fornian calculation and then use the factor actual/prediction life
as a correction factor for the pre e tuc t ion  of crack growth under  d i f f e ren t ,  bu t  similar  spectra. As in the case of the relative
Miner rule the quest ion “what  is a smmil ar  spectru m ” can only be answered by experience. A few of the test series shown
in Figures 4.18 and 4. 19 can be anal yzed in this way : On (he assumption that  a new correction factor has to he obtained
by test for every material , the results are very good wi th  the exception of the spectrum of Figure 4. 19 and of a transport
spectrum. So the same reservations app ly to this  model as to the Wheeler model or the relative Miner  rule.

4.3, 2.4 7’/ze Ilabihie ’ ito /e l

The Hahih ,e model”3”4 also is a relative damage accumulation hypothesis: it requires realistic test data , in
compariso n wi th ,  for example , the Wheeler model , it in addition expressly accounts for r etardation effects. In principle .
therefore it should he superior to the other models expla ined so far. I lowev er , it is qui te  d i f f icul t  to handle and requires
a large computer effort. Therefore , it has not been checked extensively enough against test results to allow definitive
conclusions. It  has been compared with Schijve ’s wel lknown data ”5 on 2024 -F3 and 7075-T6 and similar tests of the
IABG on Ti6AI4V (Ref. l 14). Iii both programs , a flight-by-flight load sequence for a transport wing was used , and many
variations like truncation , omission at several m a x i m u m  stress levels , omission of the g.t.a. cycle etc. were investigated.
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T.,e pred,ction with the Habibie model was very good . However , when a tactical aircra ft sequence was employed’” '  it
became clear that  another retar dation factor was necessary , which had again to be determined experimentally.  So, as
with all the ’ other relative damage accumulatio n hypotheses , it requires experience and engineering jud gement to safely
apply the Habibie model.

4 3.2.5 ~e ‘se/son and Fuchs .1 lode!

Nelson and Fuchs , in addition to their che’ck on the Fornian model mentioned in paragraph 4.3.1. 1.2 developed
their own model98 . It  is discussed here only because they also compared it with the identical test results that they used
for the check on the Forman model. Thus a direct , um i ambiguous comparison of both models is possible a very rare
occasion! The model uses an effective ~~Keff

“to account for the following possible load sequence e ffects
(a) crack retardation ,
(b) the decrease of retardation by sufficiently large compressive overloads , and
(c) the acclerations of crack growth rate by cross yielding in compression (but  not in tension ) ” .

In both prediction models , it was assumed that compressive loads cause no growth.

The result is shown in Figure 4 2 1  and should be compared to Figure 4.20: Except for the highly unconservativ e pre-
dictions , which are somewhat bet ter , but still far too much on the unconservative side. all other predictions are practically
equal. This shows , as mentioned befo re , the obvious d i f f icu l ty  of finding a prediction model which is better than the
simp lest one (be ,t Forman or Miner ) if one uses constant ampli tude data as a basis.

4.3. 2.6 Crack closure

As early as 1968 , E lher 8’”8 found that following a high stress peak the crack did close before the load applied
became zero and , when smaller ampli tudes followed , tha t  it did not open as soon as t h e  load was above zero. Therefore

~~~~~~~he defined an effective stress range 
~Geff’ an effect ive  stress ratio U = — — —s-— and a corresponding effective stress

mnte ’nsity factor range ~ Keff resulting in a crack growth “law ” of the form

For a comprehensive description see Reference I 28.

An impressive amount of scientific and engineering effort has been spent in the meantime on crack closure ’19 -

Shmh and Wei”9 showed that the effective stress ratio U was not constan t , but  depended on R and . Others ’2 ’
found that  in thick specimens where plane strain conditons prevail in the interior  the crack had already closed on (lie
outside , but was still open inside the specimen so that  crack closure was nei ther  unambiguous nor could be measured
reliably: U also depended on the crack depth , the stress ampl i tude , the type of loading (bending or tension), the enviro n-
ment and the material .

In one practical application of crack closure by Grumman ’22 it is assumed that U decreases exponentially for a
high-low sequence and that it increases linearly for a low-high sequence.

These many  assumptions poi nt  out . in the au thor ’s opinion.  the real diff icult ies to be surmounted befo re the crack
closure model can be used with any assurance. To the author’s knowledge there is onl y one a t tempt  to check the crack
closure model’29. In it , Elber proposes an “equivalent constant ampl i tude  concept ” based on crack closure and compares
the predicted results with the actual ones.

The equivalent  constant ampl i tude  is supposed to have the same m a x i m u m  stress as the random sequence ; the
m i n i m u m  stress of the constant amp litudes is to be the crack opening stress in the rando m seq uence , whic h h as to be
measured. The equivalent numb er of cycles at constant ampl i tude  also has to be assumed.

The tests were carried out und er an extremel y short pseudo-random sequence delivered by a noise generator. The
predicte uh l,ves were wi th in  ± 20% of the actual ones. This test program certainly does not fulfi l  the requirements stated
earlier and it would have been interesting to see predictions with other models , for example the rms-method.

The author agrees with Schijve’2’ that  a scientificall y acceptable model for crack growth predictio n under realistic
load sequences must incOrporate crack closure (and many other parameters). But any optimism on the early availabil i ty
of such a model is certainly unfounded.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

It will be very diff icul t  to improve on the accu racy of M i ner ’s rule and for Forn ian ’s equat t on for the prediction of
fatigue life and crack propagati on , if constant amplitude data (SN’.curves) are used as a basis . None of the many new 
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models proposed in recent years have reliably shown convincing improvements compared with Miner ’s rule or the Formats
model.

A better approach . in the author ’s opinion , is to use data from realistic tests as a basis and predict the fatigue life and
crack propagatio n employing a “relative ” damage accumulation hypothesis.

However , in real design app lications one should always bear in mind the larg e number of explicit and imp licit
assumptions contained in any of the prediction models described in this chapter. In other words: For the present and for
the foreseeable future there is no way around realistic tests with real structures and components!
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5. 1 INTRODUCTION

This cha p ter  will  give a brief survey of the techni ques to be used in detail  and component tests. Since most of the
conventional  techniques  are well-known , discussions will he limited to special techni ques , and those points that  have to
be kept in mind if reliable results are to be obtained.

Usually, component tests are conducted from the start of a weapon system defini t ion phase throug h its serv i ce phase .
Table 5 . 1.1  is a graphical display of the activities covered by the term “Detail and Component Testing ”, shown in corre-
lation to the time consumed from the development through the service phase of a weapon system.

During the project and detinition phase s, fatigue tests of specimens are necessary whenever:

A. new materials , or materials produced by new or modified manufactur ing techni ques , are used;
B. new manufac tur ing  techni ques are applied to structural  components , or even more , to jo ining such components

(e.g. EB-welding, new fasteners for critical j~~nts) ;
C. the required usage of the weapon system will lead to loads or load sequences tha t  are not covered by past

experience , or whose theoretical analysis may produce unreliable results.  This will  also apply ,  if additional
influences have to be considered , such as temperature effects.

Such tests will sometimes become necessary in order to establish - even in the defini t ion phase — a firm structural
layout including the choice of material , the type of structure , structural joints  etc. If the fatigue layout is expected to
have a major influence on the mass balance of the aircraft , well-found stress levels will already have to be available at this
time. Sometimes even major component tests will be necessary in the definit ion phase , if new design principles and
structural  technologies are to be applied. Examples for such early investigations include:

D. the test ing of the pivot area of sweep-wing aircraft to establish the data for the bearing pressure , necessa ry
bearing diameter , and trade-o ff studies for complex and critical areas of the structure.

These activities are continued and intensif ied during the dei ’ekip inent p h ase . In addi t ion , the fatigue life of critica l
components and/ or the reaction of their structures to cracks (crack propagatiorn residual strength) must be determined
to serve as a basis for fatigue life calculation and the final layout of fatigue-critical components. Such fatigue tests are
often combined with detailed stress analyses. Also to be carried out in this  phase are specimen tests to determine the
crack propagation rates for the materials used and the crack growth in critical areas. This is required especia lly for all
structures that  have to be laid out str ict l y conforming with  the damage-tolerance criteria of the US-Military
Specification 1 , 2 .3

Specimen tests are emp loyed to complement the component  tests  because even in this early phase , it is not only
interest ing to find out how the structure will  react to a mission mix  used for fat igue verification , but it is also necessary
to investigate the influence of variat ions of mission mix .  These trad e-oft studies give info rmati un about the l imita t ions
in life associated with  d i f ferent  usage. A seemingly more severe load spectrum may yield a longer life . For example , it
is known that  a l imited number  of addi t iona l  high loads contained in the load sequence may cause an increase in fatigue
life , because of plast ic effects at the notch root.

So. the specimen and component te sts in the development phase may be characterized as follows:

I con t inu ing  the type of tes t ing  listed under  i tems A through D. possible confirmation of the results found in the
defini tion phase .

F. determining the fat igue life , and structural  react ion to cracks of c r i t i ca l  components to be used as a basis for
their  final l ayout ;

C. especially for damage-tolerance design , inves t iga t ing  crack growth in c r i t i ca l  areas , inc luding  investigating the
often very sensit ive influences of modified missions/ loads/ load sequences.

During the ver if icat ion of structure it is in sonic cases neces sary to support the full  scale fat igue test by component
tes ts in order to:

I L  provide a fat igue life for cer ta in  areas tha t  have not been included in the FSFT. or a reas for which the rate of
test ing in the Full-Scale Fatigue Test have not been representat ive:

I . in addi t ion , it is u t t e n  necessary and pract ical , to i n v e s t i g a t e  neces sary modif icat ions in separate component
tests.

During the t ime the aircraft  is in service , fu r the r  specimen and component  tests become necessary , for ex a mple:

K. to assure the fatigue life in the case of modif ica t ions  required e.g. because of service damage .
L. to de te rmine  the modified admiss ib le fat igue life for missions differ ing from the layout missions (different

mission mix , new conf igura t ions) ;
‘1 to allow the establishment of well-founded inspections and inspection intervals for critical areas. I t  should he

ment ioned  tha t  suff ic ient  results can only he obtained from major component tests.
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5.2 DEFINITION OF COMPONENT TESTS

5. 2 . 1  Type of Test

To i l lus t ra te  d i f f e r e n t  types of testing, Figure 5.2. 1 schematically shows crack growth during total life. During the
first period of life cracks are not existing or non detectable. Usually, fatigue tests are carried out to investigate the total
life of the s t ructure . wh ich  is designated as L 5 ; in Figure 5.2. 1. Crack propagation data may be obtained ei ther  by close
surveil lance during the test or by analysis of the fracture surface after failure. This type of test will be called Fatigue
1./fe Test in this paper.

I t  it is the in tention to de termin e  only the crack propagation after an initial  crack , a 1 is present , the test will be
called ( r u -k Growth, Test .  The life of this period is indicated in Figure 5 .1 . 1 by LR

There are some ot h er fatigue tests used , for examp le in combination with proof loading. In this case , dur ing fatigue
test ing,  the s t ruc tu re  will he proofe d periodically with  loads which are hi gher than the maximum load of the fatigue
spectrum. If the structur e is designed for fail safe cri ter ia  it  is importa nt  to find the residual strength at a defined crack
length or given l i f e  ( l i fe  ~~~ or  L RP in Figure 5 .2 .1 ) .

5.2.2 Type of Structure Tested

Tests on de ta i l s  and components cover a wide field of fat igue testing. There are many different types of structures
and specimens which are tested in this area. f~ r example:

.thnor Speciments
Investigations of materials and processes

- fatigue properties of materials
- , processes of forging, pressing, cold working

thickness and sh ape of ma te rials
heat treatment , surface trea tmen ts

Investigations of detailed i.. ’sign and man u factur in g
area of stress concentration , notches
r ive t -  and bolt joints , bonding, welding etc .
fasteners themselves

components

Structure elements such as:
-
~ fi t t ings , load in t roduct ion parts

bearings , lugs , rods
cut outs of shells , skin panels

o complex joint parts of structures.

h a/or (‘o,n/) onen ts

For exa m ple:
- flaps , slats , spoiler , rudders

landing gears , tanks, py lons
vertica l , horizon ta i tail

0 wing or fuselage sections

The la t t e r  i tems may be also called “Full Scale Structure s” in some cases.

5.3 STANDARD OF TEST SPECIMENS

5.3.1 Layout of Specniiens

The test structure should resemble the real structure as much as possible in its critical areas. Ttiis is compulso ry
for qualif icat ion test s  and highly desirable for component t e s ts . For specimen tests , major or minor simplifications are
permissible.

5.3. 1. 1 layou t of t/i,ior Sp t ’e iiiii ’n Test Structure s

I f tests on sm all specimens are to provide only limited info rmation, simp lifications in comparison to the real struc-
ture arc possible. This applies whenever less costly preliminary tests are used for comparative analy sis . e.g. of different
mater ia ls  or manufac tu r ing  processes. The results of such pre-tests are only of limited use for real fatigue-life an alysis.
especially if the load sequences are add it i ona l I ~ simplif ied (cf. section 5. 4) . An exception would be ‘nade . if for example ,
cer ta in  s t ress  concentrations could he appr oximated by notched speci m ens that  result in the same damage index for the
same load sequences. This meth od , however , can only he used to a l imited degree ; it does not work when addi t ional

~
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secondary effects occur, such as bending stresses - 
- corrosion etc. Therefore, it is usually impossible to use represen-

tative notched specimens for j c- nts and ~~ Also , designers are warned in this connection not to take the stress concentra-
tion factor KT as a standard measure and to transfe r results when or if equal K T -va lues are observed for greatly differ ing
structures.

Whenever simplified specimens are used it should be assured tha t :

the specimens are taken from products made according to the same material manufacturers  specifications ,
including heat treatment processes.

— temperatures that are likely to influence material  properties do not occur when manufacturing the specimens.
- - no readjusting or cold working is done , e.g. to correct specimens that  have been deformed in manufacture.
— any finishing or surface treatment does not falsify the results.

5.3. 1.2 Structural Lay out of components i,i Derelopnm ent Phase Test.c

For fatigue component tests during aircraft development , structural details that do not affect fatigue life may be
modified , e.g. to cut costs. The critical areas , however , must resemble those of the original s tructur e even in the way they
have been manufac tured .  The structure should be chosen such that  the true stress d is t r ibut ions  exist in the areas to be
tested , and that no premature secondary damage , say by overloads , occurs in the remaining areas.

5.3. 1.3 Structural Layout of components for  Verification Testing

It  should be firmly ascertained that  the standards of the structures to be tested correspond to that of the series-
manufactured air frame structures , and that  they have been made in accordance wi th  the manufac tur ing  specification.
The structure should contain secondary details ,  such as a t t achmen t  f i t t ings , bars , holes for fairings or equipment.

5.3. 1.4 Evarnp les of Different Test Structure L aro u ts

Figure 5.3.1 shows a shell under internal  pressure which has deformed at its critical place , the panel joint , as indica ted
in “Section A— B” of this figure. Various possible testing methods have been suggested and discussed in connection with
this:

- testing a flat specimen , as ii idicat ed in Figure 5.3.1, will , for lack of support , lead to further deformations and
bending stresses and is consequently bound to yield entirely wrong results.

-- the test arrangement  shown in Figure 5.3.3 will also produce results that are unsatisfactory because only one
state of deformation can be approximately s imulated via strain gauge calibrat ion.
the test rig shown in Figure 5.3.4 which allows the s imula t ion  of several states of deformation e.g. through an
addi t iona l  hydraul ic  jack , wil l  provide acceptable results only if the critical area can be exactly located , and if
the addi t iona l  bending at this place can be exactly simulated by cal ibra t ion.
an exact s imulat ion of the local deformation behavior (Sect .A-B ) and , consequentl y,  the true stress distribution
can only be achieved by using a pressure chamber.

The same problem exists for the wing panel jo int  as shown in Figure 5. 3.5. The support by the rib admit tedly can
be simulated in a large-size shell specimen, but it would he highly d i f f icu l t  to cover secondary effects, such as may result
from the bending of the wings and possible shear and torsion loads. For th is  reason , it is ofte n necessary , in order to
simulate true stress conditions , to use real sections of a wing box.

5.3.2 Manufacture

As mentioned befo re , the structural  parts of verification tests should be manufac tured  at the p lace where the
parts for the series structure are to be manufac tured .  The manufac tur ing  specification must be complied with exactly.
and poss ihled ev iations must be noted. The manufacture of structures for component tests also should largely follow
the series s tandard . In the case of major components, assembly as well as disas .scmbly, for inspection and maintenance
dur ing  the tests should be accomplished in l ine wi th  the specifications for the respective series. This applies , for example.
to assembly sequences, torque of bolt s, wet assembly and lubrica tion.

5.3.3 Load Introduction System

The load introductions should be laid out  so tha t  the areas to be tested are not influenced. If no experience is
available on this , it should be verified by checking the stress d i st r ibu t ions  w i th  s t ra in  gauges or by other methods.

Another  prerequisite for the test is , of course , that  the s t ructure to be tested is not destroyed dunn g  load introduc-
tion. To prevent this , suitable r einforcements wil l  have to he installed especially in components that represent onl y one
detail  of an integral  construction. It is not easy, in all cases, to arrive at a satisfactory compromise between these two
requirements , that  ef sufficient reinforcem ent on the one hand , and that  of keeping the test structure free from influence
of these reinforcements on the other. For this  reason , it often becomes necessary to precede major component tests by
prel iminary smaller tests in order to obt ain sufficient info rmation on the influence exercised by load introduct ion.
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Another prob lem is the correct simulat ion of the st iffness in the a t t a c h m e n t  area. This problem occurs in almost
any component test . except to r  components ha s m g  . t a t i cahl y  de te rmin ate  a t tachment  points with low friction. It has
been shown in Figures 5.3. 1 to 5.3.4 how dif f icul t  it is to simulate local stiffness , disp lacements , and deformat ion. in a
shell structure .

Whil e such local problems can he solved only to a limited degree by calculation , stiffness in major components  has
to he s in i r i la te d  on the basis ol stat ic calcula t ion.  It would be more reliable , however . to use stiffn ess parameters deter-
ru ined in previous static tests.

Two examples of st iffness simulation on major s t ru ctura l  components are demonstrated here. Figure 5.3.6 shows
the stiffness conditions as simul ated on a mul t i -web wing. TL t i ffness s imula t ion  here involves the at tachment  of each
beam in the wing root are a (rotation from M 5 ). Figure s 5.3.7 and 5.3.8 show the simulation of the displacement  of the
fu selugc side walls during a fatigue test with a sweep-wing aircraft wing center box. The fol lowing recommendations
should be noted when consid ering st i ffness

when laying out the test s t ruc tu re  for a component tha t  is f i rml y ~r t egr at e d in a total  5) stem , i t s  deformation
.J avior should be considered in additio n to i t s  stress dis t r ibut ion.  For examp le. in the  ssing shell joint  specimen

shown in Figur e 5.3.5 which is being p r i m a r i l y  tensio n -te sted , the secondary influence coming from the wing
bending has a strong e t l c c t  on its  fa t i gue life.
in minor components , such .is t i t t i n g s . the  deform ation h ehus our of the count ers t ruc ture  should be checked.
Often it is advisable to include the coun te r f i t t ings  in th e s imulat ion.
even if the a t t a chment  of a component  to a rigid te st rig is statically determinate , local falsifications may occur ,
e.g. as result  of f r ic t ion.

- whenever st iffness is not s imulated,  a prior est imate is necessary to show the influence of this  simplification on
test results.

For statically i n d e t e r m i n a t e  a t tachm ents , it should also h~ examined how the real condi t ions can be simulated in
the a t t achmen t  area, to what ex ten t  an unrealist ic  . i ttachment  will alfect stress and other condit ions , and what reinforce-
ments may become necessa ry . In major  components , the real s t ructure in the vic i n i ty  of the a t tachments  is usuall y re-
inforced and then considered unre a l i s t ic , or the tC st  s t r u c t u r e  is a t t ach ed  to a d u m my  structure whose stiffness is so estab-
lished that  the correct load distr ibutions are achieved in the a t t achmen t  area. Often,  the two techniques are combined.

5. 3.4 Number of Test Specimens

As a result of different  materials ,  manufac tur ing  tolerances , and other influences , the fatigue life values for several
test sequences show varying degrees of dispersion.

In order to arrive at r eliable values for fatigue life calculations. and to allow determining the ir respective signifi-
cance for comparative anal yses , the test results m ust be statist ically evaluated. For th is  purpose , it is advisable to examine
a number of specimens for certain stress levels and evaluate the results.

To obtain fairly reliable v a lues , the number  of specimens n should amount  at least to five, better eight . per load
level. In the case of smalle r numbers  of specimens , an addit ional  safety factor is often used. It is m u l t i p lied with the
mean value of fatigue life to achieve a better confidence and because both , the measurement of dispersion and the mean
value , become less re liable as the number  of specimens drops.

5.4 TYPE OF LOADING

5.4.1 Test with Constant Ampli tudes

This type of testing gives onl y l imited informatio n for the life estimation of aircraft structures , because most of the
loading sequences ocurring in serv ice are much more complex than single-step loading. Also the weakness of using
constant -ampl i tude  life functions for fatigue calculation is well known.  A lot of work showing this discrepancy has been
done in this field to compare fat igu e calculations based on the \l i r i er  ru le or similar procedure with tes t results 5’6” . For
this reason Miner calculation may he use d only at very early stages of development.

On the other hand , constant  amp l i tude  testing has advantages for simple est imations , such as finding out differences
in the tat i gu e behaviour of materials,  processes, structure joints , detai ls  of design. etc. Examples of’ this are given in
Section 5.2 .2 for minor  specimen te sts. The advantage in this case is tha t  simple S—N data can be better compared than
flight-b y-fl igh t test data , especia lly if tests arc done in diffe rent program s at diffe rent t ime periods. It should be noted
that  such kinds  of tests can o f ten  produce mis leading resu lts , fo r example for joints in which fret t i ng corrosion may
occu r.
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5.4.2 Program Tests

During the development of fatigue test ing tech n iques , t he method of program testing was used as an early attempt.
As known , in this test procedure loadings in a given load sequence which are equal in ampli tude and mean value , are
collected into blocks. During testing, the different blocks are repeatedly tested one after another. For this reason this
kind of test is also called block testing. The recent and rapid development of very economic process computers including
interfaced and also servo-hydraulic equipment makes it possible to simulate loading programs of high comp lexity in
sequence. Program tests are more or less replaced by this techni que , because the comparison of flight-by-fligh t test
results with those obtained from simplified sequences , such as program testi ng, also shows considerable differe nces.

Program tests are only used in any case if special testing equi pment is necess ary , for example, in testing rotor blades
of helicopters . In such kinds of tests , very high-frequency-loading sequences must be employed to perform the tests
within an acceptable time period. On the other hand , mean loads , mostl y resulting from centrifugal force , can be
assumed constant for segments of loading program. Also , in fatigue tests in which environmental and temperature effects
must be simulated , te mperatures and atmospheric conditions are often blocked to obtain an acceptable testing time.

5.4.3 Flight-by-Flight Tests

The program of loads chosen for the test should aim to represent as many as possible of the real flight conditions.
A high standard is necessary especially for test results that will be used for verification of aircraft structure. With the
existing knowledge and techni ques in this field — such as computer , electronic equipment , software experience , et c.
complex load sequences can now be simulated with a very high degree of accuracy.

In Chapter 2 of this Handbook the preparation and establishing of flight-by-flight programs are described in detai l ,
mainly concerning flying conditions. In the following, only special aspects of the development of realistic loading
programs will be discussed in detail.

For development of flight-by-flight test programs it is necessary to divide the typical missions or usage pat terns
into segments of typical operational conditions. The sequences of these conditions are normally fixed determ inistically
for equal missions , based on operational usage of aircraft . A typical example for this is a loading progra m of a fati gue test
of an undercarriage structure . The operational segments , like landing, taxiing, braking are dictated by the usage of an
A c  at different airfields. For a particular air force base , Figure 5.4 .1 shows a typical  bre akdown of starting and landing
cycles into  segments ’3 .

Figure 5.4.2 and Figure 5 4.3 show the entire loading program for one typi cal f light , divided into the phase of
starting and landing. The sequence of operational segments , which are desi gnated on the top of Figures 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 .
is the same as that of Figure 5.4 . 1 .  The variable loading ampli tu des , which are superimposed on every segment of the
ground loads during starting and landing are based on the flight load measurements of load spectra ’4 . The total loading
sequence of this fligh t by flight  program , which was repeated during testing, inc~ ides 200 diffe rent flights Amplitudes
of loads into  the different segments , the number of cycles during different t a x i ing  periods and also the loads into  the
200 dif ferent  flights were randomized by using a random generator.  Only the correLtion between P~, P5 and P~,, toads
was assumed at a constant ratio in some conditions , for example as shown in Figure 5.4 .4 during landing impact.

This loadt ’ig program includes a very high number of cycles. An average of 300 load cycles per f l ight  was  simulated.
Most of these cycles resulted from taxi loading - an average of 250 cycles per flight. In this case , the large number  of
cycles was necessary because the fati gue-critical parts of this  test u/ c are mainly damaged by loads occurring in the
X-direction . On the other hand , loads in the vertical direction (

~~
) induced P5 loads and also 

~x loads wh ich are
relatively high .

Figure 5.4 .5 in contrast sh ows a loading sequence typic al of main u/c fati gue t e s t i ng  on another type of airplane.
This loading program has only an average of 40 cycles per fli ght.  Figure 5.4 . ( (Ref. l 5) shows th~ test set up. Loads are
applied by 4 hydraulic jacks. The examples  discussed above show that even when testing similar components ( in this case
main si / c )  loading programs will be very different.  Therefore strongl y detailed instruct ions are not possible for estab-
lishing fligh t-by-fligh t programs. The following general rules may be taken as a reference:

o For testing parts of wing pane ls . the number  of cycles should be not less than 60 cycles per flight hour.
o If maneuver conditions are critical in fatigue for fuselage components. the same number of cycles used for the

wing s t ructure  should be considered for fuselage components.
The above given number  as a m i n i m u m  or a higher number of cycles s,ial l be used for bui l t  up structures with
rivet, bolt joints , etc. to cover fretting corrosion effects.
Mi n in iun i  load leve l should 1’ on the order of ’S to 10% of maximum spectrum level.

o Minimum number of load cycles for tail plane fati gue tes t ing should he in th e order of tOO cycles per flight hour.

Other important influences , such as t runca t ion , inf luence of negative loads , s te . will  not  be discus.sed here~ they are
explained in Reference s 7 , 16 , 2 1 , 22 and 23.
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The fligh t by flight progr ams t o be applied to the individual a i r craf t  components are very different. There fore ,
standardization on a broad basis cannot be achieved in a practical manner.  A standardized individual  fligh t program has
been developed for th e lower panels of fighter aircraft wings, which has been determined to be one of the most critical
points of the entire structure ”~’~”°’~~. This program , developed through the cooperative efforts of several European
countries , is based on continuous flight recordings of 324 flights with 5 diffe rent aircraft types. The purpose of this
standardization was to establis i a loading program , suitable for conducting the following investigations on a unifo rm
basis:

Comparative examinations of effects for materials , join ts , manufactur ing  processes etc. with minor specimens.
The advantage over constant ampl i tude  tests performed unt i l  now , lies for examp le , is that rivet and bolt joints
are loaded in a repr esentative manner. In this case effects such as fretting corrosion which depend very heavily
on the loading level are included , and they represen ta t ively influence the li fe .
Furthermor e , this program can be implemented for comparison studies in early development phases.

Resu it s obtained with this program may be applied to calculate the life under different load spectra , using the so-called
relative Miner rule. The deviations are substantially smaller than by life-time calculation according to standard Miner ’
calculation based on S-N data.

5.4.4 Random Test

In many cases , partic ularly when no determinist ic relation ship of individual loading segments or no considerable
changes in the mean load exis t , the loading program cart be purely randomized by customary methods , for example , using
a random generator. There also exist standardized loading programs for certain loading spectra such as the Gaussian
Distr ibution.  It should be mentioned here that  some portions of flight-by-flight loading programs generally are also
randomized.

5.4.5 Boundaries for Loading Programs , Environme n tal Aspects

The main limitations of a loading program result from the loading frequency.  The loading frequency is heavily
influenced by the m o u n t i n g  structure , load introduction system and by the stiffness of the test article, Unallowable
phase shifts cropping up when several hydraulic cy linders with grossl y different displacements are used , can also be a
basis for limiting the loading frequency. A portion of the above mentioned e ffect can be compensated throug h the use of
modern process computers for controlling the test , for examp le by prior programming of anti-phase shifts for the
individual cylinders or di f fe rent  loading speeds dependent upon the loading amplitude.

In determining the allowable loading frequency it should also be observed that  there are no loading errors in the
main damage area that are gr eater than a few percent.

Also, other influences such as temperature or humidi ty  are to be considered. However , they will  not be fu rther
explained here. Worth mentioning is the influence of corrosive media or also the normal envi ronment  of service aircraft
in sea atmosphere. Concerning this la t ter  inf luence , as much as a factor of two between laboratory test results and real
damage in service has been obse rved. At the current level of knowledge , there is no factor that can be uniformly
employed in determining thi s influence. However , it appears important  to conduct tests in salt water atmosphere for crack
propagation , that is , for damage tolerance considerati ons , This is necessary because a corrosive atmosphere evidently
has considerable influence on the life span of structure portions in which cracks already exist.

5.5 CONDUCT OF TESTS

5.5. 1 Test Set-Up, General Requirements

The layout of the test set-up must  allow a simulation that is repre sentative of the actual loading and stress distri-
bution in the test structure.

The results of the fati gue test natural ly  depend on the layout used for the test set-up, the construction of the test
speci men (see Section 5.3 .1)  and the load in t roduct ion (see Section 5.3.3). This layout exhibits a compromise since it
must he weighed against the costs expended. The details of a test set up should not be entered into  at this point , but it
appea rs that the layout of the system which produces the loads in an appropriate manner is worth mentioning.

As already mentioned in Section 5.4 . with today ’s computer technology it is possible to produce very det ailed
loading progra ms. In order to be able to perform these wi th in  a reasonable test time , the loadi ng speed must be as high
as possible. There f ore , appropriate load producing systems should be developed with the following characteristics:

Displacements as samll as possible during the process , to minimize  tes t ing time.
- . The min imiz ing  of the in er t ias  of all moving parts of the loading system.
— Stab i l i ty ,  and prevention of secondary displacements, as well as min imir at ion of bearing play during tensile and

compressive loadings ;
- An overall low friction set up.

-- -- —. .- -~~~~~~~ - --~~~
--
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The above mentioned requirements imply, as t he ule , compact layouts which can influence the displacement restraints
of the test article .

A typi cal example that  considers the above mentioned requirements is the load distribution system for a wing box
illustrated in Figure 5.5.1. With this system , loading frequencies from 60 to 120 load changes per minute can be reached
for several similar wing box systems. This load introduction system is relatively compact in the loading direction , dis-
place ments in side direction caused by wing bending are compensated for by the use of rubber mounts. These mounts
were especially developed for this purpose and tested and optimized during trial tests.

5.5.2 Load Control

The load contro l and the load checking system have to be such that all important test data i.e. applied loads ,
pressure data , etc. can be monitored continuously at all times. Deviations in load application have to stay within reason-
able limits , i.e. the life of the structure m!:st not be significantly a ffected by these deviations. When maximum loads or
given tolerances are ex ceeded , or differeiices in the loading history occur , the loading system has to be switched off auto-
matically. In this case no increasing of loads shall occur and the reducing of loads to zero shall be in a controlled fashion.

In order to comply with these requirements , the electrical, hydraulic or mechanical safety devices necessary must
have clearly definable , adjustable limits. These devices have to be function tested periodically during the test. In addition
to these load oriented safety devices , certain test data e.g. strain gauges and crack wires should be continuously controll-
able by way of safety switch arrangements.

At total  or partial failure of the test structure , the installation must switch off automatically.  Further laod increases
or load applications at the failure load condition have to be avoided.

The expense, which is necessary for this system , will be influenced by questions such as: How complex is the test
structure? For which purpose will the results be used? What is the total testing time? Also , the applicable facilities ,
their types and standards are , of course , important .  If simple facilities are at hand , only sim p le safety devices are possible
for example: limitation of hydraulic pressure or other direct boundaries of loading units. Comp lex and larger compo-
nents will normally be tested with servo-hydraulic closed-loop systems controlled by computer , which is the current
standard of fatigue testing. If using these , it is possible to realize quite varied loading sequences. Figure 5.5.2 shows the
funct ional  diagram of such a system , in which n u m e r o u s  safety devices are also included. Figure 5.5.3 shows a small
period of loading sequences wi th  tolerances and boundaries of different  safety criteria. The tests are controlled and
monitored during the entire t e s t i ng  t ime in the above mentioned manner.  In Table 5 .5. 1 some basic data for establishing
loading programs of component and fuli  scale t e s t s  is pointed out ’9 , to show fullness of data and comp lexity of the
loading program.

Sometimes , component tes t ing will be used to support full-scale tests , for example: If structure modifications wil l
be proofed very quickly.  In this case stress history can be measured directly with strain gauges applied in critical areas.
With this history it is possible to control and cal ibrate  tt se facilities of the component test directly. Figure 5.5. 4 shows
such a kind of test including the strain gauges used for control 24 . This method can also be applied if stress history is
monitored in fl ight.  In this ease all weaknesses of load assumption , load distribution and stress analysis of structure can
be el iminated.

5.5.3 Additional Stress Anal ysis

Usually before starting fatigue testing , a more or less detailed stress analysis is carried out with strain gauge s, photo
stress , etc. There are various reasons for this ,  for examp le:

— compare stresses with theoretical analysis .
find out stress d st r ibut ion ,
find out critical stress concentrations for fu r th er  ins t rumenta t ion  du r ing  testing,

- check load in t roduct i on , modif ication and reinforcements for loading at test structure ,
be tter interpretation if cracks occur .

- correlation wi th  other tests such as full scale test , s tat ic tests or flight measurements.

In some eases it may be r i-commended to make periodical stress measurements during testing to find out differences,
which can occur due to setting effects . wear etc.

5.5.4 Inspections

In order to make sure that  initial  cracks will be detected befo re they reach the critical crack length , previous
theoretical considerations should be taken to select suitable inspection intervals  and methods.

Generally it is necessary to subject the test specimen at a frequency e.g. daily visual inspection. For areas tha t  are
not accessible wi thou t  partial disassembly of th e  s t ruc ture , special inspections wil l  have to be made at defined intervals.
In order not to influence the crack i n i t i a t i o n  aj id the crack growth e.g. by chemical media,  onl y NDT -te 5 hni ques are

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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generally used for special inspections. While optimizing the suitable methods (e.g. eddy current , ultra sonic) it is often
necessary to test the effectiveness of these methods on geometrically similar structures with artificial cracks.

Structural components which are accessible only with considerable effort , i.e. only in large time intervals , should be
controlled by special provisions which can be observed continuously during the test (e.g. crack wires, strain gauge instru-
mentation , etc.).

When a crack is detected , the crack propagation should be checked at relatively short intervals. The cracks should
be compared with the results of theoretical analyses, if possible. Crack observation is one of the most important tasks
within the test procedure because only through this can inspection intervals for aircraft in service be reliably defined.

Besides inspection to detect cracks , the structure will have to be checked for items such as fretting corrosion. wear ,
h igh friction etc., if these effects can be expected.

5.5.5 Duration of Test

The test should be continued at least until  the minimum specified service life , multi plied by an approp riate safety
factor , is reached. Normal ly a factor of 4 will be taken , the minimum factor specified in In! is 2. Using this safety
factor , uncertainties based on scatter of material properties and manufacturing methods as well as the so-called test
service factors are covered. The latter factor takes into account the usuall y longer life which is obtained by testing under
laboratory conditions in comparison to service life under long t i m:  environmental  conditions (corrosive influence on
crack initiation and propagation etc.) .

If no significant damage occurs before reaching the require d test time , the following procedures are recommended:
- The test is to be continued with the normal loading program but in areas considered critical , artificial cracks

should be applied which are continuously checked for crack propagation while the test is being carried out. This
procedure normally yields the best information from all the ones discussed here . In this case it is normally
possible to evaluate how critically a crack propagates , or which preventive inspection methods should be applied
after a certain time of service life. The intervals of inspection should also be determined.
Completion of test by performing a fail safe test in order to determine the residual strength or undetected cracks.
With respect to the residual static strength , this procedure yields reliable and informative answers. The detection
of hidden cracks which can ’t be found by usual inspection techniques is , however , using this procedure , more or
less accidental.

— The test is to be carried on with 10 to O0~ higher loads until damage or failure occurs , to find out the most
damaged areas of str ucture.

The above paragraphs make it obvious that the actual testing method will b~ diffe rent from one te st to the other:
Different design philosophies for the layout of tested structure dictate the procedure to be used.

5.5.6 Test Results

When the fatigue test has been carried out the fracture d surfa ces should be examined very accurately to find out the
act ual reason for failure. This, for example,  could be obtained from an analysis of its starting point. If. at the end of the
tests , the structure shows only init iat ing flaws without  any major failure (fo r example on screwed or riveted components)
a compl’:te tear down inspection will have to be conducted in order to gain necessary information on crack initiation and
extension.  To be able to examine the crack extension for crack propagation by fracture mechanical techni ques , it is
useful to prepare the loading program , so that typical marke r lines wi l l be induced at the fr icture image by loading.
Hereby the respective typical flights and loading sequences can be recognized and , consequently, crack propagation can
be determined afterwards more accurately. In apply ing this procedure , neverthel ess , it must be ensured by experience or
by previous tests that modification of the loading program (concentrating big load cycles as a rule) does not inf luence the
li fe endurance.

The final test report should contain all important results within the following categories:
- - Definition of structure tests,

Test set-up,
- Load sequence.
— Measurements test set-up, methods used,
- Documenatior .  of defects and damage ,

Exploitation of the stre ss measurements ,
Evaluatio n of crack propagatio n data ,
Applica tion of results to aircraft in service.

In particular. it ought to ne specified which standard the test structure is to meet (development tests , standard of
series), which simplifications are due to the test set up, to load introduction . etc. in spite of the true at t i tude , and on
what data the loading program is based. Furthermore , the ’ agreement with other results , for example through comparative
sties-s measurements on full scale tests and measurements in flight , should be disc ussed.

— —- __ ._~ _____ .__ i ,_: ---—-—.~ ~~~
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5.6 CONCLUSIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS

Specimen tests and component tests are necessary in order to get the first life endurance data for the choice of
material and for modified production procedures at an early stage of development. During the actual development , they
serve to support the theoreti cal analysis of complex structure elements. In the phases of verification and utilization , they
represent a valuable complement of the full scale investigations , and the results are quoted in order to judge structural
modifications and changed usage of aircraft. The ability to interpret the results is usually dependent on the expenditure
incurred for the design of the test structure , the load attach ments and the complexity to find correlations to other investi-
gations , and real conditions, i t will be necessary , in many cases to make detailed measurements befo re starting the proper
fatigue investigations. (For example , to check st ress distributions realized.)

Also , the qual ity of the results depends upon the ability to simulate the true loadings in detail. Due to the progress
in electronics and computer techni ques in this fi eld , sufficie nt expertise is now available to simulate , very accu ratel y, the
true loads through fl ight-by-fli ght programs and to supervise them during the test performance .

The apparatus and equipment available to supervise the test runs are high ly automated. An important aspect is the
periodic inspection of the test article which is performed with current standards such as NDI-methods . Through detailed
records of all occurrences , damage and damage extensions during the test performance , well-foun ded con clusions can be
drawn for complex component tests , in order to be able to determine modifications , inspection intervals , the time of
exchange and so forth.
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_ 
SECTION A B

B
”

/
DETAIL OF SHELL

Fig.S.3.1 Pressure shell
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Fig.5.3.2 Flat specimen without  support
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STRAIN GAUGE
CALIBRATION

Fig.5.3.3 Specimen with fixed support to simulate additional bending

STRAIN GAUGE CALIBRATION
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Fig.5.3.4 Specimen with controlled motion support to simulate additional bending
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Fig.5.3.S Join t  of wing box
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6.l PURPOSE 

- - 

- . ~- . . . - - - . -

-

Airworthiness regulations require that in most cases a fatigue test be carried out on the major structural items of
any new type of strike aircra ft . Such tests are expensive and it is essential that as much information as possible is
obtained from them. In additio n , many types of aircraft are operated by countries other than those in which the aircraft
were designed and tested. It is importan t , therefore , that sufficient information on major tests is mad e available to enable
the airworthiness authorities of all user countries to interpre t the tests in terms of their own requirements and monitoring
systems. In order to provide such information and to enable reassessment of the test results in the ligh t of future serv ice
usage, it is important not only to achieve a high standard of testing but also to carsy out sufficient supporting fligh t
measurements and to present the necessary data in reports.

The purpose of this chapter is to outline , in an advisory manner , a list of the steps necessary to achieve the above
objectives and to recommend those procedures , based on current knowledge , most likely to produce acceptable outputs
at each step. Hence the chapter is divided into three sections:

(i) A brief statement of the objectives of a fatigue test and a list of the essential steps needed to achieve those
objectives.

(ii) A summary of the recommendations of the way in which each of the steps should be carried out. This can be
considered as a useful check-list.

(iii) A review of the background philosophy associated with the recommendations. This is intended to indicate the
reasons for the recommended procedures and will allow individuals to assess the need to modif y the recommen-
dations in the light of subsequent research.

6.2 OBJECTIVES

6.2.1 Primary Objectives of the Test

The primary objectives of the major fatigue test are : —

(a) To expose the positions most likely to develop fati gue failures* due to design weaknesses.

(b) To provid e the best estimate of the time of occurrence of such failures under a known load spectrum in order to
allow monitoring in service . This implies a knowledge of local stress levels on the test specimens and at corresponding
positions on an aircraft flying in all the conditions anticipated in service , to allow interpretation of the test results in
terms of all types of operational flying.

(C) To provide information on crack propagation rates and residual strengths at failures. Although for aircraft designed
to fail-safe or damage tolerant principles there will probably be separate tests to measure these quantities , the opportunity
shou ld be taken, whenever possible, to measure them for any naturally occurring crack.

(d) To check the behavi our of repairs ; in particular to ensure that they provide an adequate remaining life.

6.2.2 Essential Steps to Achieve the Objectives

In order to achieve the objectives outlined above it is essential that each of the following steps is covered , as
omission of any one of them would make interpretation extremely diff icult: —

(a) The specimen should be chosen to represent as nearly as possible the production airframe.

(b) The test loading should represent as nearly as possible the loads anticipated in service. In addition , when it is
considered that environmental conditions would significantly affect the result , these should be represen ted on test.

(C) Strain gauges should be applied at sufficient positions on the test specimen to pn ride reference stress points for all
likely failure positions. These gauges must be calibrated against the test loads, and n- - iiitored regularly during the test.

(d) Stress or load measurements should be made during ground and fligh t operations on an aircraft of similar structure
to that used in the test. Sufficient information should be obtained to allow the test results to be interpreted in terms of
future operational usage and to provide a basis for monitoring individual aircraft fatigue damage accumulation. It is
therefore desirable to apply strain gauges in positions similar to those used on the fatigue test specimen.

(e) The test should be allowd to run for sufficient time to cover the required life with an adequate safety margin
making allowance for the possible evolution of the aircraft in service) including the application of the repairs. It should
also provide as much information as possible on rates of crack propagation and residual strength in the presence of cracks.

* Throughout this chapter faI lure mean s a detectable crack, ft does not necessarily imply that the strength has been red uced at that time
- ‘ below the level acceptable for service .

L - 
- _ _ _ _
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(f) Reports should be written containing sufficient information to allow all the work in the previous steps to be under-
stood and interpreted by any organisation responsible for defining safe operating and monitoring procedures.

6.3 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES

Although , as stated in Section 6.2 .2 it is necessary to cover each of the six major steps to allow the objectives of the
fa t igue test to be achieved, the standard of safety and reliability obtained will depend upon the quality of work at each -
stage. Accordingly, a summary of recommended procedures is given below, and the philosophy justif ying these recom-
mendations is detailed in Set. tion 6.4.

6.3.! Standard of Test Specimen

(a) All primary structure should be tested. Structure liable to produce expensive nuisance cracks should also be tested.

(b) The structure can be broken down into major components provided sufficient overlap is provided or the boundary
conditions can be defined sufficiently accurately to ensure correct load dist ribution on all elements of primary structure .

(c) The test article should be as nearly as possible a production item containing production design features and
methods of manufacture and assembly.

(d) Variations from the production structure (including differences in materials) should be recorded and the effect of
the variation assessed either theoretically or by component testing.

6.3.2 Types of Loading

(a) All loads likel y to cause fatigue damage should be considered and represented. However , the effects of some forms
of high frequency, low amplitude loading may have to be examined separately. Environmental conditions should be
considered and represented if significant effect is anticipated.

(b) The spectrum of loads chosen for the test should aim to represent as many as possible of the flight conditions likely
to be experienced in service. Where the aircraft is to be used for a wide range of operations the test should aim to
represent either the most frequently expected type of operation or a combination of operations that will result in the
minimum amount of interpretation to the extremes of usage.

(c) Where the spectru m of loads expected in service is wide, the niax.imum load level should be that occurring about ten
times in one aircraft life.

Id) In defining the minimum load amplitude to be used consideration should be given to the inclusion of loads estimated
to produce stress amplitudes below the fati gue limit of the component considered to be the most critical .

(e) Where the spectru m of loads expected in service is wide , these should be represented on test by as many load levels
as possible with six as an absolute minimum.

(f) The load sequences should aim to reproduce those expected in the various flight conditions experienced in service .
Hence the loads should be applied in a flight-by-flight sequence with realistic variations in the consecutive flights and with
the various conditions within each flight in the most likely order. Load sequences within a fligh t condition should be
random where this represents the service situation.

(g) The load distribution should rep resent the relevant fligh t conditions but should also aim to minimise the difference
in rates of testing in various parts of the structure.

(h As it is not always possible to represent all flight conditions on test , load distributions should be chosen to permit
allowance to be made by calculation for such conditions that have not been represented , such as carriage of stores, changes
from subsonic to supersonic flight.

6.3.3 Strain Gauge App lication on Test Specimen

(a) Strain gauges should be applied in sufficient places to check the local stress distributions under the applied loads
a~ainst the calculated values.

(b) St rain gauges should also be applied in sufficient place s to provide reference stress levels for the assessment of any
crack that occurs on the structure . These reference gauge positions should be chosen such that under the various
operating conditions occurring in service the reference position stress retains a linear relationship to the stress at any
failure positions within its local area. 

——--— .—,-
~~~~ —
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(c) All test gauges should be calibrated under sufficient combinations of known loads to enable calculations to be made
of the effects of changes of centre of pressure , all up weigh t , carriage of stores etc. Only if sufficient information is
provided can interpretation of the test results be made for the inevitable changes of usage that occur in service.

(d) All gauges should be monitored throughout the test and significant deviations recorded. It should be noted that
some changes in gauge outputs are inevitable as load redistribution occurs with join t bedding-down or slippage . It is
important to note these changes for subsequent interpretation.

(e) It may be necessary to add gauges in specific areas as the test reveals unexpected cracks in order to investigate
particular stressing problems.

6.3.4 Flight and Ground Load Measurement Programme

(a) In order to allow interp retation of the fatigue test result in terms of subsequent usage of the aircraft in service,
sufficient strain gauges should be applied to a fligh t aircraft to determine the relationship between the load s experienced -
in various operating conditions and the stresses at the reference gauge positions used on the fatigue test specimen.

(b) All such gauges should be calibrated against known loads in order to facilitate correlation with corresponding
gauges on the fatigue test specimen. If possible the calibration should be made under the application of ground loads
similar to those used on the fatigue test specimen.

(c) Gauge measurements should be recorded and analysed in terms of loads under a sufficient variety of conditions to
cover all regular service usage .

(d) Service load monitoring sensors should be included in the instrumentation of the aircraft to provide the relationship
between the monitoring system and the fatigue test in order to allow the service monitoring data to be related to the
fatigue test results.

6.3.5 Conduct of the Test

(a) The test should be continued until at least the fully factored safe-life has been proved.

(b) If the structure is capable of further testing, longer lives should be proved , possibly under increased loads, to give
flexibility in service usage. In some cases it may be useful to introduce artificial cracks during this phase to evalute
fail-safe or damage tolerant characteristics.

(c) Inspections should be carried out at least as frequently as those to be used in service. Where cracks occur , inspection
techniques should be developed on test to ensure that the most sensitive method is available for use in service.

(d) Where repairs are necessary it is desirable that these should be to aircraft standard to enable the life of such repairs
to be assessed .

(e) In order to allow a fail-safe or damage tolerant approach to be made whenever possible , the following data should
be obtained provided the specimen is not endangered:

(i) Crack propagation rate under the known test loading.
(ii) The time for which a completely broken item was allowed to remain broken before being repaired.

(f) The test should be completed by a residual strength test:—
(i) To expose significant undetected cracks.
(ii) To check the strength in the presence of the fail safe cracks.

(g) The specimen should be stored under suitable conditions for possible examination at a later date to help investiga-
tions of service problems , or subjected to a tear -down inspection.

6.3.6 Reporting

Reports on the fatigue tests and supporting work should be issued covering sufficient of the above data to enable life
assessments to be made for all critical items under any load spectrum the item is likely to meet. The required information
may vary depending upon the monitoring systems used by the various operators, but reports should cover at least the
following items:—

(a) The methods of testing showing:—
(i) The load sequences and distributions used and an indication of the accuracy achieved.
(ii) The calibration data showing the relationshi p between loads and gauge outputs at the reference positions

relevant to failures.
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(iii) Details of failures, times of occurrence, form of repair, crack propagation data.
(iv) S-N data relevant to failed items, to help with subsequent interpretation in terms of service usage.

(b) The flight test data showing:—

(i) Method and results of the calibration.
(ii) Relationship between flight conditions flown , gauge readings and monitoring sensor output s , (e.g. centre of

gravity accelerometer outputs to aid interpretation of fatigue meter data).

(c) The production standard of the test specimen indicating variations in detail design and materials from the normal
production item.

6.4 JUSTIFICATION OF RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES

The process of fatigue testing and applying the results to maintain safety and reliability in service is continually
evolving as more understanding and new techniques of testing are developed. The purpose of this section is to explain
the background to the recommendations under the six headings in Section 6.3 above . In this way, individ uals will be able
to assess whether any new piece of information can be used to justify deviation s from these recommended procedures.
The philosophy will be discussed under the same six headings as in Section 6.3.

6.4.1 Standard of Test Specimen

The current methods of design and estimation of fatigue life are such that calculations and component tests are
liable to give errors both in time and location of failure ”2 . Since initiatio n of failure depends critically on design detail ,
manufacturing standard s and the local stresses, which are dependent on relative stiffnesses of the components of the
built-up structure , it is essential that the test specimen is as near as possible to the production standard. If possible a
specimen from the production line should be used. If this is not possible , all differences between the test specimen and
the production item should be recorded and an estimate made of the effect such differences might have on fatigue perfor-
mance. Preferably these estimates should be backed by detail tests.

Although the whole structure must be tested it is acceptable to break it down into large components provided that
the boundary conditions can be reproduced accurately. In many cases this may mean that part of the structure adjacent
to the specimen mounts will be wrongly loaded. That part of the structure cannot then be regarded as having been tested
and must be included in some other specimen. Clearly this ieads to the need for more than one complete airframe. This
econom ic d isadvan tage may be offset by a reduction in test complexity and the fact that a failure in one component will
n ot stop testing in the other componen ts, which will give an overall saving in test time.

6.4.2 Type of Load ing

In an extensive literature survey, Schijve 3 indicated and analysed the prob lems of life estimation of structures sub-jected to service-type loading. The general conclusion could be drawn that , in order to reproduce the various interactioneffects that play a role in the fatigue accumulation process, fatigue test loading should reproduce as nearly as possible thespectrum of loads expected in service (which may be derived from a combination of roles).

In this respect , full-scale fatigue testing has undergone a tremend ous development. In the earliest full-scale tests
only one load condition (limit load pertaining to the critical design configuration) was applied a thousand times; in a
contemporary fatigue test ~z the F-SE more than 2900 different load conditions are represented in a complex flight
simulation test 4 .

The importance of considering the representati on on test of all the loads likely to cause fatigue dam age is illustrated
by the number of occasions on which failures have occurred in service in places not shown by the fatigue test because the
critical loading was not represented2 .

However , as a modc-rn fighter may be flown in a wide variety of fligh t conditions and con figurations , and may be
subjected to loads fro m many different sources such as gusts and various types of manoeuvres of different magnitude , it
is clear that an infinitely large number of load conditions can be definnd for each aircraft . Consequently, some simplifi-
cation is necessary both for financial reasons and to reduce the duration of the test in order to have results sufficiently
early to keep repair and maintenance costs to a minimum. On the other hand , over-simplification will endange r thevalidity of the test for its basic purpose, namely the accurate evaluation of the fatigue performance of the aircraft
structure . The recommendations in Section 6.3.2 with regard to the type of loading are aimed at achieving a reasonable
compromise. The background to the recommendations is discussed below.

As one aircraft type will probably be used in a variety of duties , it has to be recognised that one test may have to
represent many different types of usage. This implies that for the interpretation of test results in terms of service life
for any particular duty, a certain amount of extrapolation will generally be needed.

- - - —
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In order to minimise the amount of extrapolation , either towards ‘ligh t usage’ or towards ‘severe usage’, it is
recommended that the spectrum chosen to app ly to the test correspond to an average expected usage making allowance
for possible evolution of the aircraft in service. It should be kept in mind that in this way the test load spectrum need
not correspond with one specific type of usage but with a combination or mixture of different usages.

Sometimes it has been proposed , in order to have a built-in ‘extra safety factor’ and to speed up the test , to apply
test load s that are a certain percentage higher than the computed loads pertaining to the various load conditions.
Experience has shown , however , that the influence of stress-increase on fatigue life under service-type loading is difficult
to predict quantitatively. Moreover , the influence may be different from component to component , depending on confi-
guration and stress level. In other words, the interpretation of test results with increased test loads in terms of actual
service life may be erroneous. Consequently, it is recommended that the loads applied on test should reproduce as nearly
as possible the actual service load levels.

It has been observed by many investigators that very high but infrequent loads have an important beneficial
influence on the fatigue endurance due to build-up of residual compressive stresses at the notch root. Consequently, the
choice of the highest load level to be applied in a fatigue test is of importance . The recommendation in Section 6.3.2 is
based on the following consideration: —
The load experience of different aircraft operated in the same way will show a certain amount of variation. A load
exceeded in one aircraft once in its lifetime is seen several times in another . However , on statistical groun ds it m ay be
assumed that the vast majority of aircraft in a fleet will encounter on at least a few occasions the load that is exceeded
on the average ten times in an aircraft life.

In aircraft structures, load cycles with low amplitude usually occur in relatively large numbers. Consequently, the
duration of the fatigue test is often largely defined by the amplitude of the smallest load cycle that is still represented in
the test. In this respect , the choice of this smallest amplitude is of great practical importan ce. It is recognized that a

- - quantitative recommendation is somewhat arbitrary . However , the important thing to note is that load cycles with ampli- -

tude below ,~the fatigue limit can be damaging for more than one reason, e.g.:

(a) Due to the large numbers , they may induce fretting or fretting corrosion dam age and thus enhance crack nucleation .

(b) Low-amplitude cycles may contribute to crack growth as soon as a crack has been created by higher-amplitude
cycles.

(c) Stress levels omitted because they are below the fatigue limit based on an assumption of an S-N curve associated
with good design or low loads may prove in practice to be above the fatigue limit when a failure occurs earlier than
expec ted .

Consequently, low amplitude cycles should be included in the main fatigue test. In some cases of h igh frequency,
low amplitude loading, such as acoustic excitation , where this is the predominant loading case it may be acceptable to
examine the effects of such loading separately.

Having established the spectrum of loads that will be applied in a fatigue test , the test designer will have to decide
upon the number of load levels to be used and the sequence in which they will be applied.

Reference to Stagg ’s paper 5 illustrates the problems of representing a continuous load spectru m by a number of
disc rete load levels. The difficulty arises because the relationship between the applied load and fatigue damage
accumulated varies from station to station depending upon the local stress level and the S-N curve appropriate to each
particular station. Consequently, although it is possible to define a number of discrete load levels to do the same damage
as the continuous spectru m, based on some cumulative damage hypothesis , for one station , it is rarely possible to achieve
this match at all stations in the structure . Analysis shows that the more levels that can be used to represent a continuous
spectrum the better the representation that will be achieved.

All of the many fa t igue investigations carried out in the past 3 have indicated the tremendous influence that the
sequence of load application can have on the fatigue accumulation process. The cumulative effect of the various inter-
action effects of sequential loads with different amplitude is complex and difficult to predict. Consequently, it is
generally recognized that the load sequences applied in a fatigue test should aim to reproduce those expected in actual
operation; the load sequence applied in the test should be ‘realistic ’. In the first place this implies a flight-by-fligh t load
sequence instead of a so-called block-type test.

In general , it should be stated that for establishing a realistic load sequence a careful mission analysis is needed. The
following remarks may illustrate the type of considerations that should be made in establishing the test load sequence.

(a) Probably, in the actual usage , relatively severe missions (e.g. air-to..ground) and relatively ligh t missions (e.g.
navigation) can be distinguished. In such a case, it is ‘realistic ’ to simulate relatively light and relatively severe ‘fatigue
test flights’.

(b) Each fligh t consists of a number of ‘segments’. These segments should be simulated in the correct order.

I.. - - ..r - - -- _________ .~~~~~~~~~. -— .. - .44
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(c) Loads within a segment may be applied in a random order where this represents the service situation. On the other
han d, when in the actual situation a kind of deterministic order exists , this should be reproduced in the test. For example ,
in a landing case, the touch down , spin-up, spring-back and taxi-load s should be applied in the right order.

It must be recognised that the load distribution may be changed during various types of sortie due to use of fuel.
carriage of stores, changing from subsonic to supersonic fli ght etc. Hence care must be taken to ensure that the design
of test loads provides an adequate test of all parts of the structure likely to be subjected to fatigue loads during any of
these variations of operation.

6.4.3 Strain Gauge Installa tions on the Test Specimen

The main purpose of strain gauge measurements on the fatigue test specimen is to provide the means for re-assessing
the test results in terms of the various ways the aircraft is used in service. Secondary use s of strain gauges are: -
(a) To confirm calculations of stress distributions under the applied loading cases (differences may indicate unexpected
secondary loads hence provide early warning of potential failure areas).
(b) To indicate changes of internal load or stress distribution during the test. These may indicate failures in the region
of the gauge concerned or a bedding down of the structure. Such changes should clearly be recorded to provide a record
of the cumulative loads experienced at all locations in the structure to aid subsequent anal ysis.

In order to permit the reassessment of a test failure for a service load spectrum different from that used on test it
is first necessary to derive an S-N curve appropriate to that failure . The spectrum of load s to failure on test is known and
a shape of S-N curve appropriate to the failed feature can be chosen. Provided the relationship between applied loads and
local stress can be determined , a spectrum of local stresses to failure can be defined. In this context , local stress means
the stress appropriate to the S-N curve chosen.

Using a cumulative damage hypothesis such as that derived by Miner , the S-N curve can be scaled in the S d irection
such that the correct time to failure can be obtained under the derived spectrum of local stresses. The same, scaled S-N
curve and the same cumulative damage law can then be used to predict lives under any other load spectrum provided the
relationships between those loads and the local stress are known. In general , the same approach can be made to
determine crack propagation rates under various load spectra when the rate on test has been measured. Clearly, the
relationship between applied load and local stress is extremely importan t , and the main purpose of the strain gauge
measurements on test is to provide that relationship for the test conditions.

In general the stress value quoted in S-N curves for structural features such as notches or joints is the net section
stress, so that ideall y we would like to determine the net section stress as the local stress in the above discussion.
However, at the start of a fatigue test the actual failure locations will be unknown and it is clearly impracticable to cover
all the possible locations in this way. It is therefore considered that a reasonable compromise would be to instal gauges
to monitor ‘field stre sses’ at a reduced number of positions on the structure such that each gauge output retains a reason-
ably constant ratio to the local stresses of a number of potential fatigue failure positions under all the variations of load
condition expected. Such gauges should be placed at positions of low stress gradient. The relat ionship between the
measured ‘field strain ’ (E) and the local stress (5) at the failure would become part of the scaling .3 -t Jr applied to the
S-N curve . This relationship would then be retained for all subsequent reassessments. It might avoid confusion if the
curve derived from the fatigue test were reported as an E-N curve rather than an S-N curve.

It should normally be possible to establish the relationship between the ‘field strain ’ (E) and the overall loading on
the component. The latter can be represented by a moment (M), torque (T) and shear (V) about axes at or adjacent to
the location of the gauge . in general it is possible to estimate the strain (E) from a linear combination of M , T, V viz:

E = c a M + 1 3 T+ 7V
where a , 

~~
, ‘v are coefficients obtaine d by regression analyses from a sample of strains (E) for a variety of distributed

load ings. This sample can be obtained either by the applications of distributed loadings , including those selected for the
fat igue test , to the test specimen or by superposition by using strain gauge data for successive applications for known
single loads at selected locations on the component.

The above equatio n for E could also be used to estimate the significance of overall load distributi ons that were
not applied in the fatigue test; in part icular , with the associated E-N curve , it would then provide a method for reassess-
ment of cumulative damage data using flight load data when they become available , It should be noted that the modern
strike aircraft may be used in a large variety of roles involving carri age of stores , variations in fuel state throughout the
flight and excursions from subsonic to supersonic flight so that reassessment of’ fatigue test results may have to cater for
a wide range of load distributions. Hence a sufficient number of loadings should be applied to check the validity of the
equation for E over a wide range of load conditions.

It may be advantageous to add gauges in specific areas when the test reveals the precise location of cracks. These
will enable checks to be made of the constancy of the relationship between the ‘field strain ’ in the area and the strain
close to the crack initiation and also to check local stressing problems to help identify the reasons for early failure.
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All ‘field strai n ’ gauges should be monitored regularly to ensure that the relationship between applied load and
gauge output remains constant. Changes may indicate early failure s or changes in local distribution due to bedding down
ofjo in ts.  All such changes should be recorded so that a correct total spectrum of local strain is available for analysis of
failures in the area.

6.4.4 Flight and Ground Load Measurement Programmes

The mai n purpose of the strain gauge measurements on the fligh t aircraft is to provide information on the loads exper-
ienced in the various flight and ground operating conditions likely to cause fatigue damage. This is to help interp re t the
results of the fatigue test in terms of a service usage different fro m that assumed in deriving the test load spectrum. In order
to reassess the fatigue test result it is necessary to know the spectrum of stress local to the fatigue failure experienced
during the service usage under consideration. This can then be used with the S-N (or E-N) curve derived from the fati gue
test to calculate the life required. In order to obtain this spectrum it is necessary to know the frequencies of occurrence
of the opera ting conditions likely to cause fatigue damage and the local stresses associated with each of these conditions.

The collection of data on the frequencies of occurre nce of operating conditions is clearly a long-term task and may
be obtained either by the analysis of mission profiles and pilot questionnaires or preferably by instruments on board each
ai rcraft recording parameters that can be related to the operating conditions under consideration.

The data on local stresses associated with the operating conditions can be obtained from the flight and ground load
measurement programme on the development aircraft , and is a short-term exercise. This programme is usuall y concerned
with the substantiation of the calculations made for the ultimate design strength clearance of the aircraft but the
programme could be extended to investigate the load s in less severe conditions which , because of their h igher frequencies
of occurrence, are known to be significant for fatigue. It is important that the extended programme should provide load
dat a for a reasonable sample of the typical operating conditions imposed by the pilot and the environment.

Clearly it would be advantageous to obtain the relationships between operating conditions and local stresses directly,
but frequently the flight programme is completed before the fatigue test so no knowledge of the failure points is available.
In these circumstances it is impossible to cover every possible failure origin. The next compromise would be to apply
ga uges to all the points at which ‘field-strains (E)’ are to be measured on the fatigue test (see Section 6.4.3). This would
give a direct relationship to the scaled S-N (or E-N) curve derived from the fatigue test. However , even this may require
too many measu rement points on the flight test aeroplane. The more usual solution is to provide gauges to measure loads
that can be compared with those applied to the fatigue test specimen. These would be obtained in the form of bending -
moment (M) torque (T) and shear (V) at selected sections of the structure . As explained in Section 6.4.3 , the ‘field-
strains’ can then be obtained from the equation E aM + 131 + ‘yV , where M , T and V are the values appropriate to
the section at which the ‘field-strains’ are measured. It is generally inadvisable to locate the gauges in regions of high
stress gradients and it is possible that the chosen positions will not coincide with those selected for the monitoring of the
‘field-strain s’ mentioned in Section 6.4.3. However , sufficient sections must be instrumented on the flight aircraft to
enable interpretations to be made for all the positions on the fatigue test at which ‘field-strain s’ may be required. Care
must be taken to allow for the effects of changes of mass distribution that may occur in the various operating conditions
due to use of fuel , carriage and dropping of stores etc.

Ideally strain gauge positions on the flight aircraft would be chosen so that each gauge responded to only one of the
quan titities M , V or T required . This condition is not often achieved but it is usually possible to combine the outputs
of selected gauges for the estimation of each quanti ty with reasonable accuracy. The coefficients for the combined
gauges are obtained by regression anal ysis of the gauge outputs for a sample of calibration loadings applied to the flight
aircraft 5”. Direct application of the calibration loads to the fli ght aircraft may be difficult and expensive. An alternative
though clearly less accurate method would be to calibrate similar gauges at similar positions on the fatigue test specimens,
and only then if the gauges are not in regions of high stress gradient.

Any instruments that are likely to be used on service aircraft to record parameters related to specific operating
conditions should also be installed on the fligh t load measurement aircra ft . This will enable the relationship between
these parameters and the fatigue test result to be established via the loads measured in the fl ight programme.

6.4.5 Conduct of the Test

It is known that identical fatigue test specimens subjected to identical load patterns exhibit variations in time to
crack initiation and in crack rate , Because of this scatter in performance , the major fatigue test , wh ich is a test of one
article , or at best two samples of a particular design feature -— one on each side of the aircraft , must be carried on to a life
which allows for the fact that some aircraft will crack earlier than the tested specimen. This is particul arly important for
aircraft designed to safe-life principles in which safety depends upon aircraft being retired or modified in critical areas
before the probability of failure reaches an unacceptably high level.

For fail-safe or damage tolerant structures, which depend for safety upon the ability to detect cracks before they
reduce the strength below an acceptable leve l, it is argued that the purpose of the fatigue test is to check that cracks do
not occur so early or so frequently as to invoke an economic penalty. Consequently it is considered that for such aircra ft ,
higher probabilities of cracking can be accepted and so the test duration can be lower (i.e. a lower scatter factor can be
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used). Nevertheless , it should be recognised that the fatigue test is aimed to expose unexpected weaknesses in design or
unexpectedly high local stress conditions , either of which could lead to the invalidation of the substantiations used in the
fail-safe concept. In addition , this philosophy normally considers the influence of a single crack , whereas toward s the
end of the economic life many origins may be present in one area which could modify the crack propagation and
residual strength behaviour of the structure. There is therefore a strong case for testing all structures to the fully factored
life.

Scatter factors v ary from authority to authority, but , provided an average load spectru m has been used , the factor
for safe-life aircraft is usually between three and four. If lives are to be attributed to a fleet in which the individual
aircraft are not equipped with monitoring devices to determine the variation in load experienced , some allowance m ust
also be made for this , so that some additional factor may need to be applied.

Finally it is recognised that the service environment , particularl y a corrosive one , may reduce the life relative to that
achieved on test. The normal effects of environment are difficult to quantify and simulate in the time scale of the fatigue
test and un less severe , are not normally represented. It is usually considered that the scatter factors now in use include
some unspecified allowance for this.

When the specimen has been tested to the factored design life it may still be in a relatively crack-free state. In
general it will be advantageous to continue testing to provide information on the behaviour of the structure at longer lives.
It is not uncommon for aircraft to be required to remain in service for longer than was originally specified , particularly if
the structure is still sound. Developments in usage frequently occur in service which result in changes in stores-carrying
capacity and the types of sortie flown. Hence the load spectrum changes , usuall y becoming more severe. It is clearl y
important for safe-life aircraft to continue the test as long as possible in order to provid e the information on which to
base extended lives. It is also advantageou s in the case of fail-safe aircraft to examine the possible multi-crack behaviour
and to provide some indication of likely repair frequencies to aid logistic support decisions.

During the extension of the test it may be reasonable to increase the loads by 10 to 20% in order to hasten failures.
It can be argued that this is a valid procedure as extensions of life in service are often accompanied by load increases. On
th e other hand , as disucssed in Section 6.3.2 , it is known that higher loads affect the subsequent damage , so that the
pattern of failure may be changed and make interpretation difficult.

An alternative is to carry on with the original loading, introducing artificial cracks into some parts of the structure
in order to collect data on crack propagatio n rates and so to determine the inspection frequencies necessary to appl y a fail-
safe approa ch (many aircraft designed on safe-life principles exhibit slow crack growth in some areas and can be treated
as partly fail-safe). In general, since aircraft structures are for the most part symmetrical about the longitudinal centre
line it is possible to examine fail-safe characteTistics on one side whilst cont inuing to accumulate data on natural initiation
of failure on the other.

Throughout the test , inspections should be made at frequent and regular intervals in order to detect cracks at the
earliest possible time. This is firstl y to catch the cracks before catastrophic failure occurs and so prevent the loss of an
expensive specimen. Secondly it enables decisions to be made whether to repair immediately or to allow the crack to
propagate to provide the data on crack propagation rates , which will be used to define the service inspection frequencies
for that area. Care should be taken not to use inspection techni ques , such as those using chemical applications , that may
influence the subsequent crack ini t iat ion and propag ation. If service inspection frequencies have been determined by
calculations or component testing, the test inspections should be at least as frequent as those to be used in service to safe-
gua rd the specimen. However, in order to obtain crack propagation rate data it is desirable to inspect more frequently on
test. When cracks do occur on test, thus indicati ng the more likel y locations of service failures , the test specimen can be
used to develop special inspection techni ques for those areas that will be more sensitive than those used for the normal
tot al survey of service aircraft.

In order to continue the test after a crack has been detected and allowed to propagate as far as is considered safe,
the structure should be repaired in the way in which the service aircraft will be repaired. This is to check th_~ therepaired crack will not itself continue to propagate to catastrophe and to ensure that the repair introduces no new hazard.

When the fatigue te sting is finished , the test should be completed by residual strength tests to the required level.
These should check the residual strength of the structure in the cracked state , which may necessitate the removal of
repairs, and will also expose undetected cracks that have reduced the strength below the acceptable level.

Finally, the specimen should be stored under suitable conditions for possible examination at a later date to help
i nvestigation of service probl ems , or preferably, subjected to a complete tear-down inspection to reveal undetected areas
of damage.

6.4.6 Reporting

In order to facilitate the interpret ation of the fatigue test in terms of service usage, sufficient information must be
reported to enable reassessments to be made throug hout the service life.
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Hence all the information obtained in the previous steps should be presented in a form that can be readily under-
stood by personnel working perhaps as long as twenty years after the test has been completed. This should include the -

S-N (or E-N) curves as discussed in section 6.4.3.that represent the failures obtained on test. In addition any other S-N
data or crack propagation data obtained fro m component tests that may assist interpretation of the major fatigue test
should be reported.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

The spectrum of loads assumed in fatigue analyses and applied in the full-scale fatigue test refers to an antici pated
average ai rcraft use. The fatigue life established in such a test is obviously related to that average “design ” load
experience.

However , the act ual load experience , and consequently service life , of i ndividual aircraft or groups of aircraft can
deviate appreciably from these design assumptions, for various reasons.

In the first p lace , modern fighter aircraft often have mult i  rOle capability and may be used in various rOles. Figure
7 .1 illustrates the variation in load factor experience of German F-lO4G squadrons used for diffe rent duties. Successful
fighter types are often being operated by many different Air Forces , each with its own geograp hical en vi ronment , opera-
tio nal requirements and tactical procedures.

Sometimes , individual aircraft are subjected to a loading en vironment that deviat es dramatically from the fleet
average : this is illustrated in Figure 7.2 for “Blue Angel” and “Thunderbird” demonstrating aircraft . Th ese aircraft
accumulated a fatigue damage equivalent to 4000 test hours during one single show season!2 .

In the second p lace , the load experience may change drastically with time , either due to changes in aircraft rOle or
d ue to changes in air tactics or training procedures.

Figure 7.2 shows how the average F-4 load spectra increased by an order or magnitude between 1965 and 1972.

For modern t ighter aircraft with their usage versatility and desired long operational lives on the one hand and their
fi nite fatigue endurance on the other , monitoring of operational load experience has become indispensable. Monitored
loads are used for re-assessing the service life un der operational conditions and the inspection intervals for fail-safe
structures which are based on crack growth rates in conjunction with loading severity. Methods available for such re-
assessment are discussed in Section 7.2.

In Section 7 .3 , vario us load monitoring techniques are described. General aspects of fatigue load monitoring are
being discussed in Section 7.4.

The chapter ends with a number of concluding remarks.

7.2 LIFE RE-ASSESSMENT METHODS

Analytical and experimental means to establish the fatigue performance in the design stage were described in
Chapters 4 and 5. It will be clear that  basically these same methods may be applied to re-assess the fatigue perfo rmance
u nder service conditions. It is essential , however , that  for re-assessing the actual service life the fatigue performanc e as
deter mined during the full-scale fatigue test is available as a basic “life-refe rence ” : critical areas are known an d lives
under the test loading environment are established. Consequently, the methods applied for re-assessment usually have a
comparative rather than an absolute nature in as much as it is tried to compare the test load and service load spectra in
terms of fatigue damage .

In the following, methods to make such fatigue damage comparisons , both on analytical and on experimental basis.
will be brie fly disc ussed.

7.2.1 Relative Damage Calculations

In Chapter 4 it was pointed out that  all calculation methods for crack initiation currently in use are essentially based
on Miner ’s rule. Such calculations can be done on a relative basis , in which case M in er ’s rule is used more or less as a
“trans fer function ”. Suppose the damage associated with  the test spectrum , assumed to be the basic reference is calculated
as Dtest ; the da mage associated with the service spectrum is computed as ~~~~~~ A “Spectrum Severity Index ” SSI
can then be defined

= ~~~~~

~ tesI

relating the damages of the two spectra considered.

If the safe life under the test loading is established as (Lik) 1~5t, then the life u nder service condit ions is re-assessed
as.

( lIie )5~1~,~~ 
= 

j ( Life )test 

-~~~~~~~
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The limitations of Miner type calculations were ampl y disc ussed in Chapter 4. Apart from the difficu lty of obtaining -
appropriate S-N-data, the inability of Miner ’s rule to account for sequence-effects may be mentioned.

Reasons why the application of Miner ’s ru le on a “relative ” basis can give more accurate results than a “direct ”
Mine r calcu lat ion are:

• When the spectra that are compared are similar and refer to the same type of flying, it can be expected that e.g.
interaction effects are approximately the same in both cases. The errors in life calculations due to neglect of
these effects will cross out in a comparative calculation.

• The calculation result is less dependent upon the S-N data used; the S-N curve used must have appr oximately the
correct “shape ”, the abso l ute values will agai n cross out.

Satisfactory results with comparative calculations have been report ed (e.g. Reference 3). However , it should be stressed
that similarity of the load spectra to be compared is a necessary pre requisite for obtaining reliable results. In Reference 4.
for example , a case is treated of a service aircraft with very few service hours showing a fatigue crack in a lower wing
cover which was not encountered in the full scale test. Rev iew of accelerometer data revealed that this aircra ft had only
bee n subjected to a maximum of 4.5 g. The design spectrum applied in the fatigue test included two exceedings of 7.8 g
per 100 fligh t hours. Addit ional spectru m tests under a test load spectru m truncated at 4.5 g gave a reasonable duplica-
tion of the service cracks observed. Obviously, t he omission of the high loads prevent ed the formation of beneficial
residual compression stress in the notch root.

An “ordina ry ” Miner calculatio n would undoubtedly but erroneously have indicated the truncated load spectrum
as less da maging than the complete spectrum.

Recently, “adv anced” calculation techni ques have bee n developed , which compute the “real” stress-strain history
at t he location of stress-concentrations (“notch-roo t ”), a ’counti ng for such effects as plastic deform ation and stress
relaxa tion. These techniques are able to take interactior . effects , such as build-up of resid ual stresses, into account.
Promising results have been Teported5” . However , these results are usually obtained for relatively simple configuratio ns.

For actual structural configurations of some complexity, where othe r effects like fret t ing etc. play a role, it is felt
that , if the service loading deviates essentially from the design test spectra . reliable calculation results cannot be expected.

7.2.2 Comparative Fatigue Tests

Especially when the load experience encountered in service turns out to deviate appreciably from the loading applied
in full-scale test , the analytical prediction of service life is bound to have a limited reliability. In such cases, additio nal
testi ng will be necessary to assess th e fatigue life under operational conditions.

An obvious solution is to do a fatigue test on an aircraft component , show n in the fatigue test to be critica l , under
load spectra encountere d in service. A different solution, which is usual ly less expensive , m ay be described as compara-
tive specimen testing.

Figure 7.3 gives a schemati c representation of the procedure that may be followed. Specimens incorporating hasic
str uctural details and as such considered representative for certain structural areas, are fatigue tested both under the load
spect rum applied in the full-scale test and under the monitored service load spectr3. The stress level may be adjusted such
that the specimen life under the full-scale test spectrum equals the full scale test results. Servo-hydraulic testing machines ,
in which specimen tests under complex flight load histories can be performed at relatively low cost , are now generally
ava ilable. It should be stressed that comparative specimen tests can give highly accurate results. Con sequently, it is felt
tha t in many cases such comparative tests should be considere d as an efficient alternative to tedious and often doubtful,
analytical life calculations. However , care shou ld be taken that the specimens used in such comparative tests are indeed
representative for the structural areas considered. With refe rence to Barrois ’4 , it must be clear that a proper K 1-val ue
and the same material alone are insufficient: appropriate stress gradients , the same surface treatments and, in case of
joi nts , the correct fasteners and same t echniques of fastening are required to obtain representative specimens .

7.3 LOAD MONITORING TECHNIQUES

Structural fati gue is caused by alternating stresses ; obviously, an adequate fatigue load monitoring system should
be abie to provide information about the stresses , occurring in service in those structural areas that are prone to fatigue.
Referring to paragraph 6.4.3, it may be recalled that the “field stresses” in critical areas rather than local stresses near
stress concentrations are of intcrest. Paragraphs 6.4.3 and 6.4.4 described means to establish relations between these
field stresses and overall loading expressed in moment M , torque T and shear S on the one hand and determination
of the overall loading for various fligh t considerations on the other. Currently a wide variety of load monitoring equip-
ment  is bei ng used. However , according to their working princi ple , two basic monitoring approaches can be distinguished ,
viz:

-~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(a) Load f) arameter monitoring

Recording of load-related paramaters. Relations between these parameters and structural  stresses are to be
established by analysis and addit ional  fl ight load measurements.

(b) Direct str ess monitoring

Recording of stresses in critical structural areas.

In the following paragraphs both monitoring approaches will be discussed in some more detail.

7.3.1 Load Parameter Monitoring

Undoubtedly,  monitoring systems based on the recording of one or more load-related parameters have found the
widest application by far. Here , the  expression “load related parameter ” may be interpreted in a very wide sense.

For example , usuall y inspection intervals are being expressed in terms of “flight hours” or “flights ”. Obviously, a
“flight hour ” or a “fligh t ” is considered as a measure , a “unit of damage ”. In this sense the number of flight hours may
be considered as a load-related parameter. Obviously, the recording of fl ight-t ime , “keeping a flight log”, may be consi-
dered as the simplest form of parameter monitoring. This type of monitoring, only involving a kind of “bookkeeping ”,
is usually indicated as usage monitoring. More complex forms of usage monitoring include the noting down of aircraft
take-off configuration , mission type flown , or even the times spent in various mission segments.

Very often , parameter monitoring takes the form of “event count ing ”. Obvious examples of “events ” descriptive
for the fatigue damage to a certain structure are the number of pressure cycles for a pressurized cabin or the number of
flap actuations for a manoeuvring flap mechanism. But also the widely used counting accelerometer , which will be
described in detail in paragraph 7.3.1. 1 , counts “events ” , the events of interest being the exceedances of various accelera-
tion levels. Only in very few cases , the monitoring will consist of a continuous recording of one or more physical
quati t ies .

Essential for load parameter recording is the existance of a reasonably consistent relation between one or more
“simple ” parameters on the one hand and structural loads on the other. Reference 12 describing the development of a
monitoring system for fin loads , i l lustrates the feasibility of using combinations of parameters as a loading measure.

In Reference 13 , statistical methods to convert parametric data into load spectra are discussed in detail.

Means to establish relations between structural loading and one physical parameter , viz. c.g. acceleration , will be
discussed in the next paragraph.

7 3.1.1 (‘QuIl t ing Accelerometer S.vstem.s

Taking in to  account that  according to Newton ’s law the external load acting on an aircraft is equal to the mass of
that aircraft times the e.g. acceleration it will be clear that  the c.g. acceleration is a parameter which is highly descriptive
for the aircraft loading. Thus , it is not surp rising that i n nearly all load parameter monitoring systems e.g. acceleration
is the prima ry parameter to be recorded.

Specifically one type of instrument , the so-called co unting accelerometer , has found a very wide application as a
load monitoring device. A counting accelerometer is a device which counts , for a nu mber of acce leratio n levels , the
number of times that each acceleration level is reached or exceeded.

Usually, a level exceedance count is not comp leted before the acceleration has dropped again to a secondary “reset”
level which is closer to I g. Typical meter-setting are given in Figure 7 .4.

The counting accelerometer consists of a counter uni t  and an acceleration sensor. The acceleration sensor is prefer-
ably mounted in the vicinity of the aircraft c.g.

Usually, the acceleration counters are read after each flight and readings filled out on a debriefing form , togethe r
with additio nal information about the type of flight , the ai rcraft con fi gurat ion , etc. A typical debrie fing form is shown
in Figure 7.5

Cou nting accelerometers are relatively simple and inexpensive , and car easily be installed. Moreover , they need
rela tively l i t t le  maintenance. However , their applicability as a load monitoring device is restricted to those cases where a
reasonable relation can be found between c.g. acceleration and the loading of fatigue-critical areas.

Usually, the “st ress per g” i n these areas is not a constant hut  depends on a number of other parameters such as
weigh t , weight dis t r ’h ution , Mach number and alt i tude.

In order to convert the acceleration spectra obtained with counting accelero m~rte r s into stress spectra , representative
“average ” st ress/g ratios wil l  have to be determined.

~~~~~~ _~~~~
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If the accelerometers are read after each sortie , as is usually the case with fighter aircraft , the g-records may be
collected into groups of flights of similar mission type and the task is to determine average stress/g ratios pertaining to
each mission type.

Figure 7.6 illustrates a typical variation in Wing Root Bending Moment per “g” during a flight due to fuel consump-
tion. It will be clear that the value of the “ave rage” lo ad/g-ratio depends on the flight phase in which manoeuvring takes
place , at what speed these manoeuvres are carried out , etc.

Undoubtedly the most accurate way of determining average stress/g ratios is by means of fligh t load measurements
in which structural stresses -and c.g. acceleration are simultaneousl y recorded.

I t should be kept in m ind that the “aver age” stress/g ratios to be determined are statistical quantities. For this
reason it is essential that the measuring flights are representative for the actual operational usage in terms of mission
profile and manoeuvring patterns flown. Whenever possible , measuring fligh ts should be carried out as normal operationa l
sort ies , preferably flown by operational pilots instead of special test pilots.

A number of techniques m a y  be applied to obtain the “average ” st ress-g relations from recorded stress-and accelera-
tion histories. Of these, t wo will be briefly discussed.

(a) Peak-correlatio n techniques

The stress-records and acceleration records are searched for peaks. Stress peaks and acceleration peaks are
considered to correspond when th ey occ ur at or approximately at the same instant. Corresponding peak-values are
p lotted against each other. The result may be presented in a matrix-format as illustrated in Figure 7.7.

Standard regression techni q ues can further be applied to obtain average stress/g values. Moreover , the amoun t of
correla tion between stress and g can be quantified as well as the variability of the stre ss/g ratio , using standard statistical
methods.

(b)  Spectrum-correlatio n technique

Sometimes , the stress or acceleration data are not available as complete time histories but only as spectra or
exceedance-curves. In such a case, when peak-correlati on techniques cannot be app lied, average stress/g va lues can be
ob tained by relating those values of stress and acceleration which have the same exceedance frequency. The method is
illustrated schematically in Figure 7.8.

It should be observed that this technique provides no information about the amount of correlation between stress
and g; in fact the method presumes the existence of such a correlation. Hence , before applying this technique it should
be made sure that the two quantities considered are indeed reasonably correlated.

Referring to the problem of variability of stre ss/g values it may be noted that  in practice often a high degree of
correlati on between stress and acceleration is found despite the previously mentioned dependence of stress on instan-
ta neous fuel weigh t , speed and altit ude. The reason is that often the severe manoeuvring associated with a certain
mission type is restricted to a limited period , e.g. at hal f mission time , and thus takes place at approximately constant
fuel weight. Moreover , e.g. in Air to Ground attacks , all manoeuvres are made within a relativel y narro w velocity band.

A typical example of such a mission type for which a high correlation between stre sses and accelerations may be
ex pected , is shown in Figure 7.9

On the other hand , the Air Combat Mission presented in Figure 7.10 exemplifies the opposite case . It may be noted
that severe manoeuvre s are performed in various mission phase s, at various altitudes and different speeds. If the stress
per g depe nds on fuel condition , altit ude and Macl i number , a weak correlat ion between stress and acceleration must be
expected for this mission type.

I n Refere nce 7, whic h gives an excellent review of the use of counting accelerometers , the use of multi-mode meters.
us ing different sets of counters , is mentioned as a possibility .

However , it may be said that  in case of poor stre ss-g-correlation . the counting accelerometer reaches the limits of its
sui tabi l i ty  as basic monitoring device.

So-called mult i -parameter  monitoring systems in which several parameters are simultaneously recorded lack the
basic propert y of simplicity. In such case%, applicatio n of direct stress monitoring devices may be worthwhile  to consider.

7.3.2 Direct Stress Monitoring

As said previously, fatigue is caused by alternating “st ressing ” or “st ra in ing ” of th e s t ruct u re l~r~ most di rect way
of fatig ue load monitoring is undoubtedly the recording of stress (or strain ) histories occurring in fat i gu e critical areas. 

.~~~~.. - -.-~-~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘~~~~~~~~ ‘ ‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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It should he repeated that this does not imply the measuring of stress at the exact “hot spot ”, usually a poi nt of stress
concentration whe re cracking is hound to start , but rather a “field strain ” being a direct measure for the net section
stress in that area. Direct stress monitoring presupposes the knowledge of the fatigue -crit ical  areas. If a full-scale fatigue
test has been ca rried out , t his knowledge exists as the test must have revealed these areas. Unfortunatel y the timing of
the major test can be such that results are not available before several aircraft have alreay entered service. Retrospective
insta llation of monitorin g devices m a y  be very d i f f i c u l t .  Undoubted ly .  here lies one of the problems associated with
di rect stress monitoring. However , it shou ld be kept in mind that usuall y the hig hly st ressed structural areas are well-
known and that  in many cases the cri t ical  areas revealed by the majo r tes t  don ’t come’ as a complete surprise.

U ntil  now , direct stress monitoring has only found limited and incidenta l  application. Yet. a relati ve large number
of st rain monitoring devices , using diffe rent measurin g and recording t echn iques , have been and are being developed.

Undoubtedly,  the si mplest category of strai n monit oring devices is formed b y the so-called “Scratch gauges” or
“Mechanical strain recorders ” As .i typical example , the Prewitt scratch strain gauge which  is shown in Figure 7. 11 , will
be desc ribed.

The gauge consists of two base plates which  can be attached to a st ru c t ur . i I member. Under load the scribe arm
attached to the smaller plate moves relat iv e to the larger base plate. The s ty lus  at the end of the scribe arm scratches in
the targe t (d isc i  a mark . equal to the relat ive motion of travel betwee n the two base plat e s

Rotation of the targe t disc , caused by driver brushes , occurs on l ~ when the distance between the base plates
decreases. The “scratch ” corresponding with an alternat ing load , has a Saw t ooth character.  With the Mechanical Strai n
Recorder developed by Technology Incorporated rot ation of the targe t occurs both in the cJse of decreasing and
i ncreasing strain , resulting i n ‘ tr iangular ” recorder pa t t e r n. The Mechanical Stra in Recorder develop ed by Leigh uses a
metal tape as recording medium instead of a disc .

The basic advantage of these devices are their  e st r em e simp l ic i ty  and associated very low cost Their installation is
si mple~ no wiring is needed , no power required . et ~

On the other hand , it should be recogniied that the ‘,t ra in  record obtained consist ’ only it a t i ny  scratch on a piece
of metal. The readin g out of these traces is a tedious job and for applications on a larger scale , automatic eq uipment is
indispensable.

Finally, i t should be observed that the possibility ho apply mechanica l strain gauges is subject to a number of limita-
tions. In the first place , to have an acceptable sensi t ivi ty,  the mechanica l  strain gauge s must be relatively large , wi th  a
measuring length of at least 3 inch .  Consequent ly, for i nstallation a flat surface with a length of at least 4 inches and I
inch wide is required. Moreo ver , as the target disc must he replaced at regular intervals , the gauges can only be installed
in readil y accessible locations.

1- lectri cal strain gauges , on the other hand , can be verb small , down to a few millimetres. I- xperience has shown
that , if carefully installed and properly sealed and protected , they may re main serviceable for pr a ct i cal ly unlimited
period s of time. Consequently, accessibility is only required during installation.

In t he last decade , electronics have shown a tre mendous development: stable D.C amplifiers , necessa ry for the strain
signal conditioni ng, can now he produced in very small sizes and for a remarkabl y low price . Moreover, small size low
price recorde r equipment is becoming available. He nce , a fatigue load monitoring system in which the output of one or
more strain gauges is cont inuously  recorded o’i magnetic tape might be considered as feasible . However . it  is easy to see
that  such continuous recording. especially in the case of fleet-wide monitoring, would i mply a ve ry large and probably
prohibitive amou nt of ground-based data processin g.

For this reason , all monitor i n g systems based on strain gauges that  have been envisaged so far include some form of
i n-flig ht data reduction.

A ve ry e ffective and rigorous way of data reduction is “strain exceedance count ing ” . Va rious “strain exceedance
cou n ters ” have been or are being developed (see e.g. References 9, 10). Basically, these instruments are analogous t o the
p reviously discussed counting accelerometers . In other words , whenever t he s t ra in  gauge signal exceeds prescribed values,
an electromagnetic counter is activated. No additional tape recording is needed. The moni t or ing result has the natu re of
a st ress exceedance sp ectrum and is read directly from the counters. Bec~s ’i~- n t  it s simplicity , strai n esceedance counting
is very attr a ctive.  However , one should ri -alize that  level cross counting may y ield results that  are d i f f i cu l t  to interpret
if the signal analyse d is not characterised by some constant “refe rence ”-value such as the l-g value in the case of accelera-
t i O l i ’,. As an exa m ple , Figure 7.12 illustrates the type of level cross count result obtained for a signal with two different
“reference ” levels . viz, the n = I- stabilizer bending stre sses in flaps-up and flaps-down configuration respeetivel ~ I t wi l l
be clear that the in t e rp r e i . i t i on  of th i s  spectrum in terms of “load cycles ” would alread y give rise to some problems
Hence , it is fe l t  that “strain c o i i n t v ’r s ” are specifically suited for the reduction of strain signals that do have a well-
defi ned average , for example the vertical tail bendin g moment stress, where the “ave rage ” ,tre ss is obviousl y ,ero
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A more sophisticated method of data reduction is adopted in the “Demon ”-system , a prot otype of which was
recently built and flight-tested~~.

For conventional structural materials it may be stated that the fatigue damage associated with a certain load-history
is de fined by the peak and valley levels and that the influence of load duration and rate of load change are not important.
Besides , i t has been shown that very small load changes, smaller than some specified range-threshold are insignificant.

The reduction method of “Demon ” is based on these considerations. The continuously measured strain signal is
searched for peaks and valleys associated with a change of at least a specified threshold value. The values of successive
peaks and valleys are transferred to the recording medium in their chronological sequence. The final result is a
“load history ”.

The prototyp e system described in Reference I I  used a simple cassette type m agnetic tape recorder as recording
medium. As alternative , a hardware memory that is read out after each fligh t could be considered.

Figure 7.13 gives an illustration of the type of monitoring obtained. It should be observed that th e load data
obtai ned may be used directly as input for comparative component testing.

7.4 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the previous chapter various fatigue load monitoring techniques were discussed. Each of these turned out to have
its own adva ntages and its limitations.

In fact , there is no single technique that can be labelled as “the best ” for all applications: it depends on the proper-
ties of the aircraft and its expected usage what is the most suitable monitoring system.

In the following, vario us aspects that must be considere d when defining a fatigue load monitoring system for a
specific ai rcra ft and operato r will be discussed.

(a)  The c ’riti ealitt. of fatigue

The degree to which fatigue is expected to be critical for a certain aircraft type in a specific type of operation is
de fined on the one hand by the fatigue performance under the design load spectrum as established in the full-scale fatigue
test and on the other hand by the expected severity of the operational use in relation to the design assumptions. In this
respect i t should be realized that especially t he forces of smalle r coun t ries often merely bu y the i r fight er ai rcra ft more
or less “off the shelf” in another country without having any inf luence on the design load assumptions. Obviously, the
usage by such an operator can easily be very different from the “design usage ”.

It will be clear that the degree of criticality will have a major influence on the require d accuracy with which loads
ha ve to be monitored and the complexity of the monitorin g system.

(b) The expected variability in load experience

Very often , one aircra ft type is used within one Air Force for various widely different duties , associated with very
di fferent load experience. In the second place the possible variation in load experience amongst aircraft flying nominally
the same duty should be considered. As one “d uty ” includes various mission types of different severity, the “load
experience per flight ” may be considered as a stochastic variable , say x , with mean E [x J  = ~ and variance
E I ( x - 

~ )~J = . The average load experience over n flights is a stochastic ~~ 
with mean E(~~ J = = ~ and

variance L~( x~ 
-—  

~~ 
)
~ = = o~ . In words, the variance of the average load experience over a number of flights

dec reases proportionally to the number of flights considered: hence , the stati stical variation in load experience over longer
periods, bet ween aircraft flying the same duty,  will be very small provided each aircraft flies a purel y random selection out
of the popul ation of flights pertaining to that duty.

However , in actua l service, u nexpected large differences in average load experience are sometimes observed,
indicating that  flight-selection is not fully random. Causes may be e.g.:

h i )  Different missions are flown in diffe rent configurations , both with regard to stores and avionics. If conversion
fro m one configuration to the other is relatively complicated , aircraft may remain in the same configuration for
a long time , and wi ll fly the mission associated with that configuration.

(ii ) Ai rcraft of the same type show differences in performance. If a specific tailnumb er is known or just “said” to
have a “good gun ” , the machine is chosen very frequentl y for Range Missions , International Shooting contests
etc., accumulating fatigue damage at a very fast rate.

Other possible causes of systematic load experience variations can easily be imagined. Their presence depends heavily on
the ope rational and maintenance procedures , app lied by the specific operator.

I. ~~~~~~~~~ . -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~
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It should be noted that the amount of loading-variability will define the number of aircraft that have to be equi pped
with monitoring devices. Moreover , as will be discussed further on , i t may determine the choice between sample moni-
toring and individual aircraft monitoring.

(c)  Location of fatigue critical areas

The full-scale fatigue test is supposed to reveal the fatigue critical spots , that means whe re the first fatigue cracks
are expected to occur. Before this test , these areas might be predicted on the basis of stre ss analysis and measurement
in conjunction with fatigue analysis. This will define the areas for which the structural loading will have to be monitored
and from the previous chapter it will be clear that this may largely determine the type of monitoring equipmen t that
should be used. For example , i f the tail turns out to be the most critical item. it may become advantageous to apply
direct stress monitoring techni ques. Im porta n t in this respect is also , how niany areas should be indicated as “critical” ,
as this will influence the required complexity of the monitoring system.

(d) Sample monitoring versus individual monitoring

Fatigue Load Monitoring Systems can be divided into so-called Sample monitorin g systems and Individual aircraft
monitoring systems. In the case of samp le monitoring, the purpose is to obtain an estimate of the average load experience
pertaining to a certain type of operation by recording a repre sentative samp le of flights pertaini ng to that specific role.

The necessary size of that sample depends on the required accuracy of the estimate and on the variability of the
loading experience per flight. As the load experience is not a stationary stochastic (usage change s with t ime), the sam ple
must be drawn within a limited time period . These factors together determi ne the number of aircraft to be equipped
wit h monitoring devices and sometimes this number may be re latively hig h.

However , the statistical nature of sample monitoring should be stressed : the monitoring result is an average load
spectru m pert ainint to a certain role ; it is assumed that this spectrum is representative for the load spectra pertaining to
each individual aircraft engaged in the rOle. In other words , it is presumed that a systematic variation between different
aircraft , as discussed previously , does not occur.

Otherwise, the load experience of each individual aircraft is to be considered as uni que: inf ormation abo u t that
experience can only be obtained by load monitoring in that particular aircraft.

This is the essence of individual aircraft monitoring: loads measured in a particular aircraft are used only for
monitoring the fatigue life of that particular aircraft , and not to define an average spectrum pertaining to a certain rOle.

Individual aircraft monitoring may be described as being deterministic in nature as opposed to the statistical nature
of sample monitoring.

In those cases where systematic variations in usage between different aircraft must be expected , it becomes highly
advisable to apply individual monitoring.

However , in the author ’s opin ion , individ ual monitoring should not be considered as supenor to sample monitoring
in all cases.

For the same amount of money needed to install a simple device , e.g. a counting accelerometer , i n each aircraft of a
fleet it may be possible to equip e.g. 15 percent with more sophisticated load recorders .

Apart from accurate service load spectra , the latter system might provide highly useful additional information about
the type of loading and , in the case of spectrum changes , might indicate the causes.

7.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the previous chapters , various load monitoring techniques were described and different aspects of monitorin g
d iscussed .

It turned out that no one method could be described as universally the best but that the optimum monitorin g solu-
tion depends on the specific aircraft type , its fa tigue properties and the way it is being operated.

With regard to expected future trends the following observations can be made.

Future generations of fighter aircraft will p robably be designed according to damage toleran t or fail-safe design
principles. The safety of flight for these aircraft may be guaranteed by this damage tolerance , but their structure will
still have a finite fatigue life. Moreover , the inspection periods for fail-safe structures will be based on crack growth
rates in conjunction with a certain usage-severity.

L .~~.- ... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ... ~~~~ .~~~ ., .——‘~~~= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ‘ -~~--‘—~~—~~-~—-- - -“— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Considering the increasing labour cost associated with inspections , repair and modification it is believed that fati gue
control by means of accurate load monitoring, both for service life-reassessment and for re-assessing inspection intervals ,
will become increasingly desirable.

Moreover , accurate load monitoring will yield a better knowledge of the loading environment of fighte r aircraft ,
resulting in better design criteria for future aircra ft systems.

Consequently, th e use of sophis t icated moni tori ng devices prov iding accurate load data will become increasingly
justified. Further development of such devices, reflecting the current state of technology in electronics and recording
techni ques and providing a higher degree of automation in data hi~ndl ing and processing, should be promoted.
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Total Flight No. of A/CSymbo l Squadron Ext. StoresTime - hrs Observed
o—o A 1224 6 yes

-—-~ B 481 4 no
°— -—° C 650 4 yes

— 
10 IO~ 

- 10’
Cumulative Frequency per 1.000 hrs

Fig.7 . I Load factor spectra of four squadrons with different duties (Ref. I )
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Fig.7.2 Comparison of F-4 test spectrum to service usage (Ref.2)
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SQUADRON : 6/’7
LOCATION : ~~ // epda m -

TYPE OF AIRCRAFT : N/q 2/

DATE } 7/7/7vI ACCELEROMETER NQ I //6’6~ I AIRCRAFT NO.I.P.3021 ~3]

G-LEVEL 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 0.0 -15 FLAP~1
landing 58 /9, ~y3 IfijY 4’J~’J /$f2 Loo 72o I ~~take-off .i~P /9o 6’VO /4’M 4’249 /11/ 2oo 7/6 1 ~~result a / 3 .9 .Io / 0 4’ 1

EXTERNAL STORES CONFIGURATION -

OL~J

~~~~

CENTERLINE INBOARD OUTBQARD WINGTIP
pylon only pylon only pylon only ~~ dry 50
dry 150 dry 150 U full 50
full 150 full 150

.T~~~~. . I
REMARKS’ 

I~~lL0T 1 FLIGHT DURATION L 5S J MAX. G-LEVEL 6/ ~~J ~T/O TIME j  MIN. G-LEVEL —O.~ 1 ~MISSION DESCRIPTION S 
~9CM 

MISSION SEGMENTS FLOW N

NAVIGATION
INTERCEPTION
AIR COMBAT X 

~~ai ~ t5J
AEROBATICS 

~ri
SUPERSONIC ~ z

GUNNERY oAIR TO AIR ROCKETRY - - z
A/ G RANGE ~ BOMBING 

- - 
rs.

A /G TACTICAL

THE MISSION WAS CARRIED OUT ACCORDING TO THE A.T .P.
O.C.C. NO. 

REMARKS iW’ P?C 

Fig.7 .5 Example of a deb riefing form
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pylontank fuel ti ptank f uel internal fuel

Ma const.
Al t :

f l i ght time

Fig.7 .6 Typical variation of wing root bending moment per g due to fuel consumption
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Fi g .7. l  I Prewitt  scratch strain gauge

stress
(S)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

— — - — S n:1 , f laps up

— — — — --— — — — -— -—- --— —— Sn:1 , f l aps down

Fig .7 . 12 Level-cross count result of stabilizer bending stress

I

Fig. 7. 13 Example of load record pertaining to one flight , as obtained
with “Denion ”-eq uipment (Ref.  I I )
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